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SUMMARY 
The search for an improved mechanised method of maintaining railway track to the 
correct level and alignment led to the development of the stoneblower, a machine that 
lifts the rail and attached sleepers and pneumatically injects the required amount of 
20mm stone into the void created, creating a two-layer granular foundation. 
Stoneblowing minimises disturbance to the existing well-compacted ballast and reduces 
the amount of particle breakage normally associated with maintenance. By 1999 a fleet 
of stoneblowers was fully operational across the UK rail network and achieving target 
rates of track maintenance. However in some cases the track quality appears to have 
been left in worse condition than it was pre-maintenance. 
To investigate the deformation characteristics of the foundations directly below the 
sleepers a programme of large scale triaxial tests on 20mm stone, 50mm ballast and 
two-layer specimens was carried out under monotonic, cyclic and post cyclic monotonic 
loading. It was perceived that the amount of volume change, which was partly 
dependent on the amount of particle breakage, was critical to the overall permanent 
strain. 
From the laboratory testing it was found that particle breakage behaviour had an 
important role to play in the performance of the ballast, even at relatively low pressures. 
The specimens were particularly sensitive to the moisture content and to the variation in 
the subgrade modulus, both of which were related to an increase in the amount of 
particle breakage occurring in the test. In the two-layer specimens there was an increase 
in the resilient modulus and a decrease in the amount of breakage. 
Complementary to the laboratory work in-depth analysis of track quality data and of 
data downloaded from the stoneblower was undertaken. Detailed analysis of the data 
gave a better understanding of the performance and provided guidance for optimising 
the deployment of the stoneblower fleet and the stoneblowing procedures. 
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For efficient running of trains and for passenger comfort railway track must be 
maintained to the correct level and alignment for the speed of traffic that uses the track. 
Movements from the ideal position occur for a number of reasons including subgrade 
settlement, densification of the ballast and ballast particle breakdown due to the 
repeated loading, lateral spread of the ballast, and deterioration of the sleepers and their 
fixings. When the track quality deteriorates beyond certain limits maintenance for re- 
levelling and re-alignment is necessary. 
Two such mechanised maintenance techniques are known as stoneblowing and tamping. 
The stoneblower was one of a number of projects that came out of a drive in the 1970s 
by British Rail to overcome a phenomenon known as 'ballast memory'. Ballast 
memory is where the track, maintained using the normal tamping technique, returns 
with trafficking to its original, pre-maintenance geometry (see Section 2.2.4.1). 
The stoneblower took over twenty years to "achieve fruition", when the first machine 
came into full operation in 1997. Railtrack, who carried on the project after British 
Rail, are convinced that it offers major benefits to the rail industry (McMichael, 1998). 
With 13 machines now operating across the network there are consistent reports of good 
quality maintenance and track durability of three to four times better than previously 
experienced. 
With the passage of traffic, a section of railway track will undergo differential 
settlement and become uneven; this reduces train speeds and gives rise to poor levels of 
passenger comfort. To realign the geometric track profile back to the desired level the 
stoneblower injects a thin layer of smaller stone under the sleeper, on top of the existing 
ballast, giving rise to a two-layer granular foundation. The principles are based on the 
old measured shovel packing technique, where one gang of labourers lifted up the track 
and another gang shovelled a pre-determined amount of 6mm stone between the ballast 
and the sleeper. Although effective, measured shovel packing was labour intensive and 
time consuming. 
I 
Chapter I- Introduction 
The performance of the stoneblower is not fully understood and in some cases it would 
appear that the track has been left in worse condition than it was pre-maintenance. To 
gain further insight into the mechanisms that control the performance of the stoneblower 
fundamental laboratory based studies involving element testing and individual particle 
testing were carried out coupled with detailed data analysis of the maintenance process 
and also of the track quality pre- and post-maintenance. 
1.1.1 Laboratory specimen testing 
As mentioned by Key (1998), the stoneblower was developed mainly by mechanical 
engineers and there was little work done on the "geotechnical aspects of the operation". 
Key carried out a parametric study into the fundamental behaviour of two-layer track 
foundation as set up by the stoneblower, looking into the effects of varying the lateral 
pressures, stone sizes and layer thickness. 
With Key's work as a background it was decided to extend this research, again looking 
at the fundamental behaviour of the material. This work has been advanced in four 
main areas i) by improving the test apparatus, ii) by adapting the data acquisition 
software to record more data at specifically targeted points within cyclic load tests, iii) 
by gathering detailed information on the individual particles during preparation and 
dismantling of the test specimens, and iv) by considering and applying some of the 
more recent theories in soil mechanics. 
Monotonic load triaxial tests were used in the test programme to develop the basic 
geotechnical understanding of the material and cyclic load triaxial tests to simulate the 
passing of railway traffic. 
1.1.2 Stoneblower data analysis 
The High Speed Track Recording Car (HSTRC) travels over the majority of the UK 
main line track periodically, from which data is collected and the track quality is 
calculated. The stoneblower also records track data during the measurement and 
maintenance runs. This combined data allows the maintenance site to be analysed in 
full, the performance of each maintenance run to be determined and any track geometry 
with time to be assessed. 
Over 1400 stoneblower maintenance sites have been analysed, which includes 
assessment of the stoneblower performance during the maintenance run (using the data 
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downloaded off the machine) and assessment of the track quality for the 12 months pre- 
maintenance and the 12 months post-maintenance. 
1.2 Aims and objectives 
The aim of this project was to deepen and broaden the understanding of the behaviour 
of granular materials under repeated loading, in particular the passing of railway traffic 
and the two-layer foundation typical of that set up by the stoneblowing maintenance 
process. This was split into two distinct elements; 
i) Laboratory testing was carried out to investigate the behaviour of granular materials 
in a controlled environment. 
ii) Detailed data analysis was undertaken to develop the understanding of the factors 
that control the in-situ behaviour. 
To meet this aim the following objectives were set: 
1) To investigate the volume change behaviour and the associated particle breakage 
behaviour of a large sized uniform granular material under monotonic and repeated 
loading of the individual materials and of layered systems. 
2) To consider and simulate some of the other factors that may affect the stiffness and 
long term settlement of the track within a controlled laboratory environment. 
3) To investigate the quality and durability of the track maintenance undertaken by the 
stoneblower so that improvements in management and maintenance quality may be 
achieved. 
1.3 Scope 
A review of the theoretical background and literature relevant to this work is presented 
in Chapter 2. This covers information related to the railway environment and research 
carried out by railway engineers into the deterioration of track quality. Research by 
academics into the fundamental behaviour of cohesionless soils has also been presented. 
Chapters 3 and 4 look at the experimental programme as carried out at the University of 
Sheffield. The original development of the equipment and the addition of new 
apparatus is summarised in Chapter 3. The specifications for the materials used, 
instrumentation and data acquisition are also included in Chapter 3 along with an 
overview of the testing procedure. Chapter 4 provides details of instrument calibrations, 
data corrections and describes the initial analysis undertaken after each test. 
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Triaxial test results are presented in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6 the results from single- 
particle crushing tests and the particle breakage occurring during the triaxial tests are 
given. 
Chapter 7 draws all the laboratory test results together, that is the triaxial. test behaviour 
and the particle breakage behaviour, and presents the conclusions from the laboratory 
work. 
The stoneblower data analysis is presented in Chapter 8. This includes a review into the 
way the machine works and the data recorded by the machine, a discussion of the 
reliability of both the data from the track recording car and the stoneblower, and an 
overview of the methods used to assess the quality impact of the maintenance. The 
results, discussions and conclusions from the data analysis are also included in Chapter 
8. 
Chapter 9 presents a closing discussion, which brings together both the laboratory 
testing and the stoneblower data analysis. This work is completed in Chapter 10 with 
the presentation of the overall conclusions and recommendations for further work. 
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A review of the literature related to the geo-mechanical behaviour of granular materials 
in a railway environment has been carried out. The four main sections of literature 
considered were the railway environment itself, work and research carried out by 
railway engineers including site investigations and field work, academic related 
research and finally some more recently developed geo-mechanical theories. 
2.2 The railway 
The railways are a harsh environment and it is especially difficult for the track 
formation to remain within serviceability limits. This is due to each section of main line 
track receiving millions of load cycles, accumulating into millions of mega tonnes per 
year. 
2.2.1 Track components 
The track and its foundations can be split into several easily identifiable components; 
the track superstructure includes the rails, fastenings, pads and sleepers; and the 
substructure includes the ballast, sub ballast and subgrade (Figure 2.1). For good track 
quality to be sustained it is essential that the substructure was initially correctly 
designed and is well maintained (Evans, 1992). 
It has been stated by Evans (1992) that "Railway track formation design is probably one 
of the most complex soil: structure interactions to analyse. ". The various elements of 
this system comprise of: multi axle loading, which varies in magnitude and frequency; 
deformable rails attached to deformable sleepers with flexible fixings; varied sleeper 
spacing; a range of ballast properties and thicknesses; sub ballast; prepared subgrade; 
and underlying subgrade layers. 
Interfaces between all the different track superstructure components and substructure 
layers are subject to repeated load reversals (also referred to as cyclic loading), resulting 
in degradation to all the materials. The properties and rates of deterioration for the track 
superstructure are generally known. However, the performance of the man-made 
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substructure layers is uncertain. According to Cope (1992) this uncertainty increases i) 
in the specific areas of compaction at the ballast: subgrade interface, and ii) with the 
performance of the substructure with varying moisture contents. 
The four main components of the track and also the smaller 20mm stone used by the 
stoneblower are reviewed below. 
2.2.1.1 Rail 
Starting at the top of the structure the vehicle loads are transferred via the wheels to the 
rail. Due to impact loading occurring at the joints on 'fish-plate' jointed track, super- 
and substructure track maintenance costs are high. On the main lines, flat bottomed 
continuously welded rails (CWR) are now generally used. Using CWR has 
significantly reduced the impact loading over rail joints; however impact loads are still 
encountered due to discontinuities in the rail level and flat areas on the wheels. 
Eisenmann et at (1993) estimated, through the use of acoustic counting, that the 
occurrence of such impact loads due to wheel flats was 1 in 300 to I in 500 load cycles. 
Heavy and fast traffic can quickly turn a small dip in the track profile into a serious 
problem leading to sleeper and fastening damage and associated ballast failure (Morris, 
1992). The rail sits on a rubber pad and together they are fastened to the sleeper using a 
clip. 
2.2.1.2 Sleeper 
On the main lines the sleepers will usually be pre-cast pre-tensioned concrete. The 
dimensions vary although the normal European concrete sizes are 250-300mm wide and 
2300-2600mm long, with wooden sleepers being slightly narrower but longer. Concrete 
sleepers will usually be at a spacing of between 600 and 700mm on the UK mainline. 
Supporting the sleeper is a continuous bed of ballast. 
2.2-1.3 Ballast (nominal 50mm. diameter) 
The ballast has four main functions: 
i) Load distribution - to distribute the load to the subgrade, 
ii) Drainage - to prevent the accumulation of water around the base of the sleeper, 
iii) Adjustability - to allow for realignment of the track and, 
iv) Fines reservoir - to allow fines, from particle breakdown or spillage, to be washed 
to the bottom of the ballast (Evans, 1992). 
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Furthermore the ballast also provides lateral restraint, with the crib ballast (in between 
the sleepers) and the shoulder ballast (by the side of the track - see Figure 2.1). A 
minimum ballast depth of 230mm below the sleeper base is specified for main line track 
in the UK, although for the most heavily used lines this is increased to 300nun (Morris, 
1992). 
Ballast used in the UK is of a coarse uniform particle size of 28-50mm crushed stone 
(grading to be shown later in Figure 3.1). The coarse particle size results in fewer 
contact points than that of a well graded material. Therefore with the high stresses 
involved abrasion occurs leading to particle attrition and breakage. However the large 
voids are required to allow rapid drainage of rainfall from the track surface, most of 
which runs down through the ballast and sub ballast. 
There have been four main areas of track substructure inadequacy outlined in the 
literature (Evans, 1992): 
i) Ballast contamination, 
ii) Subgrade erosion, 
iii) Subgrade strength failure, and 
iv) Soft, very hard or variable subgrade stiffness. 
The area of ballast contamination leading to poor track quality is of most relevance to 
this field of research. 
The voids in the ballast gradually become filled with fine grained material from particle 
breakdown, materials that may have fallen onto the track or from subgrade erosion. 
This build up of fines results in poor drainage and allows the build up of pore water 
pressures under repeated loading that cannot dissipate due to the low permeability. A 
reduction of internal friction occurs, allowing particle movement under loading, which 
naturally leads to rapid deterioration and degradation (Evans, 1992). 
Work carried out in the early 1990's revealed the main sources of fines that accumulate 
in the ballast (Table 2.1). The amounts of fines quoted are typical and will naturally 
depend on the traffic and the route. A limit has been set for ballast failure criterion that 
when 30% passes a 14mm sieve then it is deemed unacceptable. When this limit is 
passed the ballast is either cleaned or replaced. 
2.2.1.4 20mm Stone 
The 20mm stone, which is used by the stoneblower, has a grading between 14 - 20mm 
(grading to be shown later in Figure 3.1). The stone is blown under the sleepers where 
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the highest stresses accumulate in the ballast. This smaller stone gives a greater number 
of contact points, thus lowering the contact stresses and the possibility of breakdown. 
Where inspections have been made on stoneblown track, there has been little evidence 
of particle breakdown (Chrismer, 1990). 
2.2.1.5 Subgrade 
The subgrade must be stable and provide adequate support to the ballast, sometimes the 
natural subgrade will provide this, otherwise extra layers will be required (as shown in 
Figure 2.1). These layers will further distribute the load to prevent over stressing of the 
natural subgrade, they will help to prevent contamination of the ballast from the 
subgrade, and will direct water away from the subgrade to prevent softening (Evans, 
1992). 
2.2.2 Track forces 
Track structure should be designed and maintained to minimise the dynamic forces 
produced both vertically and horizontally by trains (Cope, 1992). 
2.2.2.1 Vertical forces 
Vertical forces are imposed on the track from the vehicles through the wheels. Both the 
wheel support and the track support act as suspension and dampers. With a stationary 
vehicle the static forces are passed down via the wheels through the superstructure and 
ballast into the formation, with the load being spread so that the pressure is not greater 
than the bearing capacity of the natural ground. The load is the mass of the vehicle 
divided by the number of wheels. Within the UK the static axle loads are limited to 
25.5 Tonnes. However, a typical high speed passenger coach will weigh approximately 
16 Tonnes. Figure 2.2 shows the PI and P2 forces that are used in vehicle 
characterisation. The P, force is the initial high frequency force of the wheel load as it 
crosses a dip in the track. The P2 force is the much more damaging force of the 
unsprung mass of the vehicle. The maximum allowable P2 force in the UK is 340kN. 
Figure 2.2 also shows the difference in the load transmitted through to the substructure 
between the wood and the concrete sleepers. These have been calculated using a finite 
element package named GEOTRACK (Li and Selig, 1995). 
The magnitude of individual loads and the repetition of loading are the main two 
features that control the overall loading of the track. With routine traffic the magnitude 
of load is less than critical, and it is the repetition of load that is the main problem for 
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the track substructure. Such loading causes a build up of plastic strains in, and 
degradation to, the substructure. 
Therefore Li and Selig (1995) used an equation that takes into account the maximum 
dynamic wheel load and the total number of repetitions. Equation 2.1 gives the 
equivalent number of load repetitions, N- 
N= t Equ. 2.1 
4PS 
where: P, = static wheel load, 
I= traffic (in the same units as P, ). 
However, a large number of repetitions of wheel load less than the maximum magnitude 
of dynamic wheel load may also have significant effects on the accumulation of plastic 
deformation. Therefore Li and Selig (1995) determined the equivalent number of load 
repetitions could be calculated by adding up NI + N2 +... for each load case. 
2.2.2.2 Horizontal forces 
Horizontal forces act in both principal planes. Longitudinally during acceleration and 
braking (and also a small component due to steering), and transversely due to hunting 
and when cornering (Morris, 1992). 
2.2.3 Terms and definitions 
In this section a description of the terms and definitions which are commonly used 
within track quality analysis and in particular referred to in Chapter 8 have been 
included. 
High Speed Track Recording Car (HSTRC): In the UK the quality of the track is 
periodically monitored, mainly by using the High Speed Track Recording Car (HSTRC) 
which records the vertical profile of each rail, the track centreline position, the gauge, 
the cross level, the cant and the track curvature. 
Infrastructure Maintenance Contractors (IL4Cs): The companies that have contracts to 
maintain the railway track. 
Eighths: Within the railway industry the track is broken down into eighth miles 
sections (roughly equated to 200m). 
Filters: The ride quality in terms of passenger comfort is not only related to the 
'longitudinal and transverse inhomogeneities' but also related to the speed of the train. 
Undulations in the track (both in the vertical and horizontal planes) are all related to 
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(waves' of specific lengths - wavelength. At low speeds the short wavelengths control 
passenger comfort. At higher speeds the longer wavelengths become more critical. 
Selig and Waters (1994) give the following example, at train speeds of 100km/h, it is 
unlikely that undulations in track having a wavelength in excess of 30m will have a 
damaging effect on either passenger comfort or the ride quality. Similarly, at 200km/h, 
it is unlikely that wavelengths in excess of 50m will be significant. " Both the vertical 
top and the lateral alignment profiles are therefore passed through filters to remove the 
longer wavelengths thus leaving the relevant data. 
Wavelength: Typically the track is measured by four standard parameters that are used 
to assess the quality of the track. 
The track level with wavelengths over 35m filtered out ('35m level') 
The track level with wavelengths over 70m filtered out ('70m level') 
The track alignment with wavelengths over 35m filtered out ('35m line') 
The track alignment with wavelengths over 70m filtered out ('70m line') 
Standard Deviation (SD): This is the standard deviation (SD) calculated from 
ccontinuous' measurements in mm over each consecutive 200m length of track 
(approximately an eighth of a mile) on the filtered profile. This value is used as a 
measure of track quality for that specific eighth. The higher the SD value the worse the 
track quality. 
Running standard deviation: The running SD is used in this analysis to calculate the SD 
value over 200m of track at each measurement location throughout the site 
(approximately every metre). 
Ramping: At the beginning and end of the site the stoneblower has to ramp in and out of 
the maintenance. This happens to allow the machine to align, both vertically and 
horizontally, the track that has been maintained with track that has not. Ramping may 
also occur in the middle of a site, e. g. at switches and crossings, where the stoneblower 
cannot maintain. At such points the stoneblower will ramp out to the fixed point and 
then back in again. Over this length the track will not be maintained to optimum design 
and the SD for that particular eighth will increase. 
End eighths: These are the eighths at each end of the maintained site in which the 
machine ramps in and out of the maintenance. 
Design catepo! y: The crew sets the design category on the night of maintenance. The 
design category dictates the value of each parameter used in the maintenance design of 
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the track. The design categories are ranked from A* to D, where A* is the best design 
for high quality track and D is a 'catch design' for miscellaneous maintenance sites 
(Table 2.2). 
Versine: The versine is defined as the offset from a chord of length L to a circle of 
radius R. 
TrackMasterTm: TrackMaster is a management tool designed by AEA Technology 
(Rail), which runs off a database containing track quality data from across the whole 
network. In Chapter 8 TrackMaster has been used to view track quality, cant, curvature 
and structures information for each site of interest. 
Engineers Line Reference (ELR): The UK network is split into sections of track, e. g. 
SPC is the line from St Pancras to Chesterfield. 
Track ID: A number that refers to a specific line within the ELR. A piece of track with 
a Track ID 1100 means that it is the Up Fast line, a piece of track with a Track ID of 
1200 means it is the Up Slow line. Similarly 2100 means the Down Fast line and 2200 
means the Down Slow line. 
2.2.3.1 Group Standards 
Group Standards are used as a benchmark for track quality throughout the UK. Table 
2.3 shows the track quality bands taken from the Track Maintenance Handbook 
GC/EHOO05 (British Railways Board, 1993). The standards are referred to as standard 
deviations in mm. The 50%, 90% and 100% SD's indicate the target percentage of 
track which should be better than or equal to these values to produce acceptable ride 
comfort. Prior to the introduction of Table 2.3 BR used four quality bands (A - D) as 
shown in Table 2.2. The algorithm used by the stoneblower to design the maintenance 
was programmed to these (McMichael, 2001). The enhanced A* design category was 
introduced at a later date. 
2.2.4 Maintenance 
To keep the track operating at the required speed and with a reasonable level of 
passenger comfort the track has to be maintained to a certain standard both vertically 
and horizontally. The main factors that affect track degradation are the deterioration of 
the rails, sleepers and fastenings, the densification and breakage of the ballast and 
lateral spread of the ballast, and subgrade settlement. Tamping has until recently been 
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the normal process of carrying out the re-levelling and re-aligning of the track. 
However, the new maintenance process of stoneblowing challenges this dominance. 
The effectiveness of maintenance needs to be measured by both the quality of the track 
immediately after maintenance and by the durability of the track long term. As tamping 
has becoming better understood it has become apparent that the effects of tamping are 
destructive to the ballast and the benefits can often be short lived. 
2.2.4.1 Tamping 
Figure 2.3 illustrates the maintenance technique known as tamping. As the tamper lifts 
the track up, tines are inserted on the outside of the rails and on either side of the 
sleeper. Using large mechanical forces they are driven into the ballast and are then 
drawn together with the aid of vibration. In theory shoulder ballast is pushed into the 
voids under the sleepers, and supports the sleeper at the required profile. In practice this 
does not happen and it has been recognised that the track soon returns to its pre- 
maintenance profile. This is a phenomenon known as 'ballast memory'. Figure 2.4 
shows a typical result for a tamped site and the effects of ballast memory. Instead of 
ballast being compacted under the sleeper, as the theory would suggest, the process 
disturbs and dilates the densely packed ballast, so under vibration the void is filled with 
'loose' ballast. This is what causes the inherent track profile ('ballast memory'), where 
ballast, under trafficking, soon returns to its previous compact arrangement. When 
maintained by tamping the decay in track geometry is found to get faster with each 
cycle of maintenance (Wright, 1983; Figure 2.5). Eventually the ballast must be 
completely renewed. 
BR Research investigated the damage caused by the tamping process and found that 
tamping was the main cause for ballast damage. Evans (1992) reported that a typical 
'tamp' produces 4kg fines/tamp/sleeper (Table 2.1). Furthermore Hellawell (1997) 
comments that stoneblowing would result in less than 0.5kg of dirt being produced. 
Initial results suggest that with the stoneblower ballast damage would be cut by up to 
50%. Similarly McMichael (1999) argues that stoneblowing has negligible affect on 
ballast damage and that ballast life could be doubled by a change in the maintenance 
process. Research has also found that tamping has resulted in a decrease of ballast 
density and bearing strength (Selig et al., 1982 and Johnson, 1983). It would appear 
therefore that tamping is not only an inefficient method of maintaining the track, but 
also causes a large amount of ballast damage and a reduction in ballast life (Chrismer, 
1991). 
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2.2.4.2 Stoneblowing 
The concept of stoneblowing has been around for a significant amount of time with the 
journal of 'Compressed Air' (June 1897, cited by McMichael, 1998) reporting a 
'Railroad Ballast Injector' operating with 'great nicety'. The stoneblower has been 
developed primarily to overcome the phenomenon of ballast memory. This is achieved 
by blowing a layer of smaller, single sized (20mm) stone under a raised sleeper leaving 
the sleeper at the desired level and the compact ballast virtually undisturbed. 
Stoneblower maintenance thus creates a two-layer granular foundation on which the 
sleeper sits (Figure 2.6). This method originally proved to be successful with the use of 
measured shovel packing, where one gang of labourers lifted up the track and another 
gang shovelled a pre-determined amount of 6mm stone between the ballast and the 
sleeper. 
With the stoneblower 0.45kg (I lb) of 20mm stone is injected under the sleeper for every 
0.8mm (1/32 inch) the sleeper is raised - each injector receives half the amount of stone. 
Examinations have shown that the support area is about 230mm by 460mm (9 by 18 
inches), which is about the same area as the tamping tines affect (Chrismer 1990). 
In its early days the stoneblowing process came under criticism concerning migration of 
the 20mm stone into the ballast causing the blocking of voids. Research by Key (1998) 
looked at the effect of different sizes of stone and also different types of stone. He 
found through a series of triaxial tests and scale model tests, migration of stone through 
the ballast only occurred with smaller size stone and that there was no evidence of 
migration of the 20mm stone. The stone does not percolate through the ballast, as the 
voids are smaller than the stone size and BR have found no stone percolation after 
several years (Chrismer 1991). This is in accordance with the work carried out by 
Cedergren (1989) on the erodibility of granular materials. He postulated that if three 
perfect spheres had a diameter greater than 6.5 times the diameter of the smaller sphere, 
then the smaller sphere would be able to pass through them (Figure 2.7). Although this 
is a very generalised statement, it implies that for 50mm ballast a maximum particle size 
to pass through would be less than 9mm in diameter, significantly less than the 20mm 
used by the stoneblower. In fact there is evidence that stoneblowing improves the 
drainage properties of the track. McMichael (1998) hypothesised that this was probably 
due to reducing the pumping effects caused by poorly supported sleepers. 
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2.2.5 Stoneblower performance research 
2.2.5.1 AEA Technology (Rail) 
Some early data analysis was carried out by AEA technology (Rail) for the stoneblower 
Project Team. This work reviewed the immediate pre- and post-maintenance track 
quality data collected from the HSTRC machines, to determine the improvements in 
track quality achieved (Baulk, 1999). The analysis looked at five machines that 
operated within the Southern and Great Western Zones. 
The data covered all 77 sites that had been stoneblown in these two zones between July 
1998 and January 1999. The analysis compared standard deviation over eighth mile 
sections of track. There were a total of 403 eighth mile sections. However discrete 
track faults were not considered. This work therefore gave a broad overview of the 
effectiveness of the stoneblower, and may not be representative of the true ability of the 
machine. 
Separate analysis was conducted for the four main track quality parameters: 35m level, 
70m level, 35m line and 70m line (see Section 2.2.3). For the analysis AEA looked at 
the standard deviation (SD) before and after stoneblowing. The data showed the 
following general trends: 
i) The overall improvements in track quality could be seen. However there was 
considerable scatter in the results, e. g. a pre-maintenance SD of 4mm may leave a 
post-maintenance SD of between 1.5mm and 5mm. (Showing signs of significant 
improvement to the track and also of deterioration to the track quality respectively. 
Figure 2.8). 
ii) Generally the track quality improvements from the Great Western Zone were better 
than those of the Southern Zone. It was suggested in the report (Baulk, 1999) that 
this may be a reflection of the Great Western Zone generally starting with better 
quality track due to the higher line speeds. 
iii) The worst site treated was improved from 6.8 to 2.3mm SD (35m level). From a SD 
outside of the safety maximum to well within the allowable limits respectively. 
iv) Ramping in and out (at the ends of a site or due to restrictions mid site) appeared to 
have significant effects on the results. Figure 2.9 shows that around a third of the 
results from these specific eighth mile sections leave the track in a worse condition. 
However that implies that two thirds still have an improved post-maintenance SD. 
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It is therefore difficult to draw conclusions on the effect of ramping in and out from 
this data. 
The AEA report concluded with three comments. The first was that further detailed 
recording of specific sites is needed to draw reliable conclusions in the track quality 
deterioration rate. Secondly it is important to know about all work that goes on on the 
track, especially on sites already stoneblown. Thirdly a similar exercise needs to be 
carried out on conventional maintenance tamping to allow for a proper comparison of 
the two maintenance processes to be made (Baulk, 1999). 
2.2.5.2 Maintenance Contractors 
Many of the contractors (those who maintain the track) want to share their experiences 
and information on best practice to enhance the development of the stoneblowing 
process. 
GTRM, who first used the stoneblower in mid 1998 and carried out 160 miles of 
stoneblowing in 15 months, picked up on several areas that they believed to be 
important for good performance of the stoneblower (Nutbrown and Nicholas, 1999), 
three of which have been highlighted below. 
i) Selection and training of the machine operators is important. They found that it is 
often down to the operators/maintainers and supervisors to get good performance 
and high reliability from the stoneblower. 
ii) Planning, site preparation and marking up, was mentioned as being important- 
including two extra chains either end of the selected section for ramping in/out, 
replacing broken sleepers, fastenings etc. and checking all height and width 
clearances to limit unnecessary ramping out/in mid site. It is best to do this during 
the day - pre-maintenance. 
iii) The benefits of stoneblowing on the track quality improvement and durability could 
be seen. GTRM noted a vast improvement on several sections of track which used 
to require tamping every three months, which, at the time the paper was written, 
had lasted 12 months after being stoneblown. 
Nutbrown and Nicholas finished the report by saying that 'sections of track which have 
been stoneblown need to be clearly marked up to ensure that it is not tamped and to 
allow reliable track monitoring'. 
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2.2.6 Data analysis 
2.2.6.1 Reliability of data 
Raymond and Bathurst (1994) suggest there are three main uses of track quality data: 
i) Locating exceptions to the track standard, 
ii) Characterisation of present conditions, 
iii) Predicting future deterioration. 
However as McMichael (1999b) comments there are several inherent difficulties with 
the data analysis including: 
i) The Engineers Line References do not always match up. 
ii) The machine can only be accurate to within about 200min in original positioning 
along the track. 
iii) The start and end data does not always tally with distance measured or the distance 
maintained. 
iv) Phase shifts in the data due to different filters being used by different types of 
machine/analysis. 
V) Machine difficulties; auger jams, tube jamming, sticking transducers, and machine 
maintenance issues. 
vi) End eighths and other eighths where the machine has had to ramp in and out. Also 
at points where there are restrictions around the track, e. g. a confined bridge or 
tunnel, where the machine will have to ramp out and back in, in the middle of a run. 
At such points the track will not get maintained to the required level and alignment, 
including up to 70 metres either side of the restriction. 
There appear to be three main issues that need to be addressed regarding the reliability 
of the data. Firstly that of the machine (mechanical) errors as mentioned above. These 
occur due to malfunctions of the machine and may therefore cause the track to be left in 
a worse condition than expected. Secondly that of positioning of the stoneblower; it 
appears that especially with the earlier data the machine may not always have been in 
the intended position, in one instance up to 2m. out. These kinds of errors can leave the 
track in a considerably worse state than it was pre-maintenance as sleepers not due for 
stone to be blown under may get stone and others sleepers needing stone may not get 
any. The third area is that of comparing the data between the different vehicles that 
record the data, i. e. the stoneblower and the HSTRC. Although these machines are all 
required to be calibrated they show variation between each other and with repeated runs 
on the same machine. 
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Furthermore, care has to be taken with the interpretation of data over a long period of 
time, as there could be unrecorded maintenance work performed, especially on sites of 
poor track quality (Baulk, 1999). 
2.3 Laboratory tests 
The geotechnical practices of pavement engineering have over the years become 
different from those of other geotechnical applications in several ways. Two of the 
main differences as suggested by Brown (1996) are: 
i) Soil and granular fills are subject to a large number of load applications at stress 
levels well below their shear strength (known as cyclic loading or repeated loading), 
and 
ii) Under a single load application, a pavement's response is essentially resilient. 
However, irrecoverable plastic strain can accumulate under repeated loading. 
The latter allows the analysis to be separated into two parts, those of elastic strains and 
those of plastic strains. In a statement about granular material response to repeated 
loading, Brown further comments "Non-linear stress-strain characteristics are a 
particular feature of the problem and have to be catered for in design and evaluation. " 
2.3.1 Triaxial tests 
As this research project follows on from that of Key (1998), it is important that his work 
is considered in depth. Within his research Key, under a limited budget, designed and 
assembled his equipment. Using a large triaxial cell available at the University of 
Sheffield he conducted drained monotonic, cyclic and post cyclic monotonic load tests 
on 236mm diameter and 455mm high specimens. The cyclic load tests were carried out 
up to a total of 100,000 load cycles. In addition Key carried out model tests using a half 
sleeper rig at Scientifics Ltd., Derby, under 1,000,000 cycles, approximating to one 
year's main line traffic in the UK. 
With the background of stoneblowing in mind, Key (1998) also researched the 
behaviour of 20mm, l4mm, 10mm and 6mm granite and also the use of rounded river 
gravel. These materials were tested in a two-layer system with nominal 50mm ballast at 
the bottom and the smaller stone at the top of the test specimen. 
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2.3.1.1 Specimen preparation 
Work by Salman (1994) suggests that a minimum D/dm. ratio of 6 is required for a 
specimen to be representative of the in-situ soil (where D= specimen diameter and d.. 
= maximum particle size). Details of the D/d,,, a., ratio from other research are given in 
Table 2.4. As can be seen from Table 2.4 Key (1998) had a D/dn. ratio of 4.7, this was 
limited by the size of the cell. Sweere (1990) said that with a D/d.. of less than 10 
inaccuracies were obtained. In work by Bishop and Green (1965), they determined that 
a specimen with a height to diameter ratio (H/D) of 2 or more did not require any form 
of end lubrication. This applied to all of the tests reported in Table 2.4. 
Table 2.5 shows from the research reviewed the range of densities of railway ballast 
used in tests. Unfortunately the specific gravities for the majority of the materials were 
not given and it is probable that the range of densities reported is a reflection of 
different mineralogies (or specific gravities). It may also be due to varying gradings or 
particle shapes. 
On investigating the ballast vertical heterogeneity in the track bed, Lopez Pita and 
Fonseca Teixeira (2002) show that density levels ranged from 1.5Mg/m3 to 2. lMg/m3 in 
less than 25cm below track bed depth. 
2.3.1.2 Procedures 
There has been little reported about actual specimen preparation directly related to 
ballast type aggregate in the available literature. 
From the testing carried out by Key (1998), the following main points were highlighted: 
i) The usual procedure of compacting a granular material in layers was not considered 
suitable for ballast, due to the size and shape of the material, which may cause 
artificial planes of weakness to develop. 
ii) Key considered the height of drop of the particle during specimen preparation to be 
crucial to the overall density of the specimen. He chose to drop the particles from a 
height of 0.75m above the material surface whilst the specimen was vibrating. He 
found the density was relatively insensitive to the timing of the drop. 
iii) Surcharging the specimen with more than 20kg had little effect. Key therefore 
chose 20kg to surcharge the specimen for I min on a vibrating table. 
iv) With the 20mm stone he added the material steadily over a period of one minute, 
whilst the specimen was vibrating, left it to settle for l5sec and then surcharged it 
with 20kg for 30sec on the vibrating table. 
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v) After the specimen was prepared he measured the height of the material surface 
from the top of the supporting mould enclosing the specimen at three points around 
the circumference. He allowed these three points to be within 2mm (1/100 - 0.5') 
of each other, otherwise the specimen was discarded. 
2.3.1.3 Loading 
For monotonic loading Key (1998) used a rate of strain of 0.22%/minute in both the 
monotonic and post cyclic monotonic load tests. This loading rate of 0.96mm/min was 
the highest rate of strain available. This was considered to be reasonable as with the 
large grain size and no water in the pore spaces there would be no build up of pore 
pressure. 
Considering the cyclic load tests Shenton (1975) suggested that the maximum pressure 
in the ballast below the sleeper for aI OWN load is between 200-3OOkPa. This is also in 
agreement with Esveld (1989), Raymond and Bathurst (1994) and Eisenmann and 
Mattner (1989). Key (1998) used a deviator stress cycling between a nominal 12.5kPa 
and 250kPa (0.5 - l2kN) in compression, and a cycle rate of 0.1611z for the first 50 
cycles then of MHz for the rest - completing 100,000 load cycles in total. Lopez Pita 
and Fonseca Teixeira (2002) considered confining pressures of up to 30kPa or 35kPa 
would adequately represent field conditions. 
2.3.1.4 Instrumentation 
Many have commented on the 'poor accuracy' of conventional external strain 
measurement equipment, which is not reliable for strains of less than 1%. Pappin et al. 
(1992) used on specimen measurements, four LVDT's and three strain gauged epoxy 
resin rings to measure axial and radial strain respectively. Kolisoja (1997) used on 
specimen instrumentation for both axial and radial strain measurements. Brown (1996) 
used a partial internal vacuum to provide the constant confining stress (after Cheung 
1994), thus allowing the triaxial cell to be dispensed with and easy access to on 
specimen equipment. The cell size was a limiting factor in the work carried out by Key 
(1998), which meant that on sample equipment was not an option. 
2.3.1.4.1 Axial strain 
There are a number of arguments for the use of local measurement of axial strain and as 
Goto et al. (1991) commented "it is crucial to measure 'local' axial strain", where the 
strain is measured over a certain length of the specimen excluding all bedding errors. 
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Several authors have found that, especially with small strains (10 -46), the specimen 
stiffness is underestimated with external axial measurement. In the Table 2.6 Scholey et 
al. (1995) carried out a comprehensive review on the sources of error that occur when 
measuring strains with conventional equipment. Goto et al. (1991) looked at the 
sources of errors due to external measurement, addressing specifically shear banding, 
and tilting of the top cap. They commented that as the specimen reached a few percent 
strain, the external strain measurement was 'good enough'. 
2.3.1.4.2 Radial strain 
In a paper reviewing the different instrumentation, Dawson and Gillett (1998) looked 
particularly at instrumentation to measure the radial displacement. Proximity 
transducers were mainly used on the smaller finer materials, where the measurements 
were taken at mid-height, on opposite sides of the specimen. On some of the larger 
specimens the radial displacements were measured by calliper Plexiglas rings held by 
blocks glued onto the specimen with a proximity transducer across the jaws of the 
hinged callipers. Two such rings were used at one-third and two-thirds of the specimen 
height. A further radial measurement apparatus was a 'necklace-style string-of-wheels', 
which went around the mid height and had an LVDT measuring across an opening, 
alternatively a chain could have been used in place of the string-of-wheels. A fourth 
method used was epoxy resin hoops fitted onto the holdings of axial LVDT's providing 
strain measurements at a quarter and three quarters of the specimen height. The hoops 
were resistant wire strain gauges and as the specimen expands/contracts the resistance in 
the strain gauges changes. Others have used spring loaded LVDT's set in the cell wall, 
which react against the fixings attached to the specimen as described above (Dawson 
and Gillett, 1998). This final method is similar to that used by Key (1998). 
From their research Dawson and Gillett (1998) drew the following conclusions "that 
intimate connection of the instrumentation with the soil or aggregate specimen appears 
almost essential to measure radial strain. " and "For axial strain entirely on specimen 
instrumentation is preferred. " 
2.3.1.4.3 Volumetric strain 
For dry specimens the axial strain and the radial strains are often used to calculate the 
volumetric strain of the specimen. This however relies on the assumption of the 
specimen remaining a right-angled cylinder. 
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Aruruna et al. (1995) reviewed the use of a volume change measurement device based 
on a differential pressure transducer. A more complex device, which also used a 
differential pressure transducer, is reviewed by Ng et al. (2002). Both of these methods 
were based on the measurement of the change on the cell fluid volume. 
2.3.1.5 Membrane correction 
Indraratna et al. (1998) found when a 4mm rubber membrane was used in his tests with 
a similar set up to those described by Key (1998), that even with low confinement, 
membrane correction was minimal. Key looked at ways to carry out membrane 
correction using methods by Henkel and Gilbert (1952), La Rochelle et al. (1988) and 
Keubris and Vaid (1990). Based on these he found that the corrections were minimal 
due to the scale of the testing and therefore did not include such corrections in his 
results. 
2.4 Behaviour of cyclically loaded aggregates 
In the following sections the behaviour of aggregates under repeated loading has been 
split into three types of behaviour. These have been categorised as the resilient modulus 
behaviour (Section 2.4.1), the permanent plastic strain behaviour (Section 2.4.2), and 
the particle breakage behaviour during both cyclic and monotonic loading (Section 2.6). 
Each type of behaviour has then been subdivided into parameters that may have an 
effect on that particular type of behaviour. The behaviour of the specimens in the 
monotonic load tests has been included in Section 2.5. 
2.4.1 Resilient modulus 
Seed et al. (1967) calculated the resilient modulus as 'the magnitude of the repeated 
deviator stress divided by the resilient axial strain', which makes it equivalent to the 
resilient Young's modulus. Key (1998) further explained the resilient modulus (M, ) as 
the gradient of the load-unload loop. 
For triaxial tests the resilient modulus (M, ) can be calculated from: 
Oýd 
CR 
where: (Td = deviator stress 
e, = resilient or recoverable strain 
Equ. 2.2 
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Kolisoja (1997) used a kO-model from Brown and Pell (1967) to determine the resilient 
modulus (M,. ). 





where: O= the sum of the principle stresses, 0= al + (72 + CF3 
po = atmospheric pressure, lOOkPa, and 
ki, k2= material parameters. 
(with k2 = 0.5 there is virtually no loss of accuracy). 
However this has several short comings, the main one being that it assumes a constant 
Poisson's ratio, which has been shown to vary with stress by Hicks and Monismith 
(1971), Brown and Hyde (1975), Sweere (1990), and Kolisoja (1997). Furthermore it 
does not include the effects of shear strain induced by the deviator stress. Uzan (1985) 




_q M- =kpo Equ. 2.4 
(o 0 
The resilient response of unbound aggregates can be affected by several parameters, 
seven of which are reviewed below. 
2.4.1.1 Effect of stress level 
From the early 1960's up to recent studies the stress level has been understood to have 
the most significant impact on the resilient properties of granular materials (Kolisoja, 
1997). Many including Hicks and Monismith (1971), Uzan (1985) and Sweere (1990) 
have shown that the resilient modulus is highly dependent on the degree of confining 
pressure or the bulk stress. Although Hicks and Monismith have suggested that, within 
reason, the magnitude of the deviator stress has limited effect on the resilient modulus. 
Ping and Yang (1998) found that with Panama sand (fine sand) the resilient modulus 
remained constant or increased slightly with an increased deviator stress. Yet with 
Alachua sand (silty sand) the opposite occurred and the resilient modulus decreased 
with an increase in deviator stress. 
Dawson & Gomes Correia (1987) commented, "in order to be as close as possible to the 
stress field the cyclic load triaxial. test should perform both cyclic vertical and confining 
stresses, yet commented that the rotation of principle stress 'did not affect very much 
the elastic behaviour of the material'. Work by Brown and Hyde (1975) suggested that 
it was not necessary to cyclic both the vertical and confining stresses as long as the 
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constant cell pressure was equal to the mean of the cyclic cell pressure that would 
otherwise be applied. 
2.4.1.2 Effect of density 
It is well documented that, under monotonic loading, an increase in density significantly 
increases the stiffness and the strength of a specimen. However it would appear that the 
effect on cyclic loading is less well understood (Lekarp et al., 2000a). Hicks and 
Monismith (1971) and Kolisoja (1997) suggest that an increase in density results in an 
increase in resilient modulus. This was understood to be due to the increase in co- 
ordination number and therefore a reduction in inter-particle contact stress. However 
Thom and Brown (1988) and Brown and Selig (1991) suggest that the density is 
relatively insignificant. Hicks and Monismith do report that the significance of the 
density is however reduced with an increase in fines content. 
Kolisoja (1997) found that the test material density had a marked effect on the resilient 
modulus value (Figure 2.10). Traditionally density has been described by a reference 
datum e. g. the Proctor compaction test, however this method often has shortcomings, as 
mentioned by Kolisoja. In his research he found that the best way to describe material 
density was via porosity (n), or void ratio (e). 
From this he concluded that within reason the resilient modulus was directly 
proportional to the porosity of the material. The equation that he used to express this 
was: 
0*5 




where: n= porosity of the material 
no = theoretical maximum value of porosity when M, =0 
al = material parameter 
Equation 2.5 above takes into account the material composition (such as moisture, 
particle size distribution and rock type) in the parameter a,. There is an exponential 
form of this equation, which better takes into account the extremes of the range of 
possible densities, yet within the normal range of densities the above equation is 
comparable. Unfortunately there was no further clarification on what was considered to 
be of normal density. 
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2.4.1.3 Effect of grading and grain size 
From the literature reviewed there was not a clear consensus on the effect of the fines 
content on the resilient modulus of the material. However it was clear that the resilient 
modulus is affected by both the particle size and distribution, which is therefore related 
to the number of particle contacts (co-ordination number). Kolisoja (1997) reported that 
an increase in the maximum particle size led to an increase in the resilient modulus. 
This was apparently due the reduced co-ordination number, and a reduced number of 
particles in the column of particles transmitting the load (as explained in Section 
2.6.1.6), which would reduce the amount of displacement resulting in a higher modulus. 
Thom and Brown (1988) considered the effects of particle size distribution of crushed 
limestone on the resilient modulus. They concluded that uniform aggregates had a 
higher resilient modulus than well graded aggregates. This would appear to be in parity 
to the explanation offered by Kolisoja above, as a uniformly distributed material would 
have a lower co-ordination number than well graded material. 
2.4.1.4 Effect of moisture content 
The effect of moisture content on the resilient modulus of an aggregate was reasonably 
conclusive in the literature reviewed. However there were still areas that were in need 
of clarification, some of which are discussed here. Lekarp et al. (2000a) suggested that 
when a specimen is either dry or partially saturated then the effect on the resilient 
response is limited. Yet as the specimen approaches saturation then the resilient 
modulus can reduce quite significantly. Hicks and Monismith (1971), Dawson and 
Gomes Correia (1996), Khogali and Zeghal (2000) and Ping and Yang (1998) all 
showed that the resilient behaviour was highly dependant on the moisture content at 
high cell pressures. They found that as the moisture content increased, the resilient 
modulus decreased. Hicks and Monismith suggested that this effect only occurred 
above the optimum moisture content. Furthermore Dawson and Gomes Correia (1996) 
found that at moisture contents below optimum the resilient modulus increased, 
possibly due to the increase in suction. Raad et al. (1992) demonstrated that the effect of 
moisture content was most significant in well graded aggregates with higher proportions 
of fines, again confirming the above suggestion. 
It would appear that much of this research was based on highway subgrades where the 
granular materials may still be susceptible to the build up of pore pressures. This would 
lead to a decrease in the effective stress, resulting in lower strength and stiffness. 
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However Thom and Brown (1987) showed that in crushed rock where there was no 
detectable build up of pore water pressure, there was still a decrease in the resilient 
modulus with increased moisture content. They proposed that this was due to the 
moisture acting as a lubricant between the particles. Similarly Awoleye (1998) 
comments that water and fines collecting in the ballast act as lubricant between the 
ballast particles, significantly reducing the interlocking between particles, which 
effectively reduced the resilient modulus. Lekarp et al. (2000a) argued that this may not 
have been due to lubrication as such but more a reduction of localised pore suctions as 
the moisture content was increased. This would lead to lower inter-particle contact 
forces. 
Kolisoja (1997) also looked at the effect of moisture content on the resilient modulus. 
He found, contrary to the above findings, that the resilient modulus of the 'very open 
graded test material' was insensitive to variations in moisture content. Similarly Boyce 
(1976) and Pappin et al. (1992) concluded, from tests on a well graded crushed 
limestone with a maximum particle size of 40mm, that where full drainage was allowed 
the resilient strain behaviour of a saturated specimen was the same as that of a dry 
specimen. 
2.4.1.5 Effect of stress history and the number of load cycles 
Past research would suggest that the resilient modulus is affected by the stress history. 
Key (1998) found that the resilient modulus increased rapidly during the first few cycles 
and that the rate of change reduced with an increased number of loadings, stabilising 
after about 40,000 load cycles. It would appear that this effect is due to the compaction 
of the specimens under particle rearrangement and particle crushing. Boyce et al. 
(1976) demonstrated that stress history effects could be reduced by a few cycles of pre- 
loading, although, as reported by Brown and Hyde (1975), there is little effect on the 
resilient response of the material as long as the deviator stress is kept relatively low, i. e. 
by limiting large permanent axial strains. 
Post cyclic monotonic load tests carried out by Key (1998) after 100,000 load cycles 
showed an increase in the specimen stiffness compared to the normal monotonic test by 
up to 100% with a 40kPa cell pressure. This would appear to be due to the compaction 
of the specimen during the cyclic load test. From this Key suggested that a form of 
controlled pre-loading after railway track maintenance may have long term benefits on 
the pennanent settlement of the track. 
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2.4.1.6 Effect of particle shape and aggregate type 
The resilient modulus depends on the material used although there is little reported in 
the literature relating this directly to the cyclic load behaviour of soils. 
Hicks and Monismith (1971) and Thom and Brown (1989) showed that angular to 
subangular crushed rock have a higher resilient modulus than subrounded or round 
particles. This was reported to be due to the angular and subangular particles 'spreading 
the load better' and therefore reducing the inter-particle stresses. 
2.4.1.7 Effect of loading duration and frequency 
Boyce and Brown (1976), Seed et al. (1967), and Thom and Brown (1987) showed that 
the loading duration and frequency have little or no effect on the resilient properties of a 
material. Lekarp et al. (2000a) comments that the loading frequency could have an 
effect on the resilient modulus when the material is close to saturation, possibly due to 
increased pore pressures. 
As previously stated Brown (1996) comments that the resilient characteristics of large 
sized granular materials was insensitive to the frequency of loading. 
2.4.2 Permanent strain 
Due to the nature of permanent strain tests which require long testing times and the 
necessity of separate specimens for each test, advances in understanding of the 
development of plastic strains have not be so forthcoming as those of resilient modulus 
where much information can be gathered from one specimen. Similar to the seven 
factors that affected the resilient modulus above five factors have been reviewed for 
their effects on the permanent strains in granular materials. 
Many models have been suggested over the years to determine the development of 
permanent strain with cyclic loading, however they have all been limited. Lerkarp et al. 
(2000b) suggests this is because failure in cyclic load tests is not sudden as in 
monotonic load tests, but is an incremental process as the deviator stress in cyclic load 
tests is often well below that of the failure stress in monotonic load tests. 
2.4.2.1 Effect of stress level and history 
As with the resilient modulus the literature suggests that stress level is one of the most 
important factors that affects the permanent deformation in granular soils, depending on 
both the deviator stress and the cell pressure. Lashine et al. (1971) and Brown and 
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Hyde (1975) indicate that permanent axial strains reached a constant value related to the 
ratio of the deviator stress and cell pressure. 
From the literature it would appear that permanent strains would be increased with the 
rotation of the principal stresses as in the hollow cylinder apparatus beyond that seen in 
a triaxial test specimen (Ansell and Brown 1978, and Chan and Brown, 1994). 
However there is a limitation due to the maximum particle size that can be tested in 
such apparatus. 
Limited research has been conducted on the effect of the stress history on the plastic 
strain of the material. Although Stewart (1986) reported that the maximum stress to 
which the specimen has been subjected in the past controlled the future response. Key 
(1998) noted that under repetitive loading the specimen densified and gradually 
increased in strength and so was able to better resist the applied stress of the following 
cycles. 
2.4.2.2 Effect of density 
The density of the specimen has been found to be significant in the long term plastic 
behaviour of granular materials under repeated loading as reported by Barksdale (1972) 
and Thom and Brown (1988). With increased density the permanent strains are 
significantly reduced, Lekarp et al. (2000b). 
2.4.2.3 Effect of grading and aggregate type 
The grading of a material will naturally have a direct influence on the overall density, 
where the densest mix results in the least deformation (Dawson and Gomes Correia, 
1996). However the plastic strain may increase as the amount of fines increases 
according to Barksdale (1972) and Thom and Brown (1988). 
The shape of the aggregate has a significant influence on the permanent strains with the 
more rounded particles having less resistance to strain than angular ones (Key, 1998). 
However Leung et al. (1996) found that the more angular particles were more 
susceptible to creep. 
Raymond and Bathurst (1994) tested 7 selected ballasts, plus a soft rock for a control. 
500,000 load cycles were applied to the specimens at a frequency of lHz. Each 
material was tested for characteristics such as hardness, toughness and particle size 
distribution. Figure 2.11 shows the development of axial strain with the number of 
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cycles. From this they commented that the differences are only really apparent after 
10,000 cycles so tests needed to be continued to at least 500,000 cycles. 
2.4.2.4 Effect of moisture content 
There would appear to be two aspects to the effects of moisture on the plastic strains 
occurring in a specimen. Firstly, should pore water pressures build up under repeated 
loading this leads to lower effective stresses and a reduction in the resistance to plastic 
deformation (Barksdale, 1972; Thom and Brown, 1988 and Dawson and Gomes 
Correia, 1996). Secondly, in granular materials with a high void ratio and limited 
chance of the build up of pore water pressure the increase in moisture content would 
appear to cause an increase in the plastic strain (Thom and Brown, 1988 and Key, 
1998). 
Key (1998) carried out a drained triaxial test with wet ballast under cyclic loading. He 
found that after 100,000 load cycles the wet specimen had undergone a 67% increase in 
non-recoverable plastic strain compared to a similarly prepared dry specimen. 
Eisenmann et al (1993) found that in model tests when the ballast was wetted there was 
an increase of settlement similar to an increase of 100kPa in the cyclic stress. Using 
triaxial tests Gidel et al (2000) noted that both the stiffness and the permanent axial 
strains depended on the moisture content. 
Freeme and Servas (1985) considered the influence of water ingress on the material 
response was. They found that with the injection of water into the granular layer there 
was an associated build up of permanent deformation. Figure 2.12 also illustrates the 
importance of good quality ballast and the influence of effective drainage. GI, in 
Figure 2.12, represents the behaviour of good quality ballast with an open grading and 
G4 represents the behaviour of poor quality ballast where most of the voids have been 
infilled with fines. 
2.4.2.5 Loading duration and frequency 
Research by Lee and Vernese (1978) concluded that in most cases, frequency and 
loading waveform had no effect on the results. Cheung (1994) used a manually 
operated hydraulic actuator on granular material (40mm maximum particle size) for 
simple repeated load tests. This was considered to be reasonable as Brown, (1996) 
suggests granular materials are not sensitive to loading rates. However Gaskin et al. 
(1978) and Sato (1995) suggest that the peak acceleration is a dominant factor in the 
ballast settlement (i. e. the loading waveform). A square wave used by Key (1998) 
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would therefore give higher accelerations and have an increased effect on the ballast 
settlement. Although the rate of loading may influence the behaviour of the granular 
materials it would appear that the frequency would have little effect. 
2.4.3 Layered specimens 
Key (1998) carried out layered triaxial tests where a nominal 20mm stone overlaid a 
nominal 50mm ballast. He found that a thin layer of stone reduced the amount of axial 
displacement. Anderson et al (2001) speculated from this work that the interface 
friction between the top platen (or sleeper) and the stone may reduce permanent 
deformation. 
Using the scale model tests, Anderson and Key (2000), looked at how the depth of layer 
of the 20mm stone affected the resilient modulus and the permanent deformation. They 
concluded that with larger lifts the results were similar to those from bed disturbance 
similar to that caused by tamping maintenance. It was clear that as the added material 
thickness passed a certain level the amount of settlement increased dramatically. It 
appeared that with reduced lateral restraint the stones around the edge of the added 
material may have fallen away - therefore leaving a smaller area to transfer the load, 
increased stresses in the ballast and excessive settlement - greater than the actual 
thickness of added material. A further test, where lateral confinement was arranged 
around the thick layer of added stone showed a significant reduction in the settlement. 
Therefore larger lifts require adequate confinement, which should possibly come from 
the crib ballast. 
Claisse and Calla (2003) also reviewed model scale tests on two-layer ballast beds. In 
their system the crib ballast was replaced by the smaller stone, and where voids appear 
below the steeper then the small crib ballast falls into the void maintaining the track 
without the need for maintenance. Again the original ballast below the sleeper is left 
undisturbed. This work is still in its early stages with the intention of carrying out field 
tests in the near future. 
2.5 Behaviour of monotonically loaded materials 
Monotonic load behaviour in triaxial tests is well documented in literature (e. g. Bishop, 
1966 and Atkinson, 1993). Key (1998) showed that under monotonic load triaxial test 
conditions, the stress-strain behaviour for a dense granular specimen was more akin to 
that of a loose specimen. Bishop (1966) also demonstrates this in Figure 2.13, where 
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axial strains of up to 25% are reached in dense sands before the peak stresses were 
recorded. Hall and Gordan (1963) quoted strains of between 15%-20% were required 
before failure was reached. Datta et al (1979) observed similar behaviour when testing 
four different calcareous sands and an Ottawa sand. 
Oldecop and Alonso (2001) presented a very interesting piece of work on some 
oedometer tests that were carried out on rockfill compressibility. In a review of many 
papers based on many different soil mechanics tests they concluded that the main cause 
of rockfill settlement was particle breakage, which would appear to be accentuated in 
the presence of water. They suggested that the factor that determines collapse 
behaviour of rockfill could be due to the reduction in the strength of the rock upon 
wetting. In the paper Oldecop and Alonso introduced a macroscopic constitutive model 
for rockfill that includes the effect of water on compressibility and collapse phenomena. 
It was based on the understanding that rockfill has two sets of voids. Firstly, there is the 
set of interlinked voids between the individual particles (termed rockfill voids). 
Secondly, there are the voids within the rock particles themselves (termed rock pores, 
which the author understands to also include surface cracks). They carried out five 
tests, the results of which are shown in Figure 2.14 and summarised here. Some 
specimens were inundated with water at specific points (test 1,2 and 3) filling the 
rockfill voids. Test 4, which had a very similar expression of collapse as seen in test 3 
was not inundated with water but rather had its relative humidity raised, inducing 
collapse gradually as the water content was increased. Passing humid air through the 
specimen raised the relative humidity and the suction pressures within the rock pores 
caused the water to pass from the rockfill voids into rock pores by molecular diffusion. 
The amount of water in the rock pores was controlled by controlling the relative 
humidity of the air being passed through the specimen. Even though the water content 
in test 4 (inducing collapse) was only 3.2% compared with nearly 20% in the flooded 
specimen (test 3) the amount of collapse in test 3 and test 4 was the same. Test 5 was 
used to verify the proposed model by causing two partial collapses due to limiting the 
amount of relative humidity in the specimen. 
The interpretation of these results by Oldecop and Alonso was as follows. i) A unique 
normal compression line exists at any given water content. ii) The effect of moisture on 
a specimen is influenced by the stress, as at low stresses there is a tendency for the 
specimen to swell slightly before compressing, whereas at higher stresses collapse 
occurs. iii) Saturation of the rock pores has the same effect as flooding the whole 
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specimen on the collapse of the specimen. iv) There are three boundaries where the 
water content does not effect the behaviour of the specimen; a) where the stress level is 
below the clastic yield stress as defined by McDowell and Bolton (1998), this was 
0.29MPa for the Pancrudo slate, b) at very dry states, where the water content is less 
than or equal to 0.45%, and c) where the water content is greater than full saturation of 
the rock pores, which was 3.2%. 
2.6 Particle crushing 
Particle crushing occurs when the stress imposed on a particle exceeds its strength. 
Throughout the review of the literature there has been no clear use of specific terms 
such as breakage, fracturing, splitting and crushing. Generally breakage and crushing 
have been used simultaneously, although crushing sometimes referred to the crushing of 
individual particles beyond recognition. Festag and Katzenbach (2001) refer to 
breakage as the dissection of grains, which only occurs with high stress levels, and 
abrasion when small particles break off from the main grain, which is independent of 
stress level. 
In recent years much work has been carried out into the relationship between the 
behaviour of sands and the breakage of particles mainly focusing on one dimensional 
tests and monotonic load triaxial tests. It would appear that with those sands tested and 
with a variety of initial void ratios all tend towards the normal consolidation line (NCL) 
at high stresses (Figure 2.15) (Coop and Lee, 1993; Lade et al, 1996; Pcstana and 
Whittle, 1995). It is accepted that the yield point (during one-dimcnsional compression) 
is related to the initiation of particle crushing (Nakata et al., 2001 a). 
Lade et al. (1996) explained the importance of particle breakage as follows; "The most 
important engineering properties of granular materials such as stress-strain and strength 
behaviour, volume change and pore pressure developments, and variation in 
permeability depend on the integrity of the particles or the amount of particle crushing 
that occurs due to changes in stress. " Furthermore breakage and the crushing of 
contacts decrease the rate of dilation in triaxial or simple shear tests, which lower the 
peak compressive strength and hence the angle of shearing resistance. 
Many authors have identified certain characteristics on which the breakage of soil 
particles depend. Hardin (1985) comments that the stress-strain bebaviour is greatly 
affected by the degree of particle breakage and suggests seven parameters that influence 
the amount of breakage in an element of soil under stress. "i) particle size distribution, 
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ii) particle shape, iii) state of effective stress, iv) effective stress path, v) void ratio, vi) 
particle hardness, and vii) the presence or absence of water. " 
In a review of literature on particle breakage Lee and Farhoomand (1967) concluded 
their investigations by writing "The scattered available data suggest that both the 
compression and particle breakage appear to be accelerated by the addition of water and 
to increase with: (a) increasing grain size, (b) increasing uniformity of a soil sample, (c) 
increasing angularity of particles, (d) decreasing strength of individual particles, (e) 
increasing confining pressure, and (f) increasing shear stress at one confining pressure. " 
In the discussion following this paper, Insley (1963) comments that the factors (e) 
confining pressure, and (f) shear stress, are not major causes of compression and 
breakage, but are rather related to (d) the strength of individual particles. 
Nakata et al. (2001b) refine the above lists, saying that particle crushing is affected by 
particle size, initial density, particle shape and mineral composition and McDowell et al. 
(1996) put crushing down to a function of particle size, co-ordination number and stress, 
where the co-ordination number is a reflection of the void ratio. 
2.6.1 Effects of breakage on material behaviour 
When a specimen is sheared, plastic volumetric strains occur partly as a result of the 
crushing of the material. At high pressures particle breakage apparently dominates the 
change in volume, whereas at low pressures it would be the rearrangement of particles 
that dominates. Chandler (1985) comments that when these two effects cancel each 
other out then the specimen has reached critical state. Ramamurthy et al. (1974) report 
that due to crushing the observed dilatancy at low stresses disappears and at higher 
stresses, during shear, significant volume contraction occurs. Luzzani and Coop (2001) 
concluded from their work on a carbonate sand and a quartz sand, that the volumetric 
compression appeared to be directly related to the amount of particle breakage. 
Similarly, Miura et al. (1984) commented that particle breakage caused a decrease in the 
dilatancy effect, which in turn caused a decrease in the shear strength of sand. Thus on 
a stress-strain plot any peak in the deviator stress was reduced and the axial strain at the 
peak increased due to the effect of particle crushing. 
In the following sections parameters that may affect the amount of breakage are 
considered in turn. 
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2.6.1.1 Effect of particle size distribution 
Roberts and de Souza (1958) observed that a uniformly graded soil 'crushed' more than 
a well graded soil. This has since been supported by Hall and Gordon (1963), Lee and 
Farhoomand (1967), and Al-Hussaini (1983). Hagerty et al. (1993), Hyde and Nakata 
(2001), and Nakata et al. (2001 a) noted that there was a much more marked yield point 
for uniformly graded sands than well graded sands, resulting in a steeper curve after 
yielding on a void ratio versus log stress plot from an oedometer test. 
2.6.1.2 Effect of particle size 
Hardin (1985) states "the potential for breakage of a soil particle increases with particle 
size. " The reason for this is two fold i) as the size increases the normal contact forces 
increase as there are fewer paths for the stress to travel though the specimen (see 
Section 2.6.1.6 on the effects of stress path), ii) the probability of defects increases with 
the size of the particle - known as Griffiths Law (Griffith, 1920). Marsal (1966), 
reporting on drained triaxial tests on broken rock and gravel, comments that greater 
compression and particle breakdown was observed in the coarse material than the fine 
material. This was also noted by Lee and Farhoomand (1967), De Souza (1958), 
Hendron (1963), Datta et al (1979), and Raymond and DiyaIjee (1979). Hagerty et al. 
(1993) confirmed this in tests with glass beads where an increase in the mean particle 
size led to an increase in the amount of crushing, which they understood to be due to a 
lower co-ordination number. 
Lee (1992) found the average tensile strength (af) of a particle to be a function of the 
size (d), which was also evident in tests reported by Braddick (1963) and Billarn (1972). 
The reduction in strength with the increase in particle size would appear to be similar to 
the statistical variation in the strength of brittle ceramics as detailed by Weibull (195 1). 
He found with tests on ceramic materials that there were fewer flaws in smaller ceramic 
pieces and therefore less variation in the strength. 
McDowell and Bolton (1998) argued that if the larger particles, being inherently weaker 
than the smaller particles, are most likely to break, then with the compression of a 
coarse grained material a uniform matrix of fine grained particles would evolve. 
However this was not found by Sammis et al. (1987) who, when testing gouge material, 
found that the larger particles had not all been crushed and that the particle size 
distribution was self-similar (of fractal nature). 
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Similarly Nakata et al. (2001a) found that with well graded sands, smaller particles 
underwent more severe damage than the larger ones. This was thought to be due to a 
lower co-ordination number for the smaller particles in a well graded material. 
Therefore, although the smaller particles are stronger, in a matrix their probability for 
survival is lower than for the larger particles. 
There are therefore two opposing effects of particle survival; these are the particle size 
versus the co-ordination number (McDowell and Bolton, 1998). 
2.6.1.3 Effect of particle shape 
In one-dimensional compression tests Roberts and de Souza (1958) noted that at 
moderately low pressures angular sands crushed and compressed more than rounded 
sands, yet at higher pressures very little difference was observed between the two types 
of sand. With tests on loose and dense sands, Lee and Seed (1967) found that well- 
rounded Ottawa sand was considerably more resistant to crushing than either fine 
subangular or subrounded sands. They also found this to be true for different types of 
soil. 
Lee and Farhoomand (1967) observed that the proportions of fines produced is greater 
for angular sands than round sands, and Datta et al (1979) found that crushing increased 
with angularity in tests on calcareous sands. 
In experiments with glass ballotini (G. B. ) and crushed glass particles (A. G. ), Nakata et 
al. (2001b) confirmed that the angular particles yielded at a much lower vertical stress 
(6MPa) than the rounded particles (20MPa) (Figure 2.16). This confirmed similar work 
by Hagerty et al. (1993). However, although the e- logcrv curves took very different 
paths, at very high stresses the curves for both types of glass merge onto a single normal 
compression line. It was also noted that as the angularity of a particle increased so did 
the variability of the strength of the individual particles. 
Bowman et al. (2001), using Fourier shape descriptors, showed that the particle 
roughness did not change when breakage occurred in some sands. 
2.6.1.4 Effect of particle hardness / mineralogy 
Marsal. (1966) found, not surprisingly, that greater compression and particle breakage 
was observed in weaker particles. 
One-dimensional compression tests by Nakata, et al. (2001b) investigated the effect of 
the mineral composition of three sands (where the composition of individual particles 
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was made up of quartz and feldspar). They found that for specimens where the particles 
had a high quartz content (the stronger mineral) the yield stress was higher than for 
those where the particles contained lower amounts of quartz. However, for each of the 
three sands tested the e- loga, curves merged onto a single post-yielding curve at high 
stresses. 
Festag and Katzenbach (2001) noted, in cyclic load triaxial tests, that quartz sand 
showed significantly less breakage and hence less axial displacement than gabbro sand 
(a volcanic material) (Figure 2.17). 
2.6.1.5 Effect of the state of effective stress 
Vesic and Barksdale (1963) carried out triaxial tests on a medium grained sand over a 
wide range of confining pressures up to a maximum of 10,000lb/sq. in (approximately 
WORN). They observed that the amount of particle crushing increased with 
increased confining pressure, over half of the crushing occurring during the shearing 
stage of the test after isotropic consolidation. This has also been observed by several 
authors including Bishop (1966), Lee and Seed (1967), and Ueng and Chen (2000). 
Yamamuro and Lade (1996), from drained triaxial tests on dense Cambria sand, the 
results of which are shown in Figure 2.18, found that as the confining pressure was 
increased (in different tests), there was a defined stress magnitude at which the 
volumetric strain and axial strain curves rapidly increased. This was shown to be 
directly related to a rapid increase in the amount of particle breakage. Beyond a further 
significant confining stress the slope of the volumetric and axial strain curves decreased; 
again this was shown to be directly related to a point at which there was no further 
occurrence of breakage. 
2.6.1.6 Effect of the stress path 
Nakata et al. (1999) noted that the transmission of the forces through the material was 
important and when using models such as that of Cundall and Strack (1979) there were 
strong lines of force running through the specimen at intervals of 2-3 particle diameters 
as shown in Figure 2.19a. Furthermore Nakata et al. (2001b) found that the ratio of the 
single particle strength to the particle characteristic tensile strength was an indicator of 
the ratio of the 'active' to 'non active' particles. 
Work on agglomerate strength by Adams et al. (1994), shows very clearly the lines of 
concentrated force which travel through the material in the direction of the principle 
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stress (Figure 2.19b), again showing many of the particles carry little, or no, load. 
Therefore the failure of one particle will cause a concentration of stress on its 
neighbours, leading to an increase in the possibility of fracture of the particles nearby 
(Steacy & Sammis, 1991). 
2.6.1.7 Effect of the void ratio 
A decrease in the initial void ratio, i. e. an increase in the relative density and therefore 
an increase in the number of particle contacts (co-ordination number) would reduce the 
inter-particle contact force and hence reduce the amount of crushing (Hardin, 1985). 
The void ratio vs. vertical stress plots seen in Figure 2.20 show that as the initial void 
ratio decreased the stress at which the specimen started to yield increased. This was 
perhaps as explained by Nakata et al. (2001b) and analysis by Jaeger (1967), that the 
tensile stress for a particle in a matrix decreases with an increased co-ordination 
number. Field (1963) and Oda (1977) both showed that as the void ratio decreased 
there was an increase in the average number of contact points per particle. That is, the 




Therefore the yield stress for a specimen with a higher void ratio is lower due to the 
decrease in the co-ordination number (Oda, 1977 and Jaeger, 1967). Bolton and 
McDowell (1996) call the behaviour about the point of yielding 'elastic yielding', 
whereby major irrecoverable strains occur due to the fracturing of particles. Following 
on from that the elastic yield stress is the value of the applied stress which causes the 
maximum rate of grain fracture, i. e. the point of maximum curvature on the e- log(r, 
plot. 
At-Hussaini (1983) noted that a medium dense specimen tended to undergo more 
particle crushing than a dense specimen. Although at increased cell pressures Lee and 
Seed (1967) and Vesic and Clough (1968) have found that the influence of the initial 
void ratio on the breakage in compression tests was significantly diminished. 
It is important to recognise that the reduction in the void ratio is dependent on the 
volume of voids being reduced, i. e. the filling of the voids. Hence for a soil to be fractal 
it is essential that the small particles fracture to fill the void spaces. However, where a 
large particle fractures, there may not be a large void for it to fill (McDowell and 
Daniell, 2001). This is a circular argument as where there is a large void space there 
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will presumably be several large particles nearby and hence a low co-ordination 
number. In other words where there are only small voids then there will be plenty of 
particles near by (both small and large) and the larger particles will therefore have a 
higher co-ordination number and are less likely to fracture. 
2.6.1.8 Effect of moisture content 
Hardin (1985) investigated the effect of moisture content on a saturated and a dry 
Antioch sand. He concluded that water (saturated tests) greatly increased the 
crushability, or possibly decreased the particle hardness for that specific sand. Sowers 
et al. (1965), in laboratory tests on broken rock observed that the addition of water 
increased the rate and the amount of crushing. On work related to rockfill dams, Nobari 
and Duncan (1972) found that further particle crushing was caused when particles were 
introduced to water. They found that the amount of collapse occurring when the 
material was flooded was reduced when there had been a higher initial water content. 
Lee and Coop (1995) showed that particle breakage of Dog's Bay sand is greater when 
the soil is wet than when it is dry. 
Lee and Coop (1995), as shown in Figure 2.21, used the critical state framework to 
describe their results on decomposed granite soils where particle breakage was the 
principal means of plastic volumetric compression. They found that a state boundary 
surface for the dry soil developed outside that of the surface formed by the saturated and 
partially saturated soil (i. e. stronger). This was put down to the dry soil undergoing a 
smaller amount of breakage (also found by Miura and O'Hara, 1979). Lee and Coop 
proposed this reduced amount of breakage allowed greater dilation and increased peak 
strength. However, when a dry specimen, whose state was outside that of the saturated 
boundary, was flooded, large strains occurred and the soil state quickly returned onto 
and followed the saturated surface. Furthermore, when soils have inter-particle bonds 
due to the drying out of specimens that were compacted at optimum moisture content 
(i. e. denser), their peak strengths lay further still from the saturated state boundary than 
for the loose dry soils. With wetting there is an immediate collapse of the soil back to 
the saturated state surface. The collapse of both afore mentioned soils is associated with 
occurrence of an increase in the amount of particle breakage. The behaviour of the 
saturated and partially saturated soils were found not to differ significantly. Also, the 
critical state friction angle was shown not to differ between the different moisture 
contents. 
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Miura and Yamanouchi (1975) in high pressure triaxial tests on sand showed that water 
affected the settlement occurring in the specimen. They speculated that this was 
because the surface energy reduced in already existing cracks in the particles thus 
inducing extra breakage. This is in agreement with the conclusions drawn by Oldecop 
and Alonso (2001) on rockfill material. 
2.6.1.9 Curved failure envelope 
Yamamuro and Lade (1996) found that with a dense sand the curvature of the Mohr- 
Coulomb failure envelope at low stresses was greater than a loose sand. This is where 
at higher pressures the angle of shearing resistance ((p') decreases and becomes stable. 
This was also found to be true by several other authors including Vesie and Barksdale 
(1963), Marachi et al (1972), Billam (1971), Ramamurthy et al (1974), Charles and 
Watts (1980), Al-Hussaini (1983), and Indraratna et al. (1993). However some have 
found that the friction angle reaches a low point before rising again (Bishop, 1966; and 
Lee and Seed, 1967). Hall and Gordan (1963) carried out tests on gravels and found 
that the angle of shearing resistance was 5' to 6' higher at low stress than those 
obtained at higher stresses. With rockfill material Marsal (1967) also quoted figures of 
between 5' to 61. 
Bishop (1966) comments that curvature of the failure envelope is most marked for soils 
where: 
i) the specimens are initially dense or heavily compacted, 
ii) the particle grading is uniform, and 
iii) if the specimen is undisturbed, then where it is heavily over consolidated. 
He further comments that the curvature of the failure envelope in specimens with 
coarser grained granular material is linked with the crushing of particles. Marsal (1967) 
also made this link when carrying out large scale tests on rockfill material, as did Datta 
et al (1979) with tests on calcareous sands. With dense granular materials this meant a 
reduction in the rate of volumetric strain and a reduction of angle of shearing resistance 
((P'pcak). Although there have been calculations relating the rate of volumetric strain 
with T' (Taylor, 1948; Bishop, 1950; Hafiz, 1950; and Bishop and Eldin, 1953), the 
effect of particle crushing is usually omitted (Bishop, 1966). 
Lee and Farhoomand (1967) could hear audible cracking sounds from the cell after each 
stress increase and occasional further cracking sounds during the following two hours. 
A two hour time period was chosen between each successive load increment as Lee and 
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Seed (1967) suggested that most of the significant volume change would occur within 
the first two hours after the load was applied. These further cracking sounds would 
indicate that breakage as well as compression is time-dependant. Breakage of particles 
presumably takes time because as mentioned in Section 2.6.1.6 as one particle breaks 
this then causes an increase in the stress on the surrounding particles, which then in turn 
may also fracture. 
Yamamuro and Lade (1993) confirmed this commenting that fracturing and rearranging 
of soil particles requires time and that with an increased strain rate the time factor was 
reduced. This resulted in less compression and increased strength with increased strain 
rates. De Souza (1958) also found that there was a greater extent of particle crushing 
when the stress was applied more slowly. 
2.6.2 Measures of particle breakage 
Several authors have suggested ways of measuring the amount of breakage occurring in 
an element of soil, most of these are based on empirical methods. Figure 2.22 shows 
diagrammatically how different authors represented the amount of breakage. Leslie 
(1963,1975), Marsal (1967) and others have used a single sieve size to represent the 
amount of breakage. The difficulty that arises with this method is that it does not 
represent the breakage occurring across the full grain size distribution curve. Leslie 
(1963) considered the point where 100% of the original material was retained and used 
the percentage passing this sieve size after testing to represent the amount of breakage. 
Later he revised this to the sieve size where 90% of the original material was retained 
(Leslie, 1975). Marsal (1967) used the percentage increase at the point of maximum 
difference between the pre and post curves. Lee and Farhoomand (1967) (Figure 2.22) 
looked at the difference in particle size for a measure of breakage. They considered the 
size ratio D15j/D 15,,, where D15 is the diameter for which 15% of the specimen is finer. 
D15i is from the initial grading curve and D15a is from the after test grading curve. 15% 
passing was chosen because it was "the key size criterion used in the design of drains 
and filters" of dams. 
As can be seen in Figure 2.22 breakage of soil particles is evident across a range of 
particle sizes. Hardin (1985) therefore proposed a method for calculating the relative 
breakage (BI) of a specimen of soil for breakage that is significant to soil behaviour. 
B,. = -L' Equ. 2.7 Bp 
where B, = the total breakage that occurred during the test and 
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Bp = the breakage potential of a given soil specimen, shown in Figure 2.23 
Hardin considered that the distribution of silt size particles was less important to soil 
behaviour than the distribution of particles larger than silt size and therefore used the 
0.074mm sieve, i. e. the largest silt size, as a lower limit. 
Lade et al. (1996), analysed the different particle breakage factors. They found that 
there was a significant amount of scatter between the different methods, even though 
calculated from the same grain size distribution data. With the Marsal (1967) method, 
when particle crushing is extensive, there can be a significant shift in the gradation 
curves leaving only a few sieve sizes that correspond to both the pre- and post-test 
gradation curves. The DIsi/ DISa method proposed by Lee and Farhoomand (1967) uses 
only a single size sieve, which Lade et al. (1996) consider not to be a particularly 
controlled test as the D15a grain size, which could be very small is in the denominator 
increasing the scatter in the results. Thus with their B10 breakage factor, which is also 
based on a single grain size, Lade et al. have used the inverse with the initial grading as 
the denominator. They commented that Hardin's (1985) relative breakage factor, which 
includes the change in grain size across the whole range of the distribution is therefore a 
fairly robust factor, insensitive to any small variation in measurements. 
2.6.3 Single particle crushing 
It is widely accepted that the failure of a spherical particle under compression is a 
tensile failure. Therefore with the use of the Weibull statistics on the fracture of brittle 
ceramics, a consistent definition of grain tensile strength can be calculated (Weibull, 
195 1) (Figure 2.24). 
The characteristic tensile stress induced in a single particle, when crushed between two 




where d =particle diameter and 
F= force applied. (Jaeger, 1967; Shipway and Hutchings, 1993; 
and Lee, 1992). 
Equ. 2.8 
This is also consistent with the Brazilian test for the definition of tensile strength of 
concrete. 
For angular materials the load displacement plot is not a single smooth curve, but is 
made up of several smaller peaks before the final peak and loss of resistance to the load. 
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McDowell and Bolton (1998) interpreted the smaller peaks as fracturing of asperities 
(Figure 2.25). The force of each peak is considered to be in relation to the size of the 
asperity breakage and is therefore not related to the size of the main particle. At the 
final peak, McDowell and Bolton (after Lee, 1992) used the definition of tensile 
strength (cr) of a particle: 
F 
d2 
where Ff = force at failure, and 
d= diameter of particle at failure. 
Equ 2.9 
From this the probability of survival P, (d) for any particular size of aggregate can be 
calculated by: 
m 





where: a= Flcf (Equ. 2.8), 
a,, = characteristic tensile strength and 
m= Weibull modulus. 
where the Wcibull modulus (m) reduces with increased variability and the characteristic 
tensile strength (a,, ) for a particle size d is the strength at which 37% of the tested 
particles survived. McDowell (2001) shows that at least thirty particles must be tested 
to determine the characteristic tensile strength (q, ) and Weibull's modulus (m) within 
reasonable limits (25% accuracy at 95% confidence). 
Single particle survival curves can be plotted against the characteristic stress as seen in 
Figure 2.26, where the survival probability (P.,, ) for each particle was calculated by 
positioning the tensile stresses at failure (cf) in ascending order and dividing by the total 





where: Ni(,,,, ) = the number of particles with a characteristic strength (a) greater 
than the crushing stress (c;, -, ), and 
Ntow = the total number of particles tested. 
Nakata et al. (1999) noted that it is important to understand the behaviour of a soil 
specimen in the context of the crushing characteristics of a single particle. They 
therefore examined the relationship between the single particle crushing characteristics 
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and the crushing behaviour of single particles embedded in a soil matrix. Two types of 
test were carried out, firstly the crushing of individual particles and secondly triaxial 
compression tests with marked particles. 
Test one gave two definitions of crushing force, F, = at the initial breakage (probably of 
an asperity) and Ff= at particle failure. 
Test two describes an average characteristic tensile stress (cy, p) acting on a single 
particle within a matrix as: 
F, 
2 




where: Fp = single particle force, 
d= mean particle diameter. 
This shows that the characteristic tensile stress is not dependent on particle size but on 
void ratio and suggest that the characteristic tensile stress increases with void ratio, in 
line with Golightly (1990). The force on a single particle (Fp) in a matrix (triaxial test) 





where: N= the number of particles in a cross section of the specimen, and 
N= the volume of solids divided by the volume of a single particle. 
The percentage of particles in the matrix likely to survive the characteristic tensile stress 
(cr, p) at 37% can then approximately be determined from the particle survival curves, 
Figure 2.26. 
2.6.4 Description of particle breakage 
Nakata ct al. (1999) used three different definitions of breakage; type 1, abrasion; type 
2, breaking off of fragments; and type 3, fracturing of whole particles. Type 2 damage 
was assumed to happen at F, (first point at which the load slipped) and type 3 at Ff 
(peak force at major splitting). This work was refined by Hyde and Nakata (2001) and 
Nakata et al. (2001a), who describe the breakage of particles in terms of 5 different 
types. These have been tabulated in Table 6.3 and outlined briefly below. Type I- no 
visible damage; Type II - single abrasion or breakage of asperity; Type III - more than 
one abrasion or asperity fracture; Type IV - major splitting of the grain into two or 
more particle; and Type V- further breakage of type IV sub particles. They noted that 
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it was not possible to remove all of the fragments of type V breakage, due to sub 
particles crumbling and they further commented that the description of breakage given 
to each particle relied heavily on visual observation and required a measure of 
judgement. This was especially the case at the boundary between different types of 
breakage. 
To further investigate individual particle crushing, Nakata et al. (2001a) placed seeded 
particles in a one-dimensional compression test. The change in cross sectional area (&) 
of each seeded particle was calculated (using digital images and computer scanning 
software). It was found that & sometimes helped to clarify the breakage that was 
visually observed. 
2.7 Shakedown theory 
Collins and Boulbibane (2000) reviewed a model known as 'shakedown' commenting 
that pavements which operate at loads less than critical, i. e. less that the failure load, 
will eventually shake down to a steady state. The elastic response by definition cannot 
cause failure. Shakedown has typically been viewed from a pavement's perspective 
where the build up of plastic strains over many load cycles will eventually cause failure 
in the forms of sub-surface slip, rut formation or surface cracking. In the railway 
environment the ballast is loaded by the sleepers and failure is one of serviceability due 
to the non-uniform settlement of the sleepers into the ballast. It is therefore understood 
that this would be similar to the rutting failure mentioned above. 
The analysis of long term behaviour of surfaces all use the concept of shakedown 
theory, with the basic assumption of an inhomogencous elastic/plastic material. Collins 
and Boulbibane (2000) split the elastic/plastic strain cyclic into various possible 
responses (Figure 2.27). At first, where no permanent strains are induced due to the 
load being sufficiently small, the material is purely elastic. After this if the load 
exceeds the elastic load, then permanent plastic strains will be induced and the response 
to consecutive loads will be different. After a finite number of cycles, the build up of 
residual stresses and changing material properties can be such that the material's 
response is once again elastic and no further plastic strain occurs. It is at this point that 
Collins and Boulbibane say that the specimen is at 'shakedown'. At higher loads this 
will not happen but instead the specimen will either settle into a closed cycle of 
permanent strains - 'cyclic plasticity', or 'ratchetting' where the plastic strains increase 
indefinitely. The critical load, below which the sample shakes down and above which 
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the specimen fails is called the shakedown load. This parameter is defined by upper and 
lower bound limits. 
Werkmeister ct al. (2001) reviewed the 'shakedown' model in terms of unbound 
granular materials. They carried out drained cyclic load triaxial tests on two well 
graded aggregates with a maximum particle size of 32mm and a moisture content of 
4%. The cell pressure was set at different levels between 70kPa and 280kPa, with a 
constant cyclic stress of between 35kPa and 700kPa set for each individual test. The 
rate of loading was 5Hz. They presented their permanent strain results in a new way 
with the rate of strain versus the accumulated strain. This can be seen in Figure 2.28, 
where Werkmeister et al. (200 1) identified three types of permanent strain accumulation 
(A, B and C). Range A, is that of plastic shakedown, where as seen in Figure 2.28 the 
rate of strain decreases to almost nothing, leading to an asymptotic final permanent 
strain. In other words it has reached 'shakedown'. They commented that particle 
crushing probably did not occur, or was insignificant. Range C, is that of incremental 
collapse or ratcheting. In Figure 2.28 this is shown to reach a repeated increment of 
permanent plastic strain. This strain rate appears to depend on the load level. 
Werkmeister et al. observed that the closer the load level was to the (assumed) 
monotonic failure load then the decrease in the strain rate was reduced i. e. the specimen 
behaviour was more likely to fall within Range C. In Range C, particle abrasion and 
crushing was assumed to have occurred. 
Range B, was termed intermediate response - plastic creep. This is because, as seen in 
Figure 2.28, initially there is a rapid reduction in the strain rate to a relatively low rate. 
They speculate that this is possibly tending to a constant strain rate. In Range B, they 
suspect a slight abrasion of the particles may occur. Werkmeister et al redefined the 
initial shakedown model to fit the granular response observed, as seen in Figure 2.29. 
There are three main features that are different from the original model presented by 
Collins and Boulbibane (2000). Firstly, in granular material there is no real ability to 
undergo tension, therefore the plastic recovery part of the hysteresis loop does not 
occur. Secondly, they never observed any form of purely elastic or elastic shakedown 
behaviour as identified in the original model (also not found by Janardhanam and Desai, 
1983). Thirdly, due to the material's non-linearity, the hysteresis loop is unlikely to be 
symmetrical. 
From the results of the test programme, Werkmeister et al. developed a model in terms 
of cell pressure and deviator stress (Figure 2.30) This was based on a sandy gravel 
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material at 4% moisture content. On this they overlaid the three regions; Region A- 
plastic shakedown, Region B- plastic creep, and Region C- incremental collapse. 
When loading specimens of gabbro sand with up to 5 million load cycles Festag and 
Katzenbach (2001) found that the specimen would reach cyclic shakedown after a 
period, but after further cycling may undergo further plastic strain (Figure 2.17). They 
explained this as a local failure due to grain abrasion. Even after 4 million load cycles a 
final shakedown could not be verified. With quartz sand they observed a slow increase 
in the plastic strain but no sign of shakedown as see in the gabbro sand. 
liellawell (1997) comments that after tamping maintenance "it does not take many 
passing trains to shakedown the substructure. " Unfortunately he did not put this in 
quantitative terms that could be compared to track performance after track maintenance 
using the Stoneblower. 
2.8 Field testing 
Brown (1996) makes the point that there are always questions raised about the 
effectiveness of such tests as the triaxial test, and whether the samples are representative 
of field conditions. For many years the static plate loading test has been used within 
pavement soil mechanics. However this also does not produce real conditions but allows 
pore pressures to dissipate, whereas a transient load is essentially an undrained event. 
liowevcr Swcere (1990) reviewed in-situ testing and concluded that the dynamic plate 
loading test was appropriate for assessing the resilient modulus of granular layers. 
Recent work carried out by Ping and Yang (1998), compared resilient moduli calculated 
through the use of the repetitive rigid plate test in a test pit facility with that of 
laboratory tests. They carried out tests on five typical Florida subgrades at three 
different moisture contents. The results showed that the moisture content of the 
subgrade affected the resilient modulus, which is consistent with the results found in the 
laboratory triaxial tests (Section 2.4.1.4). They also concluded that the resilient 
modulus resulting from the laboratory triaxial tests could be used to predict the resilient 
deformation of the subgrade material. 
2.8.1 Track settlement 
Sato (1995), based on extensive work in Japan, expressed the settlement of freshly 
tamped track under train passage as: 
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e-) +, 8x Equ. 2.14 
where: y= settlement, 
x= repeated number of loads or tonnage carried by the track, 
L-4 6, y= coefficients. 
This equation is clearly based on experimental methods an unfortunately it does not 
give details regarding the units used. However the settlement is presumed to have been 
in millimetres; and the equation and corresponding graph, as seen in Figure 2.3 1, clearly 
show the behaviour of the newly tamped ballast bed. Sato explains the first term in this 
equation (7(1-e")) as the initial rapid settlement, where the ballast consolidates. The 
second term (Px) expresses the linear settlement after this initial settlement, where there 
is lateral movement of the particles under the sleepers. He then goes on to say that the 
initial consolidation will depend on the work done on the ballast. 
The long term settlement due to the passing of trains depends on the value of P. From 
this work he concluded that: 
i) P for crushed stone is 1/6 - 1/7 of that of gravel. 
ii) P increases in proportion to the square of the velocity of the repeated load. 
iii) P in contaminated ballast is smaller than that of clean dry ballast. 
iv) The standard deviation of P is proportional to its mean value. Therefore the 
growth of track irregularities is proportional to P. 
In the prediction of permanent ballast settlement Ford (1995) used the following 
expression as detailed by Stewart and Selig (1982), Selig and Alva-Hurtado (1982), and 
Shenton, 1982). He found that as long as the cyclic stress was below, say, 70% of the 
failure strength as determined from the monotonic stress then a linear relationship exists 
between the axial strain at the Nth cycle and the log of the number of cycles. 
c=e, (I+Cxlog(N)) Equ 2.15 
where: e= total permanent strain after N cycles, 
. cl = permanent strain after first cycle, and 
C= dimensionless constant controlling the rate of growth of deformation. 
This 70% value would appear to be linked with the plastic shakedown load as described 
in Section 2.7. 
Chrismer and Selig (1993) used computer modelling to predict the cumulative plastic 
strain (ep) in the ballast layer: 
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10 
46P = 2,,, 6, kwk a kf Nb Equ. 2.16 1=1 
where: c, = first load cycle plastic strain, 
k,,, k. kf = coefficients for wheel load, ballast durability, initial degree of 
ballast fouling, 
N= equivalent number of load repetitions, 
b= ballast material component. 
2.8.2 Track stiffness 
Sussmann & Selig (1999) looked at several ways to manipulate the track stiffness 
including increasing the sleeper length, altering the layer thickness, using asphalt layers 
and modification to the pads and fastenings. Using GEOTRACK (Li and Selig, 1995) 
they found no significant change in the track stiffness due to a change in sleeper length, 
as the bearing area of any sleeper is generally concentrated only below the rail seat. 
Decreasing sleeper spacing would however increase the track stiffness, as would 
increasing the sleeper stiffness by increasing its width and depth. 
Li and Selig (1995) considered a high track modulus to give better track performance. 
In general a minimum of 28MPa is desirable as a lower track modulus may give rise to 
ballast or subgrade problems. However higher dynamic wheel loads are generated from 
stiff track, which suggests that the track modulus should not be too high either, this 
appears to be in agreement with Raymond (1985). 
2.9 Summary 
It is clear from the literature reviewed that there are two main areas that need to be 
focused on concerning the behaviour of granular materials for railway track 
maintenance. These are the basic understanding of the geo-mechanical behaviour under 
controlled testing in the laboratory and the field, and the analysis of the track quality 
data regarding the maintenance techniques used on the railways in the UK. It is 
believed that with an increase in depth and breadth of understanding in these two areas 
then the management and performance of railway track maintenance can be improved. 
Tile following points were therefore considered to be areas where there was a limited 
knowledge/understanding and further research was necessary: 
1) It is fairly well recognised under monotonic loading that the breakage of granular 
particles at high stresses causes the rate of dilation to be reduced, the peak stress to 
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occur at a lower stress and a higher axial strain, and a reduction of the calculated 
angle of shearing resistance. This in turn leads to a curved Mohr-Coulomb failure 
envelope. Although this phenomena is rccogniscd there was still only a limited 
understanding in the available literature directly relating particle breakage to the 
volumetric strain behaviour. 
2) There have been several proposals presented in the literature (not all have been 
included in Chapter 2) attempting to define the parameters that control plastic strain 
under repeated loading. These results would appear at best to be varied. 
3) The understanding of the effect of moisture on the breakage of granular materials 
appears to be slightly confused. Very little has been reported on the effect of the 
moisture content on the long term accumulation of plastic strains under cyclic 
loading. 
4) In the research undertaken by Key (1998) there were clear limitations concerning 
the volume change measurements using the radial LVDT's. As the current work 
uses the apparatus designed by Key it would be necessary for a better volume 
change measurement system to be developed. 
5) Within the railway industry the performance of the stoneblower is still little 
understood with a large amount of scatter in the post maintenance performance. 
The aims and objectives of the current work, detailed in Chapter 1, have therefore been 
based on the above five points. 
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Mechanical maintenance 4kg fines/tamp/sleeper 
Wagon spillage (e. g. near quarries) 4kg fincs/nII/Year 
Air bomc fines 0.8kghn2/year 
Traff ic loading 0.2kg/sleeper/million tons of traffic 
Table 2.1 - Source of ballast contamination (Evans, 1992) 
Stoneblower design category Application 
A* Highest quality high speed track 
A Track speeds form 105 to 125 mph 
B Track speeds form 75 to 105 mph 
C Track speeds up to 75 mph 
(D) (Miscellaneous maintenance sites) 
Table 2.2 - Stoneblower design categories (McMichael, 2001) 



























1 10-20 5.2 7.4 8.3 8.3 3.0 5.0 5.6 9.3 
2 25-30 4.3 6.1 7.7 7.7 2.7 4.5 5.2 8.6 
3 35-40 4.1 5.8 7.2 7.2 2.5 4.1 4.7 7.9 
4 45-50 3.8 5.4 6.7 6.7 2.2 3.7 4.5 7.3 
5 55-60 3.5 5.0 6.3 6.3 2.0 3.3 4.2 7.0 
6 65-70 3.0 4.3 5.4 6.0 1.7 2.9 3.6 6.7 
7 75-80 2.7 3.8 4.8 5.7 1.5 2.5 3.1 6.3 3.7 5.7 6.3 3.0 5.2 5.7 
8 85-95 2.2 3.2 4.0 5.3 1.3 1 2.1 1 2.7 6.0 3.3 5.1 1 5.6 2.6 4.5 5.0 
9 100-110 1.9 2.7 3.4 5.0 1.1 1.8 2.3 5.7 2.9 4.5 5.0 2.2 3.8 4.3 
1115-125 1.7 2.4 3.0 4.7 1.0 1.6 1 2.0 
- 
5.0 2.4 4.0 4.4 1 1.8 1 3.2 3.7 
-1-1- 
1 130-140, 1.5 1 2.1 2.6 1 4.4 0.8 1.4 
FT 8 4.7 
, 
2.0 3.5 3.8 1 1.5 1 2.7 3.1 
Table 2.3 - Track quality bands - acceptable standard deviations in mm for 
eighth mile sections (British Railways Board, 1993) 
Author Specimen diameter (mm) 
Max. stonc size 
(mm) D/d,,, 
Swccrc (1990) 400 40 10 
Pappin ct al. (1992) 150 40 3.75 
Salmon (1994) 150 20 6 
Brown (1996) 280 40 7 
Kolisoja (1997) 300 64 4.7 
Key (1998) 236 50 4.7 
Key (1998) 236 20 11.8 
Indramma ct al. (1998) 300 52 5.7 
Kohata & Sckinc (1999) 300 63 4.7 
Table 2.4 - D/d..,, summary table 
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Author Density Void ratio Comments (Mg/m3) 
lndmmtna ct al (1998) 1.53 Latite basalt ballast 
Indmmtna (2001) 1.56 0.72 Large triaxial tests 
Indraratna (2001) 1.67 Large cubical triaxial 
Ishikawa and Sckine 1.55+1.61 2 diff gratings ballast (2002) 
Kohata and Sekine 
a) 1.57 0.637 Diabase ballast was 
(1999) 
b) 1.57 0.650 densest 
c) 1.76 0.711 
Janardhanain and Dcsai 1.49 Granite gneiss ballast (1983) 
Stewart (1986) 1.58 0.66 
Well gradcd railway 
ballast 
Key (1998) 1.47 
Table 2.5 - Specimen densities from previous research 
Seating errors caused by gaps closing 0 Ram or internal load cell and top 
between: platen. 
* Platens and porous stones. 
Alignment errors resulting from 0 Porous stones of nonuniform 
equipment and specimen nonconformity, thickness. 
specifically: 0 Non-vertical eccentricity of 
loading ram. 
0 Non-horizontality of platen surfaces. 
0 Tilt of specimen. 
Bedditig errors caused by surface 
irregularities and poor fit at the interfaces 
between the specimen and porous stone. 
Compliance errors which may occur The tie bars extend and cause 
because: relative displacement of the top of 
the cell with respect to the piston. 
The internal load cell deflects. 
The lubricant is compressed in 
systems using lubricated ends. 
The porous paper is compressed. 
Table 2.6 - Sources of error of strain in conventional deformation measurement 
(Scholey et al, 1995) 
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Figure 2.1 - Track struchire and components (Selig and Waters, 1994) 
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Figure 2.3 - Tamping (adapted from Selig & Waters, 1994) 
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Figure 2.5 - Tamping cycle (Selig & Waters, 1994) 
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Figure 2.6 - Stoneblowing (adapted from Selig & Waters, 1994) 
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Figure 2.8 - Pre- and Post- maintenance track quality data (Baulk, 1999) 
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Figure 2.9 - Pre- and Post- maintenance track quality data - ramping in and out 
only (Baulk, 1999) 
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Figure 2.10 - Resilient modulus values of a well graded crushed rock as a function 
of volume content of solid particles (=1 - porosity). The lines 
represent different cell pressures from 50 -7OOkPa (Kolisoja, 1997) 
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Figure 2.11 - Plastic axial strain observed in triaxial tests on seven selected ballasts 
(+control) (Raymond & Bathurst, 1994) 
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Figure 2.12 - Influence of water on permanent strain development in granular 
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Figure 2.13 - Stress-strain plots for sand (Bishop, 1966) 
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Figure 2.15 - Normal compression line (Coop and Lee 1993) 
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Figure 2.16 - Effect of particle angularity on the yielding point in e-logcrv space 
(Nakata et al., 2001b) 
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Figure 2.17 - Axial displacement of dense gabbro sand (Festag and Katzenbach, 
2001) 
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Figure 2.18 - Triaxial test results showing effect of breakage; a) stress strain, 
curves b) volumetric strain curves (Yamamoro and Lade, 1996) 
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Figure 2.19 - Stress path through a matrix; a) Cundal and Strack (1979), 
b) Adams (1994) 
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Figure 2.20 - One dimensional compression plots showing the yield points 
(Golightly, 1990) 
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Figure 2.21 - Critical state with material susceptible to particle breakage (Lee and 
Coop, 1995) 
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Figure 2.22 - Previous measures to determine the amount of breakage (Hardin, 
1985) 
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Figure 2.24 - Weibull distribution curves (Weibull, 1951) 
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Figure 2.25 - Load displacement plots for a single particle crushing test (McDowell 
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Figure 2.26 - Single particle survival curves for asperity failure and complete 
particle fracture (Nakata et al., 1999) 
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Figure 2.28 - Rate of strain accumulation (Werkmeister et al., 2001) 
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Figure 2.30 - Shakedown model space (Werkmeister et al., 2001) 
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Figure 2.31 - Settlement of freshly tamped ballast (Sato, 1995) 
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CHAPTER 3 
Materials, Apparatus and Test Procedures 
3.1 Introduction 
A programme of drained monotonic load triaxial tests and drained cyclic load triaxial 
tests has been carried out to investigate the deformation behaviour, volume change 
behaviour, resilient modulus, and breakage of coarse-grained granular materials specific 
to the railway track-bed environment. A series of single-particle crushing tests was also 
carried out to investigate the strength and breakage characteristics of individual 
particles. The understanding gained from this was then used in the interpretation of the 
particle breakage occurring during the triaxial tests. 
In this chapter the materials, the development of the triaxial apparatus and the single- 
particle crushing test apparatus are reviewed. The testing procedure for the triaxial test 
and the single-particle crushing test are described and the programme for the test series 
is summarised including the materials, pressures and loadings used. Data acquisition 
and processing are discussed in Chapter 4 along with the calibrations and corrections 
applied. 
3.2 Materials 
The main materials used in this project were nominal sized 50mm ballast and 20mm. 
stone, which were supplied from Railtrack stockpiles at Bardon quarry, Leicestershire 
(map reference, FK 445 128). Both materials were as supplied to railway infrastructure 
maintenance contractors using the stoneblower and should therefore have conformed to 
the Railtrack specifications. For consistency all the 50mm ballast was taken from one 
batch and all the 20mm stone was taken from another batch. After the material was 
delivered to the laboratory it was washed to remove dust and left to air dry. 
Due to breakage of the material during testing, no material was reused and in the latter 
parts of the test programme the material was stored after each test should further testing 
be required. Standard analysis of each material gave the properties detailed below. 
The 50mm ballast was passed through a 50mm sieve to remove any larger particles so 
as to increase the ratio of the specimen diameter to particle size. Approximately 50kg 
of material larger than 50mm was removed per tonne of material delivered to the 
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laboratory. It was believed that the relatively small number of large particles would 
have had little influence on the overall behaviour of the in-situ ballast, yet could have 
significantly affected the results of the triaxial tests. This was also discussed by Nobari 
and Duncan (1972) on work relevant to rockfill. The number of particles removed per 
test was approximately 6, which would equate to approximately 1.5kg and was therefore 
equal to 5% of the total specimen mass. 
Sieve analysis was carried out according to BS 1377: Part 2: 1990: 9.3. Figure 3.1 shows 
the grading curve for the 50mm. ballast together with the Railtrack specification for 
comparison. The specific gravity determined using the gas jar water displacement 
method according to BS 1377: Part 2: 1990: 8.2 gave an average specific gravity for the 
50mm ballast of 2.67, the same as that determined by Key (1998). 
In early tests two types of 20mm material were used. The first was that tested by Key 
(1998) and supplied by Bardon Quarry, Leicestershire. This Bardon stone is typically 
used in the stoneblower. However, some railway track maintenance contractors use 
Lanark Red Granite, supplied by Cloburn Quarry in Scotland. This stone is visually 
less dusty and apparently works better in the stoneblower causing less jams in the 
system (McMichael, 2001). Early in the test programme a decision was made to only 
use the Bardon stone. This decision will be discussed later in the triaxial test discussion 
chapter (Section 7.3.2) 
The 20mm Bardon stone grading curve is also shown in Figure 3.1 together with the 
Railtrack specification for comparison. The specific gravity for the 20nun Bardon stone 
was 2.81, which was slightly less than 2.85 determined by Key (1998). FortheCloburn 
stone the specific gravity was 2.65, significantly less than the Bardon stone. 
3.3 Triaxial apparatus 
The triaxial, apparatus used in this project was almost identical to that used by Key 
(1998). The main development was that of a new volume change unit described in 
Section 3.3.4. 
Details of the triaxial. cell are shown in Figure 3.2 and Plate 3.1. Only a brief overview 
of the apparatus is given below as full details of the apparatus development was given 
by Key (1998). 
The cell had an internal diameter of 296mm and height of 605mm. A maximum 
specimen size of diameter 236mm and height 455mm was therefore chosen by Key to 
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allow for sufficient radial and vertical clearances during cell assembly and for 
instrumentation. The ratio of the specimen diameter to maximum particle size (D/da,, ) 
was 4.7, for the 50mm ballast. It is generally recommended that D/dm,, x should be 
greater than 6, however Knutson and Thompson (1978) and Brown and O'Reilly (199 1) 
have used ballast specimens of similar D/dna,, ratios. This lower ratio meant that 
comparisons were valid with other research where there had been similar ratios used 
and within this project itself, although absolute values, in terms of the stress-strain 
characteristics of the specimens, needed to be treated with caution. The height to 
diameter ratio (H/D) was 2, which was equal to that recommended in the literature. The 
height to diameter ratio should be greater than or equal to 2 so that the friction between 
the specimen and the end platens, which encourages barrelling in the specimen, does not 
affect the overall specimen strength. 
Most tests were conducted with both the top and bottom platens being of mild steel. 
However some tests had alternative platens to allow for effects such as wooden sleepers 
and soft subgrades to be investigated. In the current work this has been referred to as 
'damping'. 
3.3.1 Cell pressure and vacuum systems 
During specimen set up a small vacuum was applied to the specimen to allow it to be 
self supporting during the assembly of the cell until a cell pressure could be applied. A 
diagram of the vacuum system has been combined with the cell pressure system in 
Figure 3.3. 
Key (1998) used a single 700kPa rated air pressure regulator to regulate the air pressure 
and hence the cell fluid pressure. Incorporating a 240kPa regulator in series with the 
700kPa regulator reduced the effects of fluctuating cell pressure conditions caused by 
the cyclic loading of the specimen. The second (lower rated) regulator was more 
sensitive to the fluctuations as the pressure difference across it was less. 
There was no pore/back pressure system used in the tests as the material was tested dry. 
3.3.2 Loading 
The triaxial cell was mounted on aI OWN loading frame, on which two types of triaxial 
tests were carried out. A bottom up drive unit was used for monotonic load triaxial tests 
and a top down hydraulic ram was used for the cyclic load triaxial tests. The load was 
transmitted via the reaction frame through the loading piston, on which an internal load 
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cell was mounted, and then onto the top cap of the specimen via a ball and seat 
connection. 
For drained monotonic load triaxial tests with dry granular materials the rate of loading 
was considered not to be critical as there would be no build up of pore pressures. 
Therefore a rate of loading of 0.22% strain/min was chosen as the highest compression 
rate available. 
The drained cyclic load triaxial tests were designed to simulate the loading on an 
element of ballast beneath a railway sleeper. The cyclic load apparatus was set up as 
designed by Key (1998) and briefly described below. 
A single chip 'Stamp' computer from Parallax Corporation controlled a solenoid valve 
within the hydraulic system. It was programmed to allow the test to run in two stages. 
The first stage cycled at a slow speed (0.16Hz) to allow for the larger deformations at 
the start of the test. The second stage cycled at a faster rate (0.5Hz) when the amount of 
deformation per cycle had reduced. The point at which the speed was changed was 
defined by the user and during this test programme was set at 50 cycles. After a preset 
number of cycles the control unit finished the test leaving a minimum load on the 
specimen. For the majority of tests this was after 100,000 cycles. 
The hydraulic loading system used in the cyclic load tests is shown in Figure 3.4. The 
solenoid valve regulated the axial load applied and the system was allowed to cycle 
between preset maximum and minimum loads. The maximum load applied to the top 
platen was set at I lkN, which gives a stress of approximately 250kPa for a specimen of 
236mm diameter. This is similar to the loads imposed on the railway track bed as 
detailed in Section 2.3.1.3. The minimum load was set at an arbitrary value of 0.6kN 
(15kPa) to represent the 'at rest' load of the superstructure (rails, sleepers and fastening 
systems). Furthermore, by setting a minimum load, the hydraulic ram did not lose 
contact with the loading piston and hence the occurrence of impact loading was 
prevented. 
Using a solenoid valve, an approximate square loading wave was applied to the 
specimen (Figure 3.5). This did not simulate exactly the loading applied to the ballast 
under a sleeper and may cause greater ballast settlement than a sinusoidal wave as 
discussed in Section 2.4.2.5. 
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3.3.3 Instrumentation 
Five variables were measured throughout each test. These were the axial displacement, 
the axial load, the radial displacement, the cell fluid volume change and the cell fluid 
pressure. Three radial transducers were used to measure the radial displacement; hence 
seven instruments were used in all. 
The axial displacement was measured using a 50mm. Linear Variable Displacement 
Transducer (LVDT). An external form of measurement was chosen over the preferred 
internal measuring devices due to the limited size of the triaxial cell and as large strains 
were involved, on specimen measurement was not so critical (Section 2.3.1.4.1). 
A fatigue rated water resistant load cell with a nonnal working load range of 22.5kN 
and a maximum range of 5OkN was used to measure the axial load. 
The cell pressure was measured by a 100kPa pressure transducer mounted on a T-block 
at the inlet tap at the base of the triaxial cell (Figure 3.3). A 700kPa pressure transducer 
was also available for tests where the cell pressure exceeded I OOkPa. 
To measure the radial displacement, three +/-12.5mm LVDT's (total range of 25mm) 
were mounted perpendicular to the specimen and at 120* around the specimen. The 
height of the LVDT's was fixed at the mid height of a specimen with 10% axial strain 
(Figure 3.2). The LVDT's reacted against targets that were fixed onto the specimen 
during the specimen preparation. The targets, 80mm. by 80mm square, were made from 
2mm aluminium sheeting and were curved to fit the specimen as can be seen in Plate 
3.2. 
By assuming the specimen remained a right-angled cylinder, Key (1998) calculated the 
volume change using the radial and axial measurements. However there were severe 
limitations with this method especially at larger strains (>0.3%) as the specimen bulged. 
Plate 3.2 shows a typical 20mm. specimen with the white lines drawn on to highlight the 
bulging. These limitations could be one of the reasons behind Key's work not 
conforming to theoretical behaviour or to previous research, as his calculated volume 
changes were significantly greater than those observed by others (Alva Hurtado and 
Selig, 1981 and Indraratna et al, 1998). 
Therefore a new volume change unit was designed that allowed both a large volume 
change (<2000ml) to be measured over the duration of the test and was still able to 
accurately measure the volume changes over individual cycles. The volume change unit 
was included in the apparatus from Series 2 (test T19) in the test programme. 
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3.3.4 Development of the new volume change unit 
As the materials in the specimens were tested dry, the usual way of measuring the 
volume change by connecting the volume change unit to the pore fluid drainage valve 
could not be used. Based on the assumption that the change in the cell fluid volume was 
equal to the change in the specimen volume., a volume change unit was fitted on the cell 
fluid pressure line, as seen in the cell pressure system (Figure 3.3). 
Initially aI litre Imperial College type rolling diaphragm volume change unit was used; 
however, especially with cyclic loading, this unit suffered several difficulties including 
hysteresis and diaphragm jamming. Therefore a new type of unit was needed to allow 
direct volume change measurement. 
Lade (1988) listed many desirable features of an automatic volume change unit 
including minimum hysteresis, ease of setting up / taking down, simplicity and low cost, 
conformation of electronic reading by a visual means, a linear relationship between the 
volume change and the measured response, and robustness and insensitivity to corrosive 
permeants, soil particles and the environment. 
The design chosen satisfied most of the requirements and combined the air/water 
interface tank and the volume change unit into one cylinder. Details can be seen in 
Figure 3.6 and Plate 3.3. The cylinder was a transparent acrylic tube. A magnetic 
resonance transducer (Tempersoniclý R series) supplied by RDP was fitted inside the 
cylinder. The 10mm diameter transducer had continuous measurement over the 500mm 
range, with an output range of 0-10 Volts. The manufacturer stated accuracy was 
0.02% over the full scale of the transducer (i. e. 0.1 mm). 
The cylinder had a 70mm internal diameter and the unit an internal height of 600mm. A 
float was made up from three layers of low-density engineering plastic screwed together 
with a magnet on top. The volume of water in the cylinder was measured by the height 
of the magnet (float) at the air/water interface. The internal volume of the unit was 
2300ml (excluding the volume of the transducer), although the actual measurable 
volume change was 1770ml, which was limited by the active length of the transducer. 
The internal area of the cylinder was 3849mmý, which gives an estimated accuracy of 
the unit of 385mm3 (3849 x 0.1) or approximately 0.4ml. Therefore with a specimen of 
236mm in diameter and 440mm in height the estimated accuracy was equivalent to 
0.002% volumetric strain where other potential errors were not included. 
The volume change unit was designed to work up to pressures of at least 700kPa, and 
was tested at 40kPa, 90kPa and 700kPa. From the regression lines shown in Figure 3.7 
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it can be seen that the cell pressure has no influence on the calibration of the volume 
change unit. Complete calibration testing of the new volume change unit is detailed in 
Section 4.3.4. 
From Figure 3.8 (taken from test T40) it can be seen that both methods of determining 
the volumetric strain (calculated and measured) showed the specimen was contracting at 
the start of the monotonic load test and then quickly started to dilate. As expected the 
calculated volumetric strains recorded a much greater change in the specimen volume, 
both in compression and dilation, than the measured volumetric strains due to the 
bulging of the specimen. By 6% axial strain the calculated volumetric strain showed 
approximately 3 times greater dilation than the measured volumetric strain. This was 
typical in most of the monotonic load tests. The corrected volumetric strain curve in 
Figure 3.8 will be discussed later. 
Salman (1994) suggested from tests that he carried out on granular materials, with stone 
sizes up to 20mm, that the measured volumetric strains (using an Imperial college type 
volume change unit) and calculated strains (using the displacements of three radial 
LVDT's and the axial LVDT) were comparable up to 0.3% axial strain. In this project 
this has not been realised either with the 20mm stone or the 50mm stone specimens. 
Although calibration and initial trials with the new volume change unit appeared to 
show a good, repeatable and accurate device, there was one problem that was noticed. 
The specimen in each test was left to consolidate, under the test cell pressure, for a 
period of time before the loading began. It was noted that during this consolidation 
period the float level in the volume change unit dropped, i. e. water flowed out of the 
volume change unit into the triaxial cell, indicating a possible (long-term) 
consolidation/creep effect in the specimen. 
To try and understand what was causing this change in volume eight potential reasons 
were identified and, where feasible, were addressed. i) Specimen consolidation/creep, 
ii) apparatus leakage, iii) apparatus creep, iv) leakage of water into the specimen, V) 
membrane creep, vi) air pockets dissolving, vii) piston movement, and viii) 
measurement error. 
Having investigated this problem it was clear that the volume change unit recorded 
some form of continuous drop in the water level throughout the period of a normal test, 
when left in a static condition, which in terms of volumetric strain would be recorded as 
compression of the specimen. 
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The volume change occurring when a 90kPa cell pressure was applied with a concrete 
dummy specimen is shown in (Figure 3.9). As would be expected there was an initial 
drop in the volume. This was followed by a continued creep effect, which was not 
expected. Although the errors were minimal for the short duration of the monotonic 
load tests, it was not possible to calculate the effects on the longer term cyclic load tests 
due to the large variation in the creep/consolidation effect recorded during the 
investigation. It was also unclear how this effect would have manifested itself under 
cyclic loading with the specimen rapidly changing size and shape and the direction of 
flow of the cell fluid constantly changing. However the errors that occur due to this 
limitation in apparatus appear to be small in comparison to the errors that are assumed 
to occur when calculating the specimen volume due to the bulging of the specimen. At 
the higher cell pressures where barrelling was not such an issue then this made the 
behaviour of the two systems more comparable with one another. 
The effects of this 'loss' of volume on the measured volumetric strain, in a monotonic 
load test, can be seen in Figure 3.8 where an approximate correction made 0.2% 
difference in the measured volumetric strain. Compared to the difference with the 
calculated strain (6% to 8% higher) this was minimal. The investigation into the causes 
of this apparent compression was however inconclusive and no correction was applied 
to the data. However the measured strain was considered to be more accurate, reliable 
and repeatable than the calculated strains and was therefore used in the analysis. 
3.4 Triaxial test procedure 
For monotonic load and cyclic load tests the specimens were prepared in an identical 
way. This is outlined below and a full step-by-step procedure is included in Appendix 
A (Disk 1). 
The triaxial base plate was bolted to a vibration table. A thin film of silicon grease was 
applied to the rim of the base pedestal and a membrane was fastened to the pedestal 
using an O-ring. The membranes were 0.75mm thick made of natural rubber and 
supplied by Precision Dippings. A split mould was put around the pedestal and the 
membrane was pulled up inside and drawn back over the top of the split mould. A disc 
of filter paper was laid on the pedestal to stop fines from going into the drainage pipe at 
the bottom of the specimen. 
A thin layer of the test material was laid in the bottom of the mould so that no material 
got under the filter paper. The vibration table was switched on and the material slowly 
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added. The 50mm ballast was dropped from approximately 750mm above the top 
surface of the material. Each particle was passed through a template (Plate 3.4) and the 
size of the particle was recorded; this included the thin layer of material originally laid 
in the bottom of the mould. The 20mm stone was also slowly poured from 
approximately 750mm above the top surface of the material. The material was then 
levelled by hand and covered with a thin (Imm) steel plate. With the 50mm ballast 
specimens a 22.75kg surcharge was applied for I minute under vibration. With the 
20mm stone specimens the surcharge was applied for 30 seconds, also under vibration. 
In order to prepare two-layer specimens with densities similar to Key (1998) the 
following procedure was used (also summarised in Table 3.1). The desired height for 
the first layer was marked on the inside of the membrane. The material was added up to 
this height and surcharged under vibration for 30 seconds with a 10kg weight. The next 
layer of material was then added and surcharged for a further 30 seconds with the 
22.75kg weight. For specimens where the second layer of material was only a single or 
double layer of 20mm stone then the first layer of material was surcharged as normal 
with a 22.75kg weight for I minute. The vibration table was turned off, a thin layer of 
20mm stone was added and the steel top plate was laid on top. To create a level surface 
the 22.75kg weight was rotated clockwise and anticlockwise 10 times through 180* in 
the horizontal plane. After the surcharge had been removed the height of the specimen 
was checked at three points. If there was more than 3mm difference in any of these 
heights the specimen was discarded. 
A thin layer of silicon grease was applied to the rim of the top cap before it was placed 
on top of the thin steel plate and the membrane was pulled up around the side. An 
internal vacuum of between 20-3OkPa was applied to the specimen and the split mould 
removed. A second membrane was slid over the specimen and a second O-ring was 
placed around the pedestal to secure both membranes. Two further O-rings sealed the 
second membrane at the top of the specimen. The heights of the radial LVDT targets 
were marked on the outer membrane and the targets fixed onto the specimen using a 
silicon sealant (Plate 3.2). 
After the targets were secured the base plate was released from the vibrating table. A 
large O-ring was greased and placed in a groove in the base plate to act as a seal 
between the base and the cell body. Using a hoist the cell body was lowered over the 
specimen. The position of the top cap in relation to the loading piston was checked to 
make sure they were aligned, after which the cell was secured by tightening the 
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diametrically opposite tie rods. The pore fluid tap on the base plate was closed and the 
vacuum line was disconnected from the base plate. 
Once the cell had been raised into position in the loading frame and the radial LVDT's 
had been bolted into their mountings the cell was filled with water. When the cell was 
full it was slightly tilted from side to side to remove any trapped air. The cell fluid line 
between the cell and the volume change unit was then attached and the volume change 
unit was filled with water, flushing out any air trapped in the system. The vacuum on 
the specimen was released by opening the pore fluid valve at the base of the cell and the 
bleed valve at the top of the cell was closed. The hydraulic ram stabilising bar and 
frame reaction bar were placed in position and secured (Figure 3.2). The desired cell 
pressure was then applied and the specimen was left for a period of consolidation, 
which was normally I hour. The compression frame platen was manually raised until 
the load piston was just touching the hydraulic ram. The appropriate logging program, 
depending on the type of test, was selected and the filename and details were entered. 
For monotonic load triaxial tests the logging was started on the computer and the 
driving motor on the compression frame was turned to 'cell up' position causing the 
specimen to be loaded under strain control. When one of the radial LVDT's had 
reached the end of its range then the test was stopped and the apparatus dismantled. 
For the cyclic load triaxial tests the hydraulic system was attached to the hydraulic ram. 
The hydraulic shut off valve was opened and both the bypass valves on the hydraulic 
system were closed (Figure 3.4). The logging was started on the computer. The Stamp 
computer was reset and the automatic loading selected. After 50 load cycles the control 
unit was manually switched to the high-speed loading. With the ma ority of cyclic load 
tests a monotonic load test was carried out after the cyclic load test had finished. These 
were called post cyclic monotonic load tests. 
Before starting the post cyclic monotonic load test it was necessary to make sure the 
hydraulic ram had been pushed back up inside its casing and the cell base manually 
raised until the loading piston was just in contact with the ram again. This was 
necessary to make sure that there was a solid reaction against the load piston as it was 
found that this was not the case in some early tests and the ram had been pushed back 
up during the test. 
To dismantle the equipment at the end of the test the air pressure inlet valve at the top of 
the volume change unit and the cell fluid inlet valve at the base of the triaxial cell were 
closed. To release the pressure in the volume change unit the bleed valve was opened 
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and the water was drained off through the drainage valve at the base of the volume 
change unit. The cell pressure pipe was disconnected and the cell pressure valve 
opened to drain the cell, collecting the water in a bucket. Once the initial pressure had 
been released the bleed valve at the top of the triaxial cell was opened. When the cell 
was empty it was lifted back onto the vibration table using the hoist. The tie rods were 
loosened by unscrewing the diametrically opposite bars at the same time. 
The cell body was lifted up over the top of the specimen using the hoist and the 
specimen was dismantled particle by particle. Each particle was assessed for the 
amount of breakage that had occurred as discussed in Section 6.3.1. Further to this the 
perceived original particle size was recorded. Each piece of the particle was then 
passed through the particle size template. Where breakage had occurred this could 
mean there were several 'new' particles. 
3.5 Triaxial test programme 
Over 80 triaxial specimens were tested during the course of this project. Those included 
in the analysis have been split into six series of triaxial tests, which have been 
summarised in Table 3.2. Details of the individual particle crushing tests are described 
in Section 3.6. 
For each type of specimen there were usually three tests carried out, the monotonic load 
triaxial test, the cyclic load triaxial test and the post cyclic monotonic load triaxial test. 
Each test, that is each specimen prepared, was numbered in the chronological order that 
the tests were carried out. Cyclic load tests and post cyclic monotonic load tests have 
the same test number. This was because the post cyclic monotonic load tests were 
carried out on the same specimen after the cyclic load test had finished. 
3.5.1 Series 1- 20mm. stone tests 
Series 1 was scheduled to consist of a small number of tests to provide data on 
repeatability within the project itself and also to clarify that the tests were reproducible 
when compared with those of Key (1998) and others. Furthermore, Series I compared 
the basic soil characteristics between the two different types of 20mm stone used by the 
stoneblower. Test details for Series I are detailed in Table 3.3. 
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3.5.2 Series 2- Characterisation tests 
With the development of the new volume change unit and the work relating to particle 
breakage Series 2 included several tests using only one type of aggregate. This allowed 
a level of understanding to be developed that would give a benchmark to which the 
results of other series of tests could be compared. Test details for Series 2 are detailed 
in Table 3.4. During the development of the volume change unit, between Series I and 
Series 2, eight tests were carried out. The data from these tests could not easily be 
incorporated into the project and have therefore not been included in the analysis of the 
results or the discussions. 
3.5.3 Series 3- Development of breakage 
Series 3 investigated the development of breakage of the material throughout the cyclic 
load test. This consisted of five extra tests, a 100, a 1000, a 10,000, aI million and a '2 
million' load cycle test. During the first 1 million load cycle test, which was run over 
the Christmas break 2001, there was a power cut at around 800,000 cycles. It was 
decided to run a further I million load cycle test on the same specimen (T42), 
accumulating to over 1.7 million cycles. This test is referred to as the 2 million load 
cycle test. Although the test data was difficult to analyse, due to the power cut causing 
errors in the data, the specimen was dismantled and breakage analysis was carried out. 
After each test the specimen was dismantled and the breakage assessed. For 
completeness, particle breakage data for the 100,000 load cycle test was used from 
Series 2. Tests included in Series 3 are detailed in Table 3.5. 
3.5.4 Series 4- Two-layer specimens 
Series 4., detailed in Table 3.6, investigated the behaviour of layer specimens, building 
on the research of Key (1998). Specimens were prepared where half of the specimen 
was 20mm stone overlying half a specimen of 50mm ballast (called a 1-1 layer 
specimen - see Table 3.6). Furthermore specimens with a third stone overlying two 
thirds ballast (1-2 layer) and two thirds stone overlying a third ballast (2-1 layer) were 
also tested. With the understanding gained from these tests, specimens were also set up 
with single and double layers of stone overlying the ballast, more akin to the 
arrangement produced by the stoneblower maintenance. 
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3.5.5 Series 5- Damped specimens 
The effect of altering the modulus at the base and top plates was investigated in Series 5 
(Table 3.7). This was achieved by simply inserting a 3mm thick disc of rubber at the 
base of the specimen to simulate a subgrade and a wooden disc (8mm thick MDF 
hardboard) was laid on top of the material at the top of the specimen under the top cap 
instead of the lmm mild steel disc (see Section 3.4). This has been referred to as 
specimen damping. 
3.5.6 Series 6- Wetted ballast 
Series 6 examined the behaviour of material that was wet when the specimen was set up 
and is detailed in Table 3.8. To ensure repeatability the ballast was soaked for 24 hours 
before the test and was allowed to drip dry for 5 minutes immediately before preparing 
the specimen. 
3.6 Single-particle crushing test apparatus 
Single-particle crushing tests have been carried out to gain deeper understanding of the 
breakage occurring during the triaxial tests. 
It is widely accepted that the failure of a spherical particle under compression is a 
tensile failure, as mentioned in Section 2.6.4. The tensile strength of an individual 
particle is usually measured indirectly by compressing the particle between two flat 
plates until the particle fails. Failure is when the particle splits in several pieces as 
described by Jaeger (1967). 
Figure 3.10 and Plate 3.5 show the particle crushing apparatus used in this work. It was 
adapted from an aggregate impact testing machine used to get the Aggregate Impact 
Value (BS 821). The apparatus had two hardened steel plates between which the 
particle was crushed and two guide posts to keep the upper plate horizontal. The 
apparatus was designed to fit inside the triaxial cell and the lOOkN loading frame 
detailed in Section 3.3.2. The triaxial cell was used as this was a system that already 
had a reaction frame, and a way of measuring the load and axial displacement and it 
ensured that all the pieces of apparatus were aligned. The displacement, and hence the 
particle diameter at failure, was measured using the external axial LVDT. The load 
applied during the test was measured by the load cell (Section 3.3.3). 
McDowell (2001) showed that it is necessary to crush 30 particles of similar size to 
calculate the mean strength and standard deviation in strength within prescribed 
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confidence limits. He showed that the characteristic strength could be determined to 
within 25% at a confidence of 95% with 30 tests. 
3.7 Single-particle crushing test procedure 
Four different sizes of materials were tested in the single-particle crushing apparatus, 
these were 37-50mm ballast, 28-37mm ballast, 20-28mm ballast and 20mm stone as 
supplied for the stoneblower. Thirty particles of each sized material were selected and 
tested in the apparatus described above and in the manner described below. Therefore a 
total of one hundred and twenty particles were tested. 
The triaxial cell base was placed on the loading rig and the single-particle crushing 
apparatus lifted onto the base. The underside of the single-particle crushing apparatus 
had a groove cut out so that it always sat central on the triaxial base. The particle was 
placed in the centre of the bottom loading plate and the top plate was gently lowered 
until it rested on the particle. The triaxial cell body was lowered onto the base plate and 
secured, using the tie rods, to ensure that the loading piston and top plate piston were 
aligned and stayed aligned during the test. The axial LVDT was fastened in position. 
Once the computer logging had been started the knob on the loading rig was turned to 
the 'cell up' position. The test was left to run until the particle failed; this was 
determined with the help of the charts within the logging program and a certain amount 
of observational judgment to determine when the particle was deemed to have failed. 
The computer logging was stopped, apparatus dismantled and the particle removed. 
The results of the individual particle-crushing tests are discussed in Section 6.2. 
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20mm stone layer = 1/3d or 
2/3'd' of s ecimen hei ht 
Single/double layer of 20mm stone p g 
Bottom layer 30sec vibration with a 10kg 
weight 
Imin vibration with a 22.75kg weight 
op layer 
20sec vibration with a 22.75kg Rotate 22.75kg weight 10 times 
weight through 1800 in the horizontal plane 
Table 3.1 - Summary table of vibration time and weight of surcharge for two- 
layer specimens. 
Summary Series characteristics / comments 
Series 1 15 specimens 
(9 monotonic, 6 cyclic, 6 post cyclic 
monotonic load tests) 
- Repeatability, 
- Reproducibility 
Volume change calculations based on the 
, 
- Comparing Bardon stone 
assumption of the specimen staying a right- 
and Clobum stone, angled 
cylinder. 
- General soil characterisation. 
Series 2 32 specimens 
(8 monotonic, 24 cyclic, 16 post cyclic 
monotonic load tests) Volume change unit introduced to improve the 
- Repeatability/Reproducibility, 
accuracy of the volume change calculations. 
- General soil characteristics, 
Quantification of particle breakage. 
Data logging system improved to recorded Brcaka c characteristics in basic tests, 9 data in a way which would allow the Development of the resilient modulus calculation of the resilient modulus at defined throughout the cyclic tests. points throughout the test. 
Series 3 5 specimens 
(5 cyclic load tests) 50mm ballast only. 
- To investigate particle breakage during 
Cyclic tests stopped after different number of 
load cycles and particle breakage assessed. the cyclic test. 
Series 4 18 specimens 
(9 monotonic, 9 cyclic, 8 post cyclic 
monotonic load tests) 
- To investigate the behaviour of layerc 
Monotonic and cyclic tests set up with 
different amounts of 20mm/50mm materials. specimens. 
Series 5 3 specimens 
(3 cyclic load tests) A rubber mat was placed at the bottom of the 
- Specimens tested with different top/base 
specimen and a wooden disc on top of the 
materials (damped specimens). specimen 
below the top cap. 
Series 6 6 specimens 
(6 cyclic load tests) 50mm. ballast only. 
The specimen material was wet before 
The ballast was soaked for 24hrs. before each 
each test. I 
test was prepared. 
Table 3.2 - Summary of the triaxial test programme 
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Series 1: General specimen characterisation 
Test No. Loading* Comments 
TI, T6 mono. 
TI 1, T13 cyclic 
20mm Cloburn stone, 40kPa cell pressure 
T8, T17, T18 mono. 
T2 cyclic 
20mm Cloburn stone, 90kPa cell pressure 
T5, T 14 mono. 
T4, T15 cyclic 
20mm Bardon stone, 40kPa cell pressure 
T7, T16 mono. 
T9 cyclic 
20mm Bardon stone, 90kPa cell pressure 
Table 3.3 - Details of test specimens in Series 1 
Series 2: Further specimen charactcrisation 
- including the new volume change unit and particle breakage assessment - 
Test No. Loading* Comments 
T19, T72 mono. 
T20, T33, 
T54, T55, T56, 
T73, T74 
cyclic 
20mm Bardon stone, 40kPa cell pressure 
T22 mono. 
T21, T34, T35 cyclic 
20mm Bardon stone, 90kPa cell pressure 
T63 mono. 
T59, T68 cyclic 
20mm Bardon stone, MOM cell pressure 




50mm Ballast, 40kPa cell pressure 
T26, T40 mono. 
T25, T36, T37 cyclic 
50mm Ballast, 90kPa cell pressure 
T60 mono. 
T61, T62, T64 cyclic 
50mm Ballast, MOM cell pressure 
T77 cyclic 50mm Ballast, 240kPa cell pressure 
* mono. = monotonic load test 
Table 3.4 - Details of test specimens in Series 2 
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Series 3: Development of breakage in the cyclic tests 
Test No. Loading Comments 
T65 cyclic 50mm, Ballast, l40kPa cell pressure, 100 cycles 
T66 cyclic 50mm Ballast, l40kPa cell pressure, 1000 cycles 
TO cyclic 50mm Ballast, l40kPa cell pressure, 10,000 cycles 
T75 cyclic 50mm Ballast, 90kPa cell pressure, I million cycles 
142 cyclic 50mm Ballast, 90kPa cell pressure, 2 million cycles 
Table 3.5 - Details of test specimens in Series 3 
Series 4: Layered specimens 
Cell 20mm stone 
Test No. Loading* pressure Comments ýOmm ballast 
ýOa) 
T50 mono. 40 Single layer of 20mm Bardon stone ,, 'itigle 
T39, T48 cyclic 40 overlying 50mm ballast kiver stone 
Single layer of 20mm Bardon stone Single T41 cyclic 90 overlying 50mm ballast I ýiyer stone 
T52 mono. 40 Double layer of 20mm, Bardon stone Double 
T51 cyclic 40 overlying 50mm ballast 
layer stone 
T53 mono. 40 Top third 20mm Bardon stone overlying 1-2 layered 
T46 cyclic 40 bottom two thirds 50mm ballast 
T281T29 
mono 40 ' T43, T4ý . Fop half 20mm Bardon stone 1-1 layered 
T3 1, T45 cyclic 40 overlying 
bottom half 50mm ballast 
T30 mono. 90 Top half 20mm Bardon stone 1-1 layered 
T32 cyclic 90 overlying bottom half 50mm ballast 
T49 mono. 40 Top two thirds 20mm Bardon stone 2-1 la ered y 
T47 cyclic 40 overlying bottom third 50mm, ballast 
* mono. - monotonic load test 
Table 3.6 - Details of test specimens in Series 4 
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Series 5: Effects of specimen damping 
Test No. Loading Comments 
T69 cyclic 
50mm ballast, l40kPa cell pressure. 
Specimen includes rubber mat and wooden disc damping 
T70 cyclic 
Double layer 20mm Bardon stone overlying 50mm ballast, l40kPa cell 
pressure. Specimen includes rubber mat and wooden disc damping 
T71 cyclic 
20mm Bardon stone, l40kPa cell pressure. 
Specimen includes rubber mat and wooden disc damping 
Table 3.7 - Details of test specimens in Series 5 
Series 6: Effects of wet ballast 
Test No. Loading* Comments 
T81 mono. 
T80 cyclic 
50mm wet ballast, 40kPa cell Pressure 
T82 mono. 
T83 cyclic 
50mm wet ballast, 90kPa cell Pressure 
T79 mono. 
T78 cycliel 
50mm wet ballast, 140kPa cell Pressure 
* mono. = monotonic load test 
Table 3.8 - Details of test specimens in Series 6 
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Figure 3.1 - Particle size distribution curves for the 50mm ballast and the 20mm 
stone from the Bardon quarry used in the triaxial tests and the 
respective Railtrack standards 
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Specimen diameter = 236mm, height = 455mm Not drawn to scale 
Figure 3.2 - Diagram of the triaxial cell (adapted from Key, 1998) 
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Figure 3.3 - Diagram of the cell pressure and vacuum systems 
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Figure 3.4 - Diagram of the hydraulic loading system 
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Figure 3.5 - Load waveform generated by the solenoid valve 
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Figure 3.10 - Single-particle crushing apparatus 
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Plate 3.1 - The triaxial cell 
Plate 3.2 - Showing a target on the side of the specimen and bulging failure after 
a monotonic load triaxial test 
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rT 14 
Plate 3.5 - Single-particle crushing apparatus 
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CHAPTER 4 
Calibrations, Data Corrections 
and Initial Analysis 
4.1 Introduction 
The methods of data acquisition, transducer calibrations and the corrections applied to 
the data are covered in the early part of this chapter. During the analysis several 
procedures were followed and calculations made; these are described along with details 
of the initial analysis carried out on the data from each test. Procedures used for 
calculating the specimen stiffness in the monotonic load tests, and the resilient modulus 
in the cyclic load tests, and the method used to determine the peak and final stresses in 
the monotonic load tests and the strains in both the monotonic and cyclic load tests are 
also reviewed. 
4.2 Data acquisition 
The axial LVDT, the three radial LVDT's, the load cell and the pressure transducer 
were all connected to an amplifier, which had its own stabilised power supply and 
should therefore not have been affected by any fluctuations in the mains power supply. 
The magnetic resonance transducer had its own separate power supply. Strawberry 
Tree "Workbench" programs were used for data logging in all of the tests. 
The Workbench program layout for the monotonic load triaxial tests and single-particle 
crushing tests can be found in Appendix B (Disk 1) . This was set up to record data 
from each transducer every second. The data was then processed using a piece of 
software written in Visual Basic for Applications program (VBA for Excel) as detailed 
in Appendix C (Disk 1). 
It is considered usual, where the rate of strain increase decreases with time, i. e. a log 
type relationship, that the data be recorded in logarithmic time. From a practical point 
of view this reduced the size of the data files. However the data acquisition software 
had no provision for recording data on a logarithmic scale. To record the data for each 
cycle in the cyclic load triaxial test would create a data file of an unmanageable size. 
Therefore a system was developed within the Workbench environment that would allow 
data to be recorded on a 'logarithmic' scale. Using an iterative approach, data was 
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recorded approximately every I/ 40th of a second during the I't cycle, 2 nd cycle, 5 th, 1 Oth, 
20th, 50th , 20,000th , 50,000th and the 100,000th cycle. The fastest rate of data 
acquisition of the system was limited to 1/40 th of a second. Data was also recorded with 
the same logging rate, to a separate file, for cycles 50 - 150,950 - 1050,9750 - 10,250 
and 99,250 - 100,000. This second set of data allowed the average resilient modulus to 
be calculated at cycles 100,1000,10,000 and 100,000 over the aforementioned ranges. 
Both sets of data were again processed using software written in VBA for Excel. The 
Workbench screen layout and the VBA software are detailed in Appendix B and C 
(Disk 1) respectively. 
Data acquisition within the Workbench program was synchronised with the load cycles 
throughout the test via a digital input from the control 'Stamp' unit as described in 
Section 3.3.2. 
4.3 Calibration 
For reliable results there needed to be confidence in the measuring equipment. 
Calibrations were therefore performed on each of the seven instruments to ensure that 
data recorded during each test was to an acceptable accuracy and was repeatable. 
Initially Key (1998) checked the calibration of the transducers every six weeks, and 
found that there was little variation with time. He therefore carried out full calibrations 
approximately every six months. This appeared to be sufficient and was therefore 
continued in this project. Calibration tests were carried out at the start, in the middle 
and at the end of the test programme. Due to the quick turn over between tests all of the 
instruments were left permanently connected to the power supply. 
For reliable calibration the instrument should be cycled through its full range 3 times 
prior to the calibration. The first reading should be taken at an absolute zero value 
where no displacement, pressure or load is applied to the instrument. Then with at least 
ten incremental steps the instrument should be taken through its full range and back 
again with a further ten steps, recording the voltage at each incremental step. On this 
data linear regression analysis can be used to calculate the calibration factor, i. e. the 
gradient of the best-fit line and the coefficient of conformity (R). 
As all of the LVDT's and the volume change unit were only used to measure the 
relative displacement and relative volume, the drift was calculated as the variation in the 
gradient of the calibration factor with time. The accuracy of each instrument (scatter in 
the reading) was calculated by dividing the reading with the maximum deviation from 
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the best-fit line by the ftill measuring range of the transducer (FS %). Table 4.1 lists 
each of the instruments used in the triaxial tests. Table 4.2 details the calculated 
calibration factors, accuracy, and the drift of each transducer. Details of the individual 
calibrations are described below, with a typical section taken from the calibration of the 
axial displacement transducer shown in Figure 4.1. 
4.3.1 Linear variable displacement transducers (LVDT) 
Two different types of LVDT were used in the research. The first type was a fixed 
armature LVDT with a 50mm range. This was used externally to measure the axial 
displacement of the specimen. The second type of transducer was a free armature 
submersible LVDT, of which there were 3, with a range of 25mm (+/-12.5mm). These 
were used to measure the on specimen radial displacement. All four LVDT's were 
calibrated against a Mitutoyo digital vernier accurate to 0.001mm. 
It was found with both the axial and radial displacement transducers that the data was 
non-linear at the extremity of the transducer range (that is with the armature completely 
compressed). With linear regression analysis this gave a lowest Rý value equal to 
0.9961 for radial displacement transducer number 2. The accuracy of the regression 
was improved by limiting the radial displacement transducer calibration to a 20mm 
displacement rather than the full 25mm, giving an Rý value equal to 0.9996. The 
accuracy of the radial transducers was calculated to be 0.5%, 0.75% and 0.68% 
expressed as a percentage over 20mm displacement of the transducer for radial 
transducers Rl, R2 and R3 respectively. 
Similarly for the axial displacement transducer an increase in accuracy was achieved, 
when calibrated over a 40mm displacement rather than the full 50mm. This led to an 
increase in the correlation factor from 0.9995 to 1 and an accuracy of 0.18%. 
This type of correction was considered acceptable as the tests were usually stopped 
before these displacements were reached. Where these displacements had been passed 
during a test then the data was not used in the analysis. 
The drift calculated for the radial displacement transducers was minimal at a maximum 
0.06mm over 6 months. As this was considerably less than the accuracy of the 
transducers no calibration corrections were included in the analysis for the radial 
displacement transducers and an average calibration factor was used instead. The drift 
of the axial displacement transducer was minimal at less than 0.03mm over 6 months, 
which again was less than the accuracy of transducer. Therefore no calibration 
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correction was included in the analysis for the axial displacement transducer and an 
average calibration factor was used instead. 
The average calibration factor was calculated from the three calibrations at the start, 
middle and end of the testing programme. The average calibration factor could be used 
without any perceivable loss in the accuracy of the data as the calibration factors, for 
each individual transducer, were similar and minimal drift was calculated. 
4.3.2 Load cell 
The load cell was calibrated against a 25kN proving ring. The accuracy of the load cell 
was 0.34% and the drift was calculated as minimal at 60N per 6 months. Therefore no 
calibration correction was included in the analysis for the load cell and the average 
calibration factor was used instead. 
Towards the end of the test programme a further calibration was carried out on the load 
cell up to 40kN against a lOOkN proving ring. This was necessary to check that the 
behaviour of the load cell was still linear at these higher loads as the loads applied 
during the monotonic load triaxial tests with a 140kPa cell pressure were passing the 
limits of the previous calibrations. The gradient of the regression line was only slightly 
different to the previous calibrations, to the third significant figure. Therefore no 
correction was applied to the calibration factor. The calibration curves for the load cell 
are shown in Figure 4.2. 
4.3.3 Pressure transducer 
A Budenburg air dead weight tester was used to calibrate the pressure transducer. The 
drift in the calibration factor was negligible at 0.16kPa per 6 months, so the average 
calibration factor was used. 
4.3.4 Volume change unit 
The volume change unit was calibrated against a GDS unit (with a step controlled 
motor) accurate to lmm3. Due to the time required during this calibration and 
considering the accuracy of the GDS the volume change unit was calibrated on two 
fill/empty cycles using 12 incremental steps of 150ml to fill/empty the volume change 
unit. There was no perceivable drift in the calibrations of the volume change unit and 
the deviation of the maximum reading from the regression line was 14ml although it 
was typically less than 2ml equating to an accuracy of 0.7% over the range of the unit. 
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The calculated drift over a6 month period was minimal so the average calibration factor 
was used. 
4.4 Data correction 
To improve the accuracy of the data, corrections were applied to the axial deformation, 
specimen cross sectional area and for bedding errors as explained in the following 
sections. The data from both the monotonic load and cyclic load tests was filtered, also 
explained below. 
Corrections for the additional radial stress due to the effect of membrane restraint were 
derived using the correction curve and equation as suggested by Head (1992). These 
were found to be negligible with a correction of 0.21kPa at 6% axial strain, so the 
corrections were not incorporated in the analysis. 
4.4.1 Axial deformation correction 
As the axial strain was measured externally it was necessary to determine the effect of 
the deformation of the loading frame. The deformation of the loading frame was then 
subtracted from the total axial deformation measured, leaving the corrected specimen 
axial deformation. 
To determine the effect of the deformation of the loading frame a concrete dummy 
specimen (assumed to have negligible deformation) was placed in the triaxial cell and 
tested under both monotonic loading and cyclic loading. Key (1998) calculated the 
correction value as 0.017mm/kN under both monotonic and cyclic loading and found 
that there was no perceptible drift in the correction value. Likewise in the current work 
the correction value for monotonic loading was also 0.017mm/kN, although a slightly 
higher value of 0.02mm/kN was calculated for the cyclic loading. For the load cell at 
full range that equates to 0.38mm and 0.45mm under monotonic and cyclic loading 
respectively, which in terms of resilient strains were significant. These corrections have 
therefore been included in the analysis. 
4.4.2 Specimen cross sectional area correction 
The varying cross sectional area of the specimen as it barrels (Section 3.3.3) was taken 
into account when calculating the deviator stress by using Equation 4.1. 
q=Fx Equ. 4.1 AO 
Where q= deviator stress (kPa), 
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F= piston load (kN), 
Ao = original area (ný), 
e,, & c, = axial and volumetric strains. 
4.4.3 Alignment correction (bedding errors) 
Due to the nature of the test procedure and the size of the specimen it was difficult to 
achieve good alignment between the top cap and the loading piston as shown in Figure 
4.3. Figure 4.4 shows a stress-strain graph with significant bedding errors, where the 
deviator stress formed a plateau as the axial strain increased. This was seen in varying 
degrees in the monotonic load triaxial tests. In some cases this plateau region lasted up 
to 1% axial strain (4.5mm), which although appearing to be large was less than half the 
depth of the ball and seat connection in the top cap (I Imm). It was noted that this 
behaviour was usually accompanied by an increase in radial strain of one or two of the 
radial transducers and a decrease in radial strain of the other radial transducers. The 
plateau region in the stress-strain curve occurred as the top cap and the loading piston 
were aligned causing the specimen to move sideways. This error was corrected by 
removing the data in the plateau region and back calculating the initial gradient of the 
remaining stress-strain graph to a corrected origin. This was done by calculating the 
regression line (best-fit) through the initial straight portion of the stress-strain curve. 
The straight portion of the stress-strain curve was initially defined by eye and was only 
accepted once the coefficient of correlation (R) was better than or equal to 0.99. There 
was usually a minimum of 20 data points used in the derivation of the best-fit line. The 
new origin was defined as the point on the regression line where the deviator stress was 
equal to zero. The stress-strain curve was then back calculated to this point (Figure 
4.5). 
Although originally this behaviour was not considered to effect the post cyclic 
monotonic load tests as the load piston and the top cap were already aligned and in 
contact after the cyclic load test. It would appear, as seen in Figure 4.6 that some form 
of error did occur giving a lower stiffness over the initial part of the test. It was 
therefore necessary to carry out similar back analysis so as to calculate a more precise 
and repeatable stiffness value for the post cyclic monotonic load tests. 
4.4.4 First load cycle correction 
It was observed that the axial strains occurring during cyclic load tests were inconsistent 
between similarly prepared tests. It would appear that like the monotonic load triaxial 
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tests there were bedding errors occurring during the first cycle causing these 
discrepancies. When the axial strains of the first cycles were removed then the overall 
strains between similarly prepared tests were more consistent. Figure 4.7 shows the 
uncorrected axial strains compared with the corrected axial strains for three cyclic load 
tests carried out at l40kPa cell pressure within 14 days of each other. The minimum 
strain after the first cycle was 0.13%, the maximum was 2.5%, and the average was 
0.92%. For consistency in analysis the axial strains for each cyclic load test were 
corrected by subtracting the measurements of the first cycle. 
4.4.5 Smoothed data - cyclic load tests 
The continuous movement of all the transducers during each cycle in a cyclic test meant 
that the data recorded during the cyclic load tests was not easy to analyse or compare 
with other tests. This can be seen in Figure 4.8a, which was taken from a section of a 
volumetric strain graph. The data was therefore smoothed to allow the general 
behaviour of the specimen throughout the test to be more easily reviewed and for better 
comparison between the different tests. In each cyclic load test a smoothed line was 
calculated through the trough of each load cycle (at unload). The data for the complete 
test with the smoothed curve can be seen in Figure 4.8b. The data for the trough of each 
load cycle was calculated by averaging the stresses (and strains) over the last ten data 
points (0.25 see) before the specimen was reloaded. This smoothing process was 
carried out on all of the parameters, that is the axial strain, three radial strains, two 
volumetric strains (recorded with the volume change unit and calculated assuming the 
specimen remained a right-angle cylinder), two deviator stresses calculated using the 
two volumetric strains., the normal effective stress, the void ratio and the specific 
volume. 
4.4.6 Filtered data - monotonic load tests 
Key (1998) commented that his monotonic load test results were not showing smooth 
curves like those of other authors; likewise in this project the stress-strain curves had 
spikes, possibly representing 'stick-slip' phenomena or aggregate breakage. Kohata et 
al (1999) also showed this behaviour in his work. It was therefore presumed that where 
this 'stick-slip' phenomena had not been shown it was because the data had been 
filtered, or some form of smooth curve had been fitted. A smooth curve was not fitted 
I to the data in this research, because the 'stick-slip' behaviour was considered to be 
important in the analysis of the results. It was decided however that a form of filtering 
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would be applied. A nine point averaging filter was applied to both the axial strain and 
the deviator stress. This filter length was chosen because during a monotonic load test 
the data was recorded every second, yet the specimen was only loaded at 0.016mm/sec 
(or per data reading). However the accuracy of the transducer was only 0.1 5mm, which 
meant that nine readings occurred within the range of the accuracy of the transducer 
(0.15/0.016 = 9.4 seconds, one data reading per second). The axial displacement 
transducer accuracy of 0.15mm was as calculated at the time the decision was made, 
and not 0.18mm as calculated after further calibrations and as shown in Table 4.2. 
Figure 4.9a shows a portion of the unfiltered stress-strain curve from test T27. Figure 
4.9b shows the filtered curve. From this it can be seen that the extremities of the 'stick- 
slip' behaviour have been limited. It was therefore argued that this filtering process 
'cleaned up' the data although some of the details of 'stick-slip' behaviour may have 
been lost. 
4.5 Initial analysis 
In this section an overview of the whole process of the initial analysis of the data will be 
described, including the calibrations, corrections and processes described earlier in this 
chapter. The data from each test was run through a Visual Basic for Applications macro 
(VBA in Excel) (Section 4.2). To run the macro a specimen text file for each specimen 
was created containing all the information about that specific specimen and test, as seen 
in Figure 4.10. This text file contained information on the mass of the specimen, the 
height of the specimen, the cell pressure and the type of test that was run, plus any 
further comments that were made regarding the test. It was also possible to input data 
regarding the post cyclic specimen, for specimens where a post cyclic monotonic load 
test was carried out. A flow diagram of the process is shown in Figure 4.11. After 
opening the relevant files the macro calculated the density, the void ratio and the 
porosity of the specimen. The macro was pre-programmed with the value of the 
specific gravity due to the material size entered in the text file. If, in the case of the 
layered specimens, the macro was not programmed with a value of specific gravity then 
it would prompt the user to enter a value during the running of the program. The macro 
then applied the calibrations, that is the average calibration factor for each transducer, to 
the raw data and corrected the displacements. Corrections for the apparent 
'compression' of the specimen however, were not included as discussed in Section 
3.3.4. 
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After the calibrations and corrections had been applied to the raw data the axial, radial 
and volumetric strains were calculated as were the deviator stress (with the cross- 
sectional area correction), the normal effective stress, the void ratio and the specific 
volume. The volume strains were calculated both directly from the volume change unit 
measurements and also by using the radial and axial strains, assuming the specimen 
remained a right-angled cylinder throughout the test. Using the two different 
volumetric strains, two deviator stresses were calculated to allow a comparison to be 
made between the two methods. For each recorded data point the normal effective 
stress, the void ratio and the specific volume were all calculated. For the cyclic load 
tests the data was smoothed (Section 4.4.5) and for the monotonic load tests the axial 
strains and deviator stresses were filtered (Section 4.4.6). 
For each test a selection of graphs were plotted. For the monotonic load tests these 
were deviator stress versus axial strain (q vs. c,, ), radial and volumetric strains versus 
axial strain (c, 6, vs. 6,, ), and void ratio versus axial strain (e vs. C', ) (see Figure 4.12). 
Further graphs included the stress path (q vs. p'), the specific volume (v vs. 8,, ) and the 
cell pressure throughout the test. Similarly for the cyclic load tests the axial strain 
versus number of cycles (Ca vs N), deviator stress versus axial strain (q vs. 6,, ), radial and 
volumetric strains versus axial strain (Er, cv vs. sa), and the volumetric strain versus the 
number of cycles (F, vs. N) with a repeat graph on a log scale (see Figure 4.13). Further 
graphs again included the stress path, the void ratio, the specific volume and the cell 
pressure throughout the test. 
After the macro was applied to the results of each test the first load cycle correction for 
a cyclic load test was carried out and, if necessary, for the monotonic load test any 
bedding errors were corrected. 
For each cyclic load test the average resilient modulus at 100,1000,10,000 and 100,000 
cycles was calculated with the use of the macro. The average resilient modulus at cycle 
100 was calculated as the average resilient modulus, for cycles 50 to 150, where the 
resilient modulus for each individual cycle was calculated as the change in stress 




This process was also used to calculate the average resilient modulus at cycles 1000, 
10,000 and 100,000 over the ranges specified in Section 4.2. 
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For the post cyclic monotonic load tests the density was calculated using the original 
mass and the volume of the specimen at the end of the cyclic load test. The data was 
then analysed in the same way as a normal monotonic load test. 
4.6 Specimen Characterisation 
4.6.1 Specimen stiffness - monotonic load tests 
The stiffness of the specimen was recorded using two different methods. The first was 
the tangent modulus, Et, which was calculated by linear regression analysis (best fit 
line) through the initial straight portion of the curve, i. e. the tangent of the curve through 
/ at the origin (Figure 4.14). For consistency a coefficient of correlation (R) better than 
0.99 was required. There was usually a minimum of 20 data points used in the 
derivation of the best-fit line. 
The second method was the Young's modulus taken at a deviator stress of 25OkPa. 
25OkPa is a significant stress as this was the peak deviator stress used in the cyclic load 
tests. Although not strictly a secant modulus, the Young's modulus in this project is 
defined as the secant modulus, E,, which is also shown in Figure 4.14. 
4.6.2 Average peak deviator stress 
The peak deviator stress in the monotonic load tests was not easily defined due to 
constant fluctuation in the deviator stress as discussed in Section 4.4.6. Therefore the 
peak deviator stress had to be an averaged value taking into account the data values 
recorded close to the strain at which the peak stresses occurred. In this project it was 
decided that the peak stress was to be interpreted 'by eye' and the average peak stress 
was then calculated as the average stress over the 0.5% strain centred about the specific 
point. The same process was also used to derive any stresses that have been quoted in 
this project. However the peak stress was not always reached in all of the tests and 
therefore, in such teks., the average peak stress was calculated as the average peak stress 
over the final 0.25% axial strain of the test. 
For the post cyclic monotonic load tests the same process was used as described above, 
except where there was a specific peak during the early stage of the test. The peak 
stress at this point was the peak stress used in the analysis. No ultimate stress was 
reached due to the bulging of the specimen and the limits of the radial transducers. 
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4.6.3 Angle of shearing resistance 
For each individual test the angle of shearing resistance (T') was calculated using the 
Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria as defined in Equation 4.3. 
sin(p'= al-a3 Equ. 4.3 
al +C3 
where: a, and q3 = principal stresses. 
This assumes a c' value equal to 0, i. e. no cohesion, which is perfectly acceptable with 
granular material. The Mohr-Coulomb failure envelope was used to determine the 
angle of shearing resistance for the material as a whole across a range of different cell 
pressures. 
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Type of instrument . 
No. of Measuring range 
Manufacturees claimed Parameter 
instruments accuracy measured 
Fixed armature LVDT 0-50mm 0.5% F. S. Specimen axial 
(SIN HS 50/7069) 
I 40mm used range Manufacturer - MPE deformation 
Free armature 
immersible LVDT 3 12.5mm 0.5% F. S. Specimen radial 
(D5/50OW/72) 20mm. used range Manufacturer - RDP deformation 
Immersible fatigue 
rated load cell 0-22.5kN (normal) 
0.1% F. S. (hysterysis) Applied axial I (0-50kN maximum) 
0.1% F. S. (non linearity) load 
(SIN 491338) Manufacturer - RDP 
Pressure transducer 0.1% F S 
(S/N 7904orl. 95) 




I 0-500mm 0.02% F. S. Cell fluid volume 
emp sonics (0-1650ml) Manufacturer - RDP change 
R Series, Analog) 
Table 4.1 List of instruments used in the tests 
F. S. = % Full scale of instrument 
Type of Average Recorded accuracy Coefficient of Average drift Instrument calibration factor (1/o F. S. ) correlation (R) 
Axial LVDT 200.9mV/mm 0.18 1 minimal @ 0.03mm/6 months 
Radial LVDT 1 79.4mV/mm 0.50 1 minimal @ 
. 0.05mm/6 months (No. 3195) 
Radial LVDT 2 78.3mV/mm 0.75 0.9996-1 minimal @ 0.06mm/6 months (No. 3197) 
Radial LVDT 3 76.8mV/mrn 0.68 0.9999-1 minimal @ 0.06mm/6 months (No. 3196) 
Load cell 324.3mV/kN 0.34 1 minimal 
@ 
60N16 months 
Pressure 9l. 3mV/kPa 0.24 0.9999-1 minimal @ 
transducer 0.1 6kPa/6 months 
Volume change 187. IV/ml 0.70 1 negligible 
j 
unit* I I 
*Note the magnetic resonance transducer is only part of the volume change unit 
% F. S. = % Full scale of instrument 
Table 4.2 - Instrument calibrations, accuracies and drifts 
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Figure 4.3 - Misalignment of the top cap 
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Figure 4.6 - Corrected bedding errors for the post cyclic monotonic load test 
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Figure 4.8 - Volumetric strain data (test T36); a) as measured, b) data smoothed 
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CHAPTER 5 
Triaxial Test Results 
5.1 Introduction 
Six series of tests outlined in Table 3.2 were carried out using the triaxial test apparatus 
described in Section 3.3. 
For each of the series the monotonic load triaxial test results are presented followed by 
the cyclic load test results and finally the post cyclic monotonic load triaxial test results. 
Each set of results is split into the following two sections, (i) stress-strain behaviour or 
axial strain behaviour for monotonic or cyclic load tests and (ii) volumetric strain 
behaviour. After these have been considered for each loading type the shear strength 
characteristics (c' and T') are reported. The resilient modulus results calculated 
throughout the cyclic load tests are reviewed separately towards the end of this chapter 
(Section 5.8). Analysis of particle breakage occurring in the triaxial tests is reported in 
Chapter 6 along with the results from the single particle crushing tests. A discussion for 
all of the laboratory work, followed by the conclusions drawn from this are presented in 
Chapter 7. All the results from all the tests have been included on Disk 2. 
5.2 Series I- 20mm stone specimens 
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 outline details of the triaxial test conditions and specimen details 
tested in Series 1 for the monotonic, cyclic and post cyclic monotonic load tests. The 
results from each test are also given in these tables along with a comments column for 
any specific points regarding the test. The objectives of Series I were to assess the 
general characteristics of the materials, and to compare the 20mm Bardon stone and the 
20mm Cloburn stone so as to decide whether to include the Cloburn stone in the rest of 
the test programme. 
Towards the end of Series I the importance of measuring the volume change more 
accurately was realised; furthermore a vast amount of data on particle breakage 
occurring during the tests had up to this point not been recorded. Therefore Series 1 
was curtailed to allow a reliable volume change unit and a way of gathering and 
recording particle breakage data to be developed. Series I therefore focused entirely on 
the difference in behaviour between the two 20mm. aggregates (Table 3.3). 
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5.2.1 Specimen preparation 
Fifteen 20mm stone specimens were prepared and tested during Series 1. Seven were 
with Bardon stone and eight with Cloburn stone. Table 5.3 gives details of the densities 
of the material recorded for each test series where relevant and also the details taken 
from Key's (1998) work. It can be seen for Series I that the average density of the 
20mm Bardon stone was close to that found by Key, although the range was larger. The 
Cloburn stone specimens had an average density significantly less than the Bardon 
stone, with the range of densities being considerably larger. 
The average of the void ratios given in Table 5.1, were only slightly higher for the 
Bardon stone than the Clobum stone. As the particle shape and the grading for the two 
aggregates were similar it was anticipated that their void ratios would also have been 
similar. The similarity between the void ratios implies that there was consistency in the 
specimen preparation between the two different materials. 
5.2.2 Monotonic load triaxial tests 
Nine monotonic load tests have been carried out in Series 1, four using Bardon stone 
specimens and five using Cloburn stone specimens. 
5.2.2.1 Deviator stress-strain behaviour 
Figure 5.1 shows the deviator stress versus axial strain graphs for two similar Bardon 
stone and two similar Cloburn stone specimens with a cell pressure of 40kPa. The 
overall stress-strain behaviour between the two Bardon stone tests was similar although 
specimen T14 had a higher tangent modulus, Et, which was the modulus of the tangent 
at zero percent strain (defined in Section 4.6.1). The modulus values from all the tests 
in Series 1 can be found in Table 5.1. The secant modulus, E, was also higher for 
specimen T14 than specimen T5. E, was the modulus value taken at 250kPa stress, 
which was the maximum cyclic stress (defined in Section 4.6.1). The average peak 
deviator stresses, as defined in Section 4.6.2, for the two tests were similar at 
approximately 375kPa and occurred in both tests at axial strains of 5.5% - 6%. 
For the Cloburn stone tests, specimen TI, although having had a significantly higher 
initial modulus, Et, had an E. value 1/3d that of specimen T6. This implies that it would 
have had a much lower resistance to plastic straining were it in a cyclic load test. 
It can be seen from Figure 5.1 that the Cloburn stone specimens were initially stiffer 
than the Bardon stone specimens. However, after about 0.2% - 0.3% axial strain the 
Cloburn stone specimens appear to have yielded and deformed at a lower average peak 
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deviator stress than the Bardon stone specimens. This is seen in Table 5.1, where the E. 
values for the Cloburn stone (6MPa and 17MPa) were notably lower than the Bardon 
stone (20MPa and 31MPa). The overall compressive strengths of the Bardon stone 
specimens were on average some 90kPa higher than those of the Cloburn stone 
specimens. 
Figure 5.2 shows the stress-strain behaviour of the monotonic load tests of the Bardon 
and Cloburn stone specimens with an applied cell pressure of 90kPa. The behaviour of 
the two materials was similar in terms of Et and E. and the average peak deviator stress. 
The stress-strain behaviour seen in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show typical behaviour of a 
loose to medium dense specimen, with the stiffness and compressive strength increasing 
with an increase in cell pressure. The Cloburn stone specimens appeared to be more 
variable than the Bardon stone specimens at both 40kPa and 90kPa cell pressure. 
5.2.2.2 Volumetric strain behaviour 
Figure 5.3 shows the volumetric strain versus axial strain for the Bardon stone and 
Cloburn stone specimens tested at 40kPa cell pressure. The volumetric strain was 
calculated by using the axial and radial displacements and assuming that the specimen 
deformed as a right-angled cylinder. Although there was variability in the stress-strain 
behaviour in Figure 5.1, the volumetric strain behaviour at 40kPa in Figure 5.3 was 
remarkably similar. The volumetric strain curves show the specimens to have behaved 
as a dense granular material. After a slight period of volumetric compression they 
began to dilate. Typically one would have expected the rate of volumetric strain to 
reduce with axial strain as the specimens approach critical state. However, in these tests 
the specimens were still dilating at a constant rate at the end of the test (; ze 6% axial 
strain). 
Figure 5.4 compares the volumetric strain behaviour of the Cloburn stone and Bardon 
stone specimens at 90kPa cell pressure. Generally the Bardon stone underwent slightly 
more volumetric compression than the Cloburn stone and less overall dilation. At 
90kPa cell pressure the volurnetric strain behaviour was a lot more varied than at 40kPa 
cell pressure. This was surprising as one would normally expect better consistency with 
higher cell pressures as was noted by Yamamuro and Lade (1993). 
5.2.3 Cyclic load triaxial tests 
Six cyclic load tests were carried out in Series 1, three with Bardon stone specimens and 
three with Clobum stone specimens (Table 5.2). 
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5.2.3.1 Axial strain behaviour 
Figure 5.5 shows the axial strains occurring under cyclic loading of Bardon stone and 
Cloburn stone specimens at 40kPa cell pressure and a Bardon stone specimen at 90kPa 
cell pressure. There was good repeatability between each of the similarly prepared 
tests. The rate of strain in the Bardon stone tests started to level off after 1000 load 
cycles and the total axial strain reached 3.2% to 3.4% after 100,000 load cycles. After 
100 load cycles the strains occurring in the Clobum stone specimens diverged 
significantly from the Bardon stone specimens, to such a degree that by 100,000 load 
cycles the strains in the Clobum specimens were approximately double those of the 
Bardon specimens. With the 90kPa cell pressure tests on the Bardon stone specimens 
the rate of strain started to reduce after 1000 load cycles and the final axial strain after 
100,000 load cycles was 0.7%, about a fifth of that seen in the 40kPa cell pressure tests. 
5.2.3.2 Volumetric strain behaviour 
Figure 5.6 shows the volumetric strains occurring in the Bardon stone and Cloburn 
stone specimens during cyclic load tests at 40kPa and 90kPa cell pressures. Although 
the axial strain behaviour for the two Bardon stone specimens was similar (Figure 5.5) 
the volumetric strain behaviour was different with test T4 undergoing some 50% extra 
dilation than test T15. The majority of the extra straining appears to have occurred 
during the first 1000 load cycles, after which the curves are parallel. The observed 
dilation behaviour for the Bardon and Cloburn stone specimens at 40kPa cell pressure 
would suggest that the specimens were like a dense granular material. Where little 
further axial strain (Figure 5.5) or volumetric strain occurred this would suggest that the 
test bad reached some form of stability or shakedown as described by Collins and 
Boulbibane (2000) in Section 2.7. 
In Figure 5.6 it was clear that the Cloburn stone specimens underwent more than twice 
the amount of volumetric strain than the Bardon stone specimens. Unlike the Bardon 
stone the Cloburn stone specimens continued to show a high rate of dilation up to 
10,000 load cycles before starting to level off. 
The Bardon stone specimen at 90kPa cell pressure showed slight contraction throughout 
the duration of the test as seen in Figure 5.6. 
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5.2.4 Post cyclic monotonic load triaxial tests 
After each cyclic load test a post cyclic monotonic load test was carried out on the 
specimen as described in the testing procedure (Section 3.4). Table 5.1 gives the details 
of each post cyclic monotonic load test in Series 1. 
5.2.4.1 Deviator stress-strain behaviour 
Figure 5.7 shows the stress-strain behaviour of all of the post cyclic monotonic load 
tests at 40kPa and 90kPa cell pressure in Series 1. As with the initial monotonic load 
tests at 40kPa cell pressure the Cloburn stone specimens gave lower peak deviator stress 
values than the equivalent Bardon stone specimens (Figure 5.1). Although this was. not 
seen in the monotonic load tests at 90kPa cell pressure (Figure 5.2), it was observed in 
the 90kPa cell pressure post cyclic monotonic load tests. With the 40kPa cell pressure 
tests there was a very obvious peak in the deviator stress before 0.5% axial strain; this 
peak was not so obvious in the tests with a 90kPa cell pressure. 
When comparing the initial monotonic and post cyclic monotonic load tests of the 
Bardon stone and Cloburn stone specimens in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 it was clear that the 
deviator stresses with the Bardon stone at 40kPa and also at 90kPa cell pressure were 
approaching similar ultimate values respectively. This trend, however, was not so clear 
with the Cloburn stone specimens, although it was expected that this was due to 
variability of specimens rather than characteristic behaviour. It was clear that the 
specimens in the post cyclic monotonic load tests had Et values that were considerably 
higher than those specimens that had not undergone cyclic loading (Table 5.1). 
5.2.4.2 Volumetric strain behaviour 
The volumetric strain behaviour for the post cyclic monotonic load tests for both the 
Bardon stone and Cloburn stone specimens in Series I are shown in Figure 5.10. In 
some of the tests the specimen may have undergone very slight compression before 
dilating, suggesting a very dense granular material, thus complimenting the deviator 
stress versus axial strain behaviour. 
5.2.5 Shear strength parameters cl and y' 
Table 5.7 presents the shear strength parameters; the cohesion intercept, c' and the angle 
of shearing resistance, (p', determined using the Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria for the 
monotonic load triaxial tests in Series I (Section 4.6.3). The failure envelopes for the 
Bardon stone and Clobum stone specimens in the initial monotonic load tests are shown 
in Figure 5.11. From this and from Table 5.7 it can be seen that the materials behaved 
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slightly differently. The Cloburn. stone specimens at 40kPa and 90kPa cell pressure had 
very similar angles of shearing resistance, 9', at 51' and had an intercept value c' =0 
(Figure 5.11 (a)). The Bardon stone specimens however had a higher (p' value at 40kPa 
than at 90kPa cell pressure, possibly suggesting a slight curve in the failure envelope 
(Figure 5.1 l(b)). 
From Table 5.7 the angle of shearing resistance increased between the monotonic and 
post cyclic monotonic load tests when using the peak deviator stresses and assuming no 
cohesion (c' = 0). However, when the envelope was not forced through zero then in the 
post cyclic monotonic load tests c' increased dramatically as T' reduced significantly as 
seen for the Bardon stone in Figure 5.11 (c). 
5.2.6 Series 1- summary 
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 clearly showed that under monotonic load conditions there was little 
overall difference between the Bardon stone and the Clobum stone specimens, although 
under cyclic loading it became very clear that the Clobum stone specimens were a lot 
more susceptible to straining (Figure 5.5). The decision not to include the Clobum 
stone in further tests, however, was based on the results from the monotonic load tests 
alone. 
During preliminary testing with the 50mm ballast specimens (not reported in Series I 
analysis), the ballast particles were liable to undergo alterations in terms of scratching, 
rounding, asperity breakage, fragment crushing and whole particle breakage. It was 
considered that the breakage of the material would have a marked influence on the 
strength, stiffness and overall volume change of the specimen. Therefore it was 
necessary to determine a way of recording such breakage. This method and the analysis 
of the breakage behaviour used in Series 2 onwards has been described in Chapter 6. 
5.3 Series 2- material characterisation 
Series 2 consists of forty-seven triaxial tests carried out on thirty-two different 
specimens. The objectives of Series 2 were as follows: 
" to consider the repeatability and reproducibility of the tests; 
" to gain a comprehensive understanding into the general soil characteristics; 
" to investigate the development of the resilient modulus in the cyclic load tests; and 
" to gain an understanding into the influence of the particle breakage on the 
volumetric behaviour. 
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As discussed in Section 3.3.3 and 3.3.4, the volumetric behaviour of the specimens was 
assessed using two methods. Firstly by calculating the volume change using the radial 
and axial displacement transducers and assuming a right angled cylinder, and secondly 
by measuring the volume change using the volume change unit. However as the 
volume change unit was considered more refined, the volume change of the specimens 
in Series 2 to 6 has been interpreted using only the measured volume change. 
Hereafter the 20mm Bardon stone will be referred to as the stone and the 50min Bardon 
ballast as the ballast. A full list of the tests included in Series 2 is given in Tables 5.4 
and 5.5. 
5.3.1 Specimen preparation 
Seventeen tests in Series 2 were prepared with stone and fifteen with ballast with the 
specimen properties detailed in Table 3.4. The average density for the stone specimens 
was calculated as 1.67Mg/m 3, the same as that quoted by Key (1998). The range was 
slightly smaller than that quoted by Key and significantly smaller than that found in 
Series 1. The average density of the ballast specimens value was the same as that 
quoted by Key, although the range was slightly larger. 
5.3.2 Monotonic load tests 
Eight monotonic tests were carried out as part of Series 2, four with stone specimens 
and four with ballast specimens (Table 5.4). 
5.3.2.1 Deviator stress-strain behaviour 
Figure 5.12 shows the deviator stress versus axial strain graphs for the monotonic load 
tests on stone specimens. When comparing the 40kPa cell pressure tests to similar tests 
in Series I, Figure 5.1, it is clear to see that the average peak deviator stresses in Series 
2 were approximately 50kPa lower, 325kPa compared with 375kPa. The majority of 
this was due to the different correction applied to the deviator stress in Series 1, which 
used the calculated volume change, whereas in Series 2 it used the measured volume 
change. 
It can be seen from Figure 5.12 that as the cell pressure increased the deviator stress 
also increased as would be expected, although it would appear that the amount of 
increase in the average peak deviator stress (as defined in Section 4.6.2) decreased with 
each increment in cell pressure. In terms of stiffness (Table 5.4) it was clear to see that 
both Et and E, increased as the cell pressure increased, as was also expected. 
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Figure 5.13 shows the stress-strain behaviour for ballast specimens with cell pressures 
of 40kPa, 90kPa and 140kPa. Although it was not understood why test T26 behaved so 
differently over the first 2% axial strain, it clearly showed that the specimen behaviour 
could vary considerably due to the natural variation in size and shape of the particles 
making up the specimen. 
The main parameters that may cause a difference in the behaviour of two similar 
specimens include the initial density, the cell pressure, the rate of loading, and any 
leakage. In cyclic load tests this would also include variation of the minimum and 
maximum deviator stresses applied to the specimen. Typically during the initial 
analysis (as described in Section 4.5) these parameters would be checked, where there 
were discrepancies in the results then a more thorough check was carried out and 
comments made in Tables 5.4 and 5.5. As the specimens were prepared and the tests 
carried out with appropriate rigor this would imply, where there were no discrepancies, 
the differences were a natural variation in the material/specimen. 
Again with an increase in the cell pressure there was an increase in the stiffness of the 
specimens (Et and E,, Table 5.4). Between 40kPa and 90kPa cell pressure there was a 
significant increase in the average peak deviator stress yet between 90kPa and 140kPa 
there was only a small increase. Table 5.4 shows that although the stone and ballast 
specimens had similar Et values at 40kPa cell pressure; at 90kPa and 140kPa cell 
pressures the Et values for the stone specimens increased significantly more than with 
the ballast specimens. 
When comparing the behaviour of the two materials (c. f. Figure 5.12 and 5.13) it was 
noticeable that there was a slight difference in the way the specimens behaved under 
applied load. In the ballast tests the stress-strain curve had much greater variations in 
deviator stress. This may have been due to stick-slip phenomena, breakage of the 
ballast or possibly a combination of both. 
5.3.2.2 Volumetric strain behaviour 
The two monotonic load tests on stone specimens with a 40kPa cell pressure showed 
similar volumetric strain behaviour in Figure 5.14. With an increase in cell pressure 
there was slightly more initial compression and less overall dilation. As mentioned in 
Series 1, this behaviour would normally be associated with a dense material. 
The patterns for the volumetric strain behaviour of the ballast specimens are very 
similar to those described above for the stone specimens. Figure 5.15 shows the 
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volumetric strain results for the monotonic load tests with ballast specimens The 
volumetric strain behaviour of test T26 confirms the stress-strain behaviour seen in 
Figure 5.13 and would suggest that T26 was an anomaly. Whether this was due to the 
slight leakage could not be confirmed (Table 5.4). 
Comparing the volumetric strains of the stone and the ballast specimens at 40kPa cell 
pressure (Figures 5.14 and 5.15) the compressive strains of the ballast specimen were 
slightly greater than those recorded for the stone specimen although the amount of 
dilation in the ballast specimen at 6% axial strain was only about 60% of that in the 
stone specimen. A similar pattern was also noted in the 90kPa and 140kPa cell pressure 
tests. 
5.3.3 Cyclic load tests 
Twenty-four cyclic load tests have been included in the analysis in this section, thirteen 
of which were on stone specimens and eleven on ballast specimens (see Table 5.5). 
Tests T20 and T55 were not included in the analysis due to faults in the data acquisition. 
5.3.3.1 Axial strain behaviour 
Figure 5.16 shows the axial strains occurring in the cyclic load triaxial tests over 
100,000 load cycles on stone specimens with a 40kPa cell pressure. From this it was 
clear that even after the first load cycle corrections have been made (Section 4.4.4) there 
was still a large variation in the strains occurring, which after 100,000 load cycles 
varied between 2.5% and 4.1 %. 
Figure 5.17 shows the average line for similarly prepared stone specimens at different 
cell pressures, with the error bars showing +/- two standard errors of the mean 
(2SE(X)), calculated as: 
s SE(X) -ý Tn Equ. 5.1 
where: s= standard deviation of the specimens, and 
n= number of specimens 
A similarly prepared specimen is 95% probable to fall somewhere in the range of the 
error bars. Figure 5.17 clearly shows that the results were statistically viable and that 
the observed trends were valid. 
Figure 5.17 compares the axial strains occurring in the cyclic load tests on stone 
specimens at different cell pressures. With each increase in cell pressure the amount of 
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axial strain occurring in the specimen reduced, with the majority of the straining in each 
test occurring within the first 1000 load cycles. 
With the ballast specimens a similar pattern emerged (Figure 5.18) although the axial 
strains occurring at 40kPa cell pressure after 100,000 load cycles were noticeably less 
than with the stone specimens. The range of strains occurring in the ballast tests at 
40kPa cell pressure was between 2.1% and 3%. At 90kPa and 140kPa cell pressure the 
opposite was seen with the strains in the ballast specimens being slightly kigher than 
those of the stone specimens. At 240kPa cell pressure there was no noticeable 
difference in the behaviour between the stone and the ballast specimens. 
5.3.3.2 Volumetric strain behaviour 
As with the axial strains there was a lot of scatter in the volumetric strain data especially 
in the stone specimens at 40kPa cell pressure (Figure 5.19). Typically the specimen 
dilated over the first 1000 load cycles before starting to compress. Figure 5.20 shows 
that with a cell pressure of 90kPa or greater then there was an immediate compression 
of the specimen (unlike at 40kPa cell pressure). 
The same patterns were evident with the ballast as with the stone specimens. At 40kPa 
cell pressure the overall volumetric strain for the ballast specimens showed a little 
dilation before compressing to values slightly below those of the stone specimens. This 
can be seen in Figure 5.21. 
At 90kPa cell pressure the volumetric strains showed very slight compression similar to 
the stone specimens. Slightly less compression is shown with the higher cell pressures 
(1400a and NUN) than the 90kPa cell pressure tests. 
It is clear from Figures 5.20 and 5.21 that although the trends observed at the different 
cell pressures were generally repeatable, the absolute volumetric strain behaviour could 
vary considerably. 
5.3.4 Post cyclic monotonic load tests 
Post cyclic monotonic load tests were carried out on fifteen of the specimens after 
100,000 load cycles (Table 5.4). They were, however, not carried out on certain 
specimens to allow the ballast breakage behaviour due to the cyclic loading alone to be 
assessed. 
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5.3.4.1 Deviator stress-strain behaviour 
Figure 5.22 shows the deviator stress versus axial strain behaviour of the stone in post 
cyclic monotonic load tests. The specimens were very stiff at the start of the test with Et 
values typically of 70OMPa in the 40kPa cell pressure tests with an average peak 
deviator stress of around 400kPa occurring within the first 0.2% axial strain. The 
240kPa cell pressure test was stopped before the load cell reached its maximum 
working load, unfortunately this was before the peak deviator stress was reached. 
However, the Et value was calculated as 1725MPa, over 40OMPa higher than test T68 
with a cell pressure of 140kPa. 
As would be expected, the overall compressive strength of the stone specimens 
increased with an increase in cell pressure as seen in Figure 5.22. However, the Et 
values given in Table 5.4, for the stone specimens at 90kPa and 140kPa cell pressure, 
were similar to each other at around 100OMPa. 
In Figure 5.23 both the monotonic load tests and the post cyclic monotonic load tests for 
the stone specimens are plotted. It would appear that the ultimate stresses in the 
monotonic load tests were similar to those in the post cyclic monotonic load tests, as 
was observed in Series I (Section 5.2.4.1). This was also observed for the ballast 
specimens as seen in Figure 5.24, although the error bars have been removed to avoid 
confusion. 
The stress-strain behaviour of the ballast specimens is shown in Figure 5.24. 
The Et values for the ballast specimens at each of the cell pressures were similar at 
approximately 500kPa (Table 5.4), which were significantly lower than those recorded 
in the stone tests. 
5.3.4.2 Volumetric strain behaviour 
Figure 5.25 shows the volumetric strain behaviour in the post cyclic monotonic load test 
for the stone specimens. The initial amount of compression was significantly reduced 
compared to the normal monotonic load tests to almost negligible amounts (-0.01% or 
less). Although the amount of dilation occurring was comparable to that seen in the 
monotonic load tests (Figure 5.14). Similar results for the ballast tests are seen in 
Figure 5.26, where the overall amounts of dilation for ballast were slightly less in the 
post cyclic compared to the monotonic load tests (Figure 5.15). 
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5.3.5 Strength parameters cl and TI 
The strength parameters; cohesion, c', and angle of shearing resistance, (p', determined 
using the Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria for Series 2 are given in Tables 5.8 for the 
monotonic and post cyclic monotonic load tests. The Mohr-Coulomb failure envelopes 
for the stone and ballast specimens in the monotonic load triaxial tests are shown in 
Figures 5.27 and 5.28. 
With the stone specimens tested at 40kPa cell pressure under monotonic loading, the 
specimens had an angle of shearing resistance 3' higher than the 90kPa and 140kPa 
specimens. With the ballast specimens this decrease in shear strength was more 
marked, by 90kPa cell pressure the angle of shear resistance had dropped by 4-6' 
compared to the specimens tested at 40kPa cell pressure and a further 5' by 140kPa cell 
pressure. That made a total drop of approximately 10* between the 40kPa tests and the 
MOM tests. The effect of this can be seen in Figure 5.29 where an approximate 
curved failure envelope was fitted to the ballast specimen tests results. 
It is clear from Table 5.8 that the stone specimens overall had a greater resistance to 
shearing than the ballast specimens. With an increase in cell pressure the difference in 
the value of the angle of shearing resistance between the stone and the ballast specimens 
also increased. This again implies that the stone specimens resisted the higher loads 
better than the ballast, possibly due to breakage occurring in the ballast specimens. 
The general patterns discussed above were also present in the post cyclic monotonic 
load tests. The angle of shearing resistance at 40kPa cell pressure with both the stone 
and ballast specimens was significantly higher in the post cyclic monotonic load tests 
than in the monotonic load tests (3'-7). At 90kPa and l40kPa cell pressure the 
difference in the angle of shear strength between the monotonic and post cyclic 
monotonic load test was relatively small at 0'-21. This naturally affects the failure 
envelope by increasing the intercept value and decreasing the angle of shearing 
resistance. 
5.3.6 Series 2- summary 
The results of a large number of triaxial tests with three different cell pressures of 
40kPa, 90kPa, and l40kPa have been presented. The objectives of Series 2 were: 
* to further the understanding of the deviator stress-strain, axial strain and volumetric 
strain behaviour in the monotonic, cyclic and post cyclic monotonic load triaxial tests 
using the measured volumetric strains and the knowledge of the breakage behaviour; 
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9 to gain an appreciation of the development of the stiffness of the material throughout 
the cyclic tests and; 
e to check the repeatability and reproducibility of the tests. 
With an increase in cell pressure in the monotonic load tests there was an increase in the 
stiffness of the specimen and the average peak deviator stress; there was also an 
increase in the initial compression and a decrease in the dilation of the specimens. The 
main difference in the stone and ballast behaviour was the occurrence of sudden 
decreases in the deviator stress due to slipping of interlocked particles or particle 
breakage. 
In the cyclic load tests, as the cell pressure increased there was a reduction in the 
amount of axial strain and an increase in the amount of compression. The ballast 
specimens underwent less axial strain at 40kPa cell pressure than the stone specimens 
although slightly more at 90kPa and l40kPa cell pressure. There was slightly less 
dilation in the ballast specimens at 40kPa cell pressure and the volurnetric strains were 
similar at cell pressures of 90kPa and 1400a. 
With the post cyclic monotonic load tests at a 40kPa cell pressure the specimens were 
stiffer than in the initial monotonic load tests and had an initial peak in the deviator 
stress. This was unexpected behaviour as during the cyclic load test the specimens 
dilated slightly and therefore had a higher void ratio. It would therefore be anticipated 
that the specimen would have had a lower Et value. At 90kPa and l40kPa cell pressure 
the specimens compressed during the cyclic load tests, therefore an increase in initial 
stiffness was expected. 
As mentioned previously the breakage behaviour was not included in the above results 
but is included in Chapter 6 along with the single particle crushing test results and 
discussion. The resilient modulus calculated throughout the cyclic load tests are 
considered together at the end of this chapter, Section 5.8.1 and the repeatability and 
reproducibility of the tests are discussed in detail in Section 7.2. 
5.4 Series 3- breakage accumulation under cyclic loading 
Series 3 consisted of five cyclic load tests on ballast specimens, a 100,1000,10,000, a1 
million, and a2 million load cycle test as described in Section 3.5.3. As the main 
emphasis of Series 3 was looking at the development of particle breakage throughout 
the cyclic load test only a limited stress-strain, volumetric strain analysis is discussed 
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below. Details of the resilient moduli are reviewed in Section 5.8.2 and the particle 
breakage behaviour is included in Chapter 6.3. There are two sections to this analysis, 
firstly the cyclic load tests with less than 100,000 load cycles tested at l40kPa cell 
pressure and secondly those with more than 100,000 load cycles tested at 90kPa cell 
pressure. 
5.4.1 Specimen preparation 
Table 5.6 gives details of the specimens tested in Series 3. The densities of these 
specimens were similar to the average density of the specimens recorded in Series 2, i. e. 
1.48Mg/m3. 
5.4.2 Axial strain behaviour 
The axial strain behaviour for the 100,1000, and 10,000 cyclic load tests with a l40kPa 
cell pressure is plotted in Figure 5.30, along with the average 100,000 load cycle curve 
from the ballast tests in Series 2. Specimen T65, the 100 load cycle test, had a very 
similar axial strain to that of the average curve in Series 2. The other two specimens 
T66 and T67 seem to have had higher axial strains than those in Series 2 to such an 
extent that they did not fall within the 95% confidence limits. Having considered 
possible reasons for these differences (cf. Section 5.3.2.1) it was concluded that once 
again the differences were due to natural material/test variation. The relative axial 
strains were still less than in a test with a cell pressure of 90kPa (cf Figure 5.31). 
Figure 5.31 shows the axial strain behaviour of the I million load cycle test (T75), the 
first part of the 2 million load cycle test (T42), and the average curve from Series 2 with 
a 90kPa cell pressure. Again it is clear to see that the tests had comparable axial strain 
behaviour with those of Series 2. 
5.4.3 Volumetric strain behaviour 
The volumetric strain behaviour of the 140kPa cell pressure tests in Series 3 was very 
comparable to that in Series 2, as shown in Figure 5.32. Figure 5.33 shows the 
volurnetric strain behaviour of the 90kPa cell pressure tests in Series 3, which again was 
similar to that in tests in Series 2. It was unclear what happened in test T75 to cause the 
volumetric behaviour to suddenly change from contraction to dilation at around 
200,000-500,000 load cycles. However as can be seen in Figure 5.33 there was also a 
slight increase in the rate of axial strain after 500,000 load cycles. This would suggest 
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that some change in the specimen structure caused the specimen to suddenly start 
dilating leading to a collapse of the specimen under the cyclic loading. 
5.5 Series 4- layered specimens 
Tests in Series 4 as detailed in Section 3.5.4, were used to investigate the behaviour of 
layered specimens based on the understanding developed in Series 2 of the individual 
material behaviour and building on the work of Key (1998). In total there were twenty- 
six triaxial tests carried out in Series 4, with the specimen and test details given in 
Tables 5.4 and 5.5. Typically one monotonic and one cyclic load test at 40kPa cell 
pressure was carried out on each type of layered specimen. 
Table 5.9 describes the nomenclature along with a simple diagram for each of the 
layered specimens. Each test name described the amount of stone overlying the ballast. 
For example, single layer, meant a specimen with a single layer of stone overlying the 
ballast and a 1-2 layer, meant a specimen with the top one-third stone overlying the 
bottom two-thirds ballast (etc). The resilient moduli of the specimens are reviewed in 
Section 5.8.3 and the breakage details in Section 6.3. 
5.5.1 Specimen preparation 
The specimen preparation was hard to control as the exact height of the ballast in the 
bottom of the specimen mould was difficult to determine and the variation in the size of 
the voids between the particles due to the individual ballast particle shapes allowed the 
stone to infiltrate to some degree. As can be seen in Table 5.5 the range of densities for 
the layered specimens was more varied than for the stone only or ballast only 
3 specimens. With the 1-1 layer specimens the range of densities was 0.04Mg/m , with 
the average density equal to 1.6lMg/m3. In comparison to the stone or ballast only 
specimens the densities were slightly higher than the average density of the two 
materials combined (1.58Mg/m). This would suggest that the stone made up slightly 
more than half of the total specimen mass possibly due to the smaller stone infilling the 
void spaces at the top of the ballast layer. 
5.5.2 Monotonic load tests 
As seen in Table 5.4 nine monotonic load tests were carried out as part of Series 4. 
These were a single layer specimen, a double layer specimen, a 1-2 layer specimen, five 
1-1 layer specimens, and a 2-1 layer specimen. All tests were carried out with a 40kPa 
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cell pressure apart from one (test T30, a 1-1 layer specimen), which was tested with a 
90kPa cell pressure. 
5.5.2.1 Deviator stress-strain behaviour 
Figure 5.34 shows the deviator stress versus axial strain behaviour of the 1-1 layer 
specimens with 40kPa and 90kPa cell pressures. From this it can be seen that the 
general behaviour of the 1-1 layer specimens was more typical of the stone only 
specimens, rather than the ballast specimens, from Series 2; especially at 90kPa cell 
pressure. The stick-slip phenomena behaviour observed for the ballast specimens in 
Series 2 was much reduced with the 1-1 layer specimens. 
The limited effect of a small layer of stone underneath the top cap overlying the ballast 
can be seen in Figure 5.35, where the behaviour of the thin layered specimens was 
similar to the stone only and ballast only specimens. It was thought that the 50kPa 
difference in average peak deviator stress between the single layer and double layer 
specimens was due to material/test variability. The 1-2 layer and 2-1 layer specimens 
behaved in a similar manner as seen in Figure 5.36, with the average peak deviator 
stresses being slightly higher than those of the stone only specimens. 
In Series 4 the range of Et values was 36MPa to 76MPa, and the range of average peak 
deviator stresses was from 290kPa to 365kPa. When comparing the variability seen in 
Series 4 with the variability seen in the stone only or ballast only tests at 40kPa cell 
pressure there would appear to be little difference in the behaviour of any of these 
specimens. 
5.5.2.2 Volumetric strain behaviour 
Figure 5.37 shows the volumetric strain behaviour of three repeated 1-1 layer specimens 
at 40kPa and one at 90kPa cell pressure. The shapes of the volumetric strain curves 
were almost identical to one another (in the 40kPa cell pressure tests), giving confidence 
in the equipment and the results. In general the volumetric strain behaviour of the 1-1 
layer specimens at both 40kPa and 90kPa cell pressure was about halfway between the 
strains from the stone only and ballast only specimens (Figure 5.38). 
The volumetric strain behaviour of the specimens with a thin layer of stone overlying 
the ballast can be seen in Figure 5.39. This may explain the difference in the stress- 
strain behaviour of the two specimens (Figure 5.35). The volumetric strain behaviour of 
the single layer specimen showed slightly more initial compression and slightly less 
dilation than the specimen with the double layer of stone. Comparing this behaviour 
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with that of the stone only or ballast only specimens revealed that the volumetric strains 
of both of the thin layered specimens were more comparable to the ballast only 
specimens than the stone only specimens. 
The volumetric strain behaviour of the 1-2 layer specimen and the 2-1 layer specimen in 
Figure 5.40 was very similar, as was seen with the stress-strain behaviour. The 
behaviour of both specimens was more comparable to the behaviour of the stone only 
specimens and not the ballast only specimens. 
Although the stress-strain behaviour of the specimens was similar, Figure 5.41 reveals 
that the volumetric strain of the single and double layer stone specimens was 
appreciably less than the other tests which had a significant amount of stone overlying 
the ballast. The volumetric strain behaviour of the single and double layer specimens 
was similar to the ballast only specimens, whilst the other tests were closer to the 
behaviour of the stone only specimens. 
5.5.3 Cyclic load tests 
There were nine cyclic load tests in Series 4 comprising of differing thicknesses of stone 
overlying the ballast layer, as detailed in Table 5.5. 
5.5.3.1 Axial strain behaviour 
Figure 5.42 shows the axial strain behaviour for the 1-1 layer specimens with 40kPa cell 
pressure and 90kPa cell pressures. When comparing the 1-1 layer specimen behaviour 
at 40kPa cell pressure with the stone only and ballast only specimens, test T31 specimen 
behaved as a typical stone only specimen and test T45 specimen gave similar results to 
the ballast only specimens. Having checked the specimen set up there was still no 
apparent reason for this difference. 
At 90kPa cell pressure the axial strains of the 1-1 layer specimen (T32) was in between 
those of the stone only and ballast only specimens as seen in Figure 5.42. 
In the tests with a single layer of stone overlying the ballast, Figure 5.43, the two 40kPa 
cell pressure tests (T39 and T48) were comparable and showed significantly more 
displacement than the 90kPa cell pressure test (T41). The behaviour of the stone only 
and ballast only specimens is also shown on Figure 5.43. The behaviour of the single 
layered specimens at 40kPa cell pressure would seem to be closer to the behaviour of 
the ballast specimens, as was seen with the monotonic load tests. The 90kPa cell 
pressure test, specimen (T41), also followed the behaviour of the ballast specimen. 
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Figure 5.44 includes the double layer specimen (T5 1) at 40kPa cell pressure, which 
although initially followed a similar curve to the single layer specimen it soon (within 
20-30 load cycles) diverged to higher strains. This could tie in with the lower deviator 
stress in the double layer specimen seen in the monotonic load test. 
With the 1-2 layer and 2-1 layer specimens at 40kPa cell pressure (test T46 and T47 
respectively), shown in Figure 5.45, there was a significant difference in their 
behaviour. The 2-1 layer specimen (2/3d' stone) deformed according to the stone only 
tests and the 1-2 layer specimen (2/3 rd' ballast) deformed similarly to the ballast only 
specimen. This would appear to make sense although the degree of difference was 
surprising, especially as the E, values of the 1-2 layer and 2-1 layer specimens when 
loaded monotonically were not significantly different. However test T47, the 2-1 layer 
specimen, had a very large strain recorded on the first load cycle of 3% axial strain 
(taken out with the first load cycle correction, Section 4.4.4) compared with only 0.34% 
axial strain in test T46, the 1-2 layer specimen. This may have had an influence on the 
long term behaviour of the specimen. 
5.5.3.2 Volumetric strain behaviour 
The results of the 1-1 layer specimens tested at 40kPa cell pressure, in Figure 5.46, 
show that the volumetric strains between the two like tests were very similar with an 
increase in the amount of compression in the 90kPa cell pressure test. It was seen that 
at 40kPa cell pressure the volumetric strains were in between those recorded for the 
stone only and ballast only specimens. At 90kPa the 1-1 layer specimen contracts more 
than either the stone only or the ballast only specimens. 
The volumetric strain behaviour of the specimens with a single layer and a double layer 
of stone overlying the ballast can be seen in Figure 5.47. Their behaviour was very 
much akin to that of the ballast only specimen even though the strains of the double 
layer specimen were higher than in the single layered specimens (Figure 5.44). 
The volumetric strains of the 2-1 layer specimens (Figure 5.48) showed slightly greater 
dilation than in the 1-2 layer specimen. The volumetric strain for the 1-2 layer 
specimen was very much in line with the lower end of the stone specimens (towards that 
of the ballast specimens). The 2-1 layer specimen tested in this project had a slightly 
greater dilation than the most dilatant stone only specimen. 
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5.5.4 Post cyclic monotonic load tests 
Eight post cyclic monotonic load tests were carried out in Series 4. These have been 
detailed in Table 5.4. 
5.5.4.1 Deviator stress-strain behaviour 
The behaviour of the 1-1 layer specimens as seen in Figure 5.49 was similar. The 
ultimate stresses at both 40kPa and 90kPa cell pressure were similar to those seen in the 
initial monotonic load tests, as was also seen for the monotonic load tests in Series 2, 
Figures 5.23 and 5.24. 
The post cyclic monotonic load behaviours of the single and double layer specimens 
were remarkably similar as seen in Figure 5.50. The ultimate stresses (from test T51) 
were similar to the ultimate stresses in the initial monotonic load test (T52). This would 
suggest that there was a slight anomaly with test T50 that had a lower deviator stress 
than the single layer specimen. It was interesting to note that in the post cyclic 
monotonic load tests there were much greater sudden stress changes (stick-slip 
phenomena) than seen in any other monotonic load or post cyclic monotonic load tests. 
The 1-2 layer specimen (T46) and 2-1 layer specimen (T47) had similar Et values 
although the peak and average ultimate deviator stresses of the 2-1 layer specimen were 
about 5OkPa less than those of the 1-2 layer specimen (Figure 5.51). The behaviour of 
the monotonic load 1-2 layer specimen however was comparable to the behaviour seen 
with the stone only and ballast only specimens in Series 2 (Figures 5.12 and 5.13). This 
suggests that, compared to the 1-2 layer specimen, the greater displacement and dilation 
in the 2-1 layer specimen during the cyclic load test (seen in Figures 5.45) lowered the 
strength of the 2-1 layer specimen in the post cyclic monotonic load test. 
5.5.4.2 Volurnetric strain behaviour 
Figure 5.52 shows the volumetric strain behaviour for the post cyclic monotonic load 
tests in Series 4, which shows very slight compression of the specimens before they 
started to dilate as was seen in Series 2 (Figures 5.25 and 5.26). As seen in the 
monotonic load tests the rate of dilation generally increases with an increase in the 
thickness of the stone overlying the ballast. 
5.5.5 Strength parameters cl and yl 
Table 5.10 shows the strength parameters for all the monotonic load tests in Series 4. 
The angle of shearing resistance of the layered specimens at 40kPa cell pressure was 
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typically 2'-3' higher than those of stone only and ballast only specimens. At 90kPa 
the angle of shearing resistance for the 1-1 layer specimen was similar to the stone only 
specimens in Series 2. 
At 40kPa cell pressure in the post cyclic monotonic load tests (Table 5.11) the angle of 
shearing resistance for the layered specimens was similar to both the stone only and 
ballast only specimens. However, the angle of shearing resistance at 90kPa cell 
pressure in the 1-1 layer specimen was significantly higher (6') than the stone only and 
ballast only specimens. 
5.6 Series 5- damped specimens 
Three cyclic load triaxial tests were carried out in Series 5, as detailed in Section 3.5.5. 
The results from these tests were used to add breadth to the analysis by trying to 
simulate, to a slightly better degree, the railway environment within the triaxial test. 
This was done by inserting a wooden disc (N4DF board) in-between the top cap and the 
specimen and also by adding a thick rubber disc at the base of the specimen, both in the 
same test specimen. Henceforth the MDF disc and the rubber disc will collectively be 
referred to as dampers in a damped specimen. 
It was postulated that with the damping (MDF and rubber) there would be greater elastic 
strain occurring in each load cycle as the wood and rubber had lower Young's moduli 
than the normal metal top cap/base plate; this would potentially lead to reduced plastic 
strain. Furthermore, the damping would absorb some of the initial impact of each load 
cycle, reducing the rate of loading applied to the stone, which would reduce the amount 
of breakage occurring, hence less plastic deformation. The axial strain behaviour is 
discussed below; the stiffness of the specimen in terms of resilient modulus is discussed 
in Section 5.8.4 and the breakage behaviour in Chapter 6.3. Although the 140kPa cell 
pressure used in tests would be higher than the lateral stresses expected in the railway 
environment, this confining pressure was used as the test results were more consistent 
with the higher cell pressures and it was therefore expected that this would give a 
clearer picture of the effect on strain, stiffness and breakage. 
5.6.1 Specimen behaviour 
Table 5.5 shows the specimen details for three tests; one stone only, one ballast only 
and one double layer specimen in Series 5. For each specimen the densities were within 
the ranges of densities of similarly prepared specimens in Series 2 and Series 4. 
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5.6.1.1 Axial strain behaviour 
Figure 5.53 shows the axial strain behaviour for specimens T69 and T71 compared with 
the ballast and the stone only specimens. Test T70, the double layered specimen, could 
not be included in the analysis, as the first 4 load cycles were not recorded due to an 
error at the start of loading. It was possible, however, to observe that the specimen 
deformed 0.78% axial strain between load cycles 4 and 100,000, which would make it 
comparable to test T69, the ballast only specimen with damping. From Figure 5.53 it 
can be seen that the ballast specimen with damping had similar deformation to the stone 
specimen with damping up to around 200 load cycles after which it diverged to higher 
axial strains. A similar pattern was also seen with the ballast only and stone only 
specimens without damping (from Series 2), where the ballast specimen results diverged 
from the stone specimen results at around 1000 load cycles to higher axial strains. 
Contrary to initial thinking outlined above, the specimens with damping had higher 
plastic strains than those without. 
5.6.1.2 Volumetric strain behaviour 
Figure 5.54 shows the volumetric strain behaviour for tests T69 and T71. Typically the 
behaviour was very similar, although it was not clear what caused the strains to 
suddenly alter in T71. When comparing the volumetric strain behaviour of these tests in 
Series 5 with that of the ballast only and stone only specimens in Series 2 one could see 
that the general behaviour was similar, with the damped specimens showing slightly 
more compression. 
5.7 Series 6- wetted ballast 
Testing in Series 6 was carried out towards the end of the test programme. The tests 
were carried out by a different operator under the laboratory supervision of the author. 
Six specimens of wet ballast were tested under monotonic load and cyclic load 
conditions as detailed in Section 3.5.6. 
5.7.1 Specimen preparation 
The specimens were prepared in the usual way (Section 3.4), although the material had 
been soaked in water for 24hrs before specimen preparation. The specimen densities 
were similar to those in Series 2, Tables 5.4 and 5.5, except specimen T81, which had a 
higher density. 
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5.7.2 Monotonic load tests 
Three monotonic load tests were conducted at 40kPa, 90kPa and l40kPa cell pressure. 
The deviator stress versus axial strain behaviour is plotted in Figure 5.55, showing the 
typical patterns as seen in Series 2 of an increase in the peak deviator stress with 
confining pressure. It is clear to see that the overall stress-strain behaviour between the 
wet and dry ballast specimens is similar at each of the confining pressures, although at 
90kPa and l40kPa the compressive strength of the wet specimens was slightly lower. 
At 40kPa and 140kPa cell pressure the initial stiffness of the specimens (Et) are greater 
than those of the dry specimens (cf. Table 5.4). It was also observed that at 90kPa and 
l40kPa the stick-slip phenomena was slightly reduced. 
The volumetric strain behaviour of the wet ballast, Figure 5.56, shows a similar pattern 
to the dry ballast (Series 2). An increase in the confining pressure resulted in an 
increase in the compression and a reduction in the dilation of the specimen. The 
volumetric strain curve for the specimen tested at 140kPa cell pressure (test T79) was 
not included in the discussions due to inconsistencies in the volume change data. It is 
possible that there was a loose connection or some other fault in the volume change 
unit, causing the data to be defective. The wet ballast specimen at 90kPa cell pressure 
(test T82) had a similar volumetric strain curve to that of the dry specimen at 140kPa 
cell pressure, even though their stress-strain curves were distinctly different. Test T81, 
which had the higher density, behaved in the pattern as would be expected from Series 2 
results. 
5.7.3 Cyclic load tests 
The cyclic load triaxial tests in Series 6 are shown in Figure 5.57, compared to similar 
dry tests of Series 2. At 40kPa cell pressure the amount of axial strain in the wet ballast 
specimen was twice that of the dry specimen. This pattern was also seen with the 90kPa 
cell pressure tests. At l40kPa cell pressure the axial strain in the wet specimen was 
three times that of the dry specimen. 
The patterns seen with the volumetric strain behaviour in Figure 5.58 were not so clear 
to identify. At 40kPa cell pressure the wet specimen dilated slightly more than the dry 
specimen and at 90kPa and 140kPa the wet specimens contracted more than the dry 
specimens. 
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5.8 Resilient modulus 
The average resilient modulus for each of the four intervals recorded during the cyclic 
load test, was calculated as described in Section 4.5. Each series of tests is addressed 
separately, looking at the development of the resilient modulus of the specimen 
throughout the cyclic load test and the effect of the confining pressure on the resilient 
modulus. Series I has not been included in this section, as the necessary data was not 
recorded during the tests. 
5.8.1 Resilient modulus in Series 2- characterisation tests 
The resilient moduli for tests carried out in Series 2 are tabulated in Table 5.5. Figure 
5.59 shows the development of resilient modulus versus the number of load cycles in 
the 20mm stone tests for each of the cell pressures (40kPa - 240kPa). It is clear from 
this that as the number of load cycles increased so did the resilient modulus of the 
specimen. Typically the rate of increase in modulus decreased with an increase in load 
cycles. As would be expected the resilient modulus of the specimen also increased with 
an increase in the cell pressure. However the exact pattern was curious, as the increase 
in the resilient modulus was only slight between 90kPa and l40kPa cell pressure, yet by 
240kPa cell pressure the resilient modulus had significantly increased. 
At 40kPa cell pressure all of the tests had very similar resilient modulus values apart 
from test T33, which had a higher resilient modulus. There was a range of strains 
occurring in the five different tests on stone only specimens at 40kPa cell pressure in 
Series 2, Figure 5.16, of which test T33 was a test that was very close to the mean of 
those five tests. It was therefore surprising that test T33 should be the one with 
dissimilar modulus. This unexpected behaviour was also observed in the l40kPa cell 
pressure tests, where the strains occurring in tests T59 and T68 were very similar, as 
seen by the small standard error bars in Figure 5.17, yet the values of the resilient 
modulus calculated for the two tests were significantly different. 
Figure 5.60 shows a similar plot for the ballast specimens. This confirms many of the 
observations mentioned above. i) That the resilient modulus increased with number of 
load cycles, ii) the resilient modulus increased with an increase in cell pressure, iii) that 
there was a marked increase in modulus between 140kPa and 240kPa cell pressure. 
Furthermore, for the ballast, the rate of increase in resilient modulus appeared to be less 
in the final stages of the test than in the stone test results. Test T77, at 240kPa cell 
pressure, was stopped after 20,000 load cycles due to a ruptured membrane. 
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It is clear to see from Figures 5.59 and 5.60 that the stone specimens were considerably 
stiffer than the ballast specimens. From Figure 5.61, which compares the behaviour of 
the ballast and the stone at 100,1000,10,000 and 100,000 cycles, a clear relationship 
was detected. The stone specimens were three times stiffer than the ballast specimens 
when a cyclic load of between l5kPa and 250kPa was repeatedly applied to the 
specimen. Although this maybe a reality, it may also be the size effect due to the 
differing D/d. a,, ratio of the two specimens, 4.7 for the 50mm. ballast and nearly 12 for 
the 20mm stone. Further testing is required to ascertain what the cause of this 
significant difference is between the two sizes of stone. 
An alternative way of looking at this data is shown in Figure 5.62. This graph shows 
for both the stone and ballast specimens the development of the resilient modulus versus 
the confining stress for load cycles 100,1000,10,000, and 100,000. 
In Figure 5.63 the resilient modulus was normalised with respect to the cell pressure, (T3, 
for the ballast tests. The 40kPa cell pressure tests had the highest normalised resilient 
modulus values, which implied that the specimen was stiffer at lower cell pressures than 
at higher pressures. It was postulated that with greater breakage occurring at the higher 
cell pressures then the modulus would be reduced. However, as will be demonstrated in 
Chapter 6, the amount of breakage is little affected by the cell pressure in the cyclic load 
tests (Table 6.5). Furthermore this pattern was also observed, although not so well 
defined, in the stone tests where little if any breakage was observed. 
When the resilient modulus is normalised with respect to the bulk stress (0 = (: rj+a2+a31 
where a, is at the loaded stress state) then the development of the resilient modulus 
(normalised) with the number of load cycles, irrespective of the cell pressure, is a lot 
more consistent as seen for the ballast specimens in Figure 5.64. This trend was also 
seen in the 20m stone tests, apart from the 240kPa cell pressure test. Comparing the 
normalised stone only and ballast only resilient modulus in Figure 5.65 shows again a 
clear pattern. However the correlation was not as good as was seen in Figure 5.61 (R 2- 
0.642 compared to 0.976). 
5.8.2 Resilient modulus in Series 3- development of breakage 
Series 3 consisted of two test subdivisions. The first one was those tests carried out 
with I million and 2 million load cycles, at 90kPa cell pressure. The resilient modulus 
versus the number of load cycles for these tests is plotted in Figure 5.66. The third 
curve on this graph is the average resilient modulus for the ballast specimens tested at 
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90kPa cell pressure in Series 2. This shows good repeatability between the two test 
series. After 500,000 load cycles the resilient modulus reduced to values similar and 
below that calculated at 100 load cycles. As explained in Section 3.5.3 the test 
procedure for test T42 was unusual due to a power cut at around 800,000 load cycles. 
The test was restarted after a period where only the nominal axial stress of l5kPa was 
left on the specimen, and was run for a further I million load cycles. It was unclear why 
there was such a high resilient modulus calculated at the start of the second phase of 
loading, although it could possibly mean the tests are not comparable. However it is 
noticeable that there was a similar drop off in the resilient modulus value in both tests 
after 200,000-500,000 load cycles. 
The second subdivision in Series 3 was for those tests that were carried out at l40kPa 
and were investigating the breakage of material in the early stages of the cyclic load test 
(Figure 5.67). Typically the values of resilient modulus calculated for these three tests 
were comparable with similar tests in Series 2, although the resilient modulus of test 
T66 was slightly higher than the other tests. Again when the resilient modulus was 
normalised with respect to the bulk stress for the tests carried out at 90kPa and MOM 
cell pressure in Series 3, then the development of the resilient modulus with load cycles 
was consistent irrespective of cell pressure (Figure 5.68). 
5.8.3 Resilient modulus in Series 4- two-layer specimens 
The majority of tests in Series 4 were carried out with a 40kPa cell pressure. The 
resilient modulus versus number of load cycles graph (Figure 5.69) shows the results of 
tests carried out in Series 4 compared with the average resilient modulus for stone and 
ballast specimens from Series 2. This shows that where there was a small layer of stone 
overlying the ballast the resilient modulus was slightly lower at the start of the test than 
a typical ballast specimen. By 100,000 load cycles the values of the resilient moduli 
were similar to the ballast specimens. However, where there was a significant amount 
of stone overlying the ballast then the resilient moduli calculated were in-between those 
of the stone and the ballast. 
This pattern was also noted with the 90kPa cell pressure tests with the single layer 
specimen having a slightly lower resilient modulus than the ballast specimen, and the 
I-1 layer specimen being in between that of the ballast and the stone. 
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5.8.4 Resilient modulus in Series 5- damped specimens 
Tests in Series 5 had a disc of MDF in between the top of the specimen and top cap and 
a rubber mat between the bottom of the specimen and the base pedestal (damping). The 
modulus of both the MDF disc and the rubber mat was tested. This equated to a 
correction of up to a maximum of 0.25MPa, which in terms of the overall modulus of 
the specimens was insignificant. 
It is clear from Figure 5.70 that the resilient modulus was significantly reduced in all of 
the tests with damping compared to the conventional tests in Series 2. There was little 
difference between the double layer damped specimen and the ballast only damped 
specimen. This would appear to be in accordance with the results from Series 4 
(Section 5.8.3). 
5.8.5 Resilient modulus in Series 6- wet specimens 
In Series 6 where the ballast was wetted before the tests it was seen that the wet 
specimens had a significantly lower resilient modulus than a similarly prepared dry 
specimen (Figure 5.71). It was also noticeable that the values of the resilient modulus 
for the different cell pressures in the wet tests were very similar to one another 
compared to those in the dry tests. 
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Test details Deviator stress (kPa) Modulus (MPa) Volumetric strain 
Cell Dry Specimen Specimen Load Void M 0 
E 
4 Comments pressure density No. details -ing* 3 ratio (kP / M 
C, No = 'r Q ý. a , (ýi) 
ý. 
A-( - 
Et E, - 
-$Z '. 0, g m a) ( 
TI Cloburn stone mono. 40 1.59 0.662 - 260 241) - 122 6 1.03 8.20 - approximate 
h -i 
T6 Cloburn stone mono. 40 1.66 0.597 - 309 304 311 64 17 0.89 8.83 14.03 
T8 Cloburn stone mono. 90 1.63 0.629 - 665 616 - 8-6 
-73 0.46 6.49 
ý T17 Cloburn stone mono. 90 1.57 0.683 - 620 630 620 F2-3 
- 70 0.96 9.12 14.84 t pre loading from reaction bar sligh 
T18 Cloburn stone mono. 90 1.58 0.672 - 580 538 -- 6-1 
-41 -0.52 4.43 9.25 lose o vacuum as 
the top cap was realigned 
T5 Bardon stone mono. 40 1.70 0.649 380 325 380 33 19 0.29 8.21 13.40 
T14 Bardon stone mono. 40 1.68 0.670 365 363 365 51 31 0.87 8.03 12.60 df i h d T7 Bardon stone mono. 90 1.70 0.657 698 655 - 78 69 0.10 4.86 - 
in s e slight ingress of water, possibly after test ha 
T16 Bardon stone mono. 90 1.64 0.709 670 610 660 88 72 0.27 5.55 9.36 
TIO ballast mono. 40 1.47 0.818 254 268 - 68 25 2 
0.22 4.05 - 
T12 ballast mono. I 90 1.50 0.777 637 541 630- 106 88 - H 0.22 4.05 6.30 T11 Cloburn stone pcm. 40 1.50 0.767 351 - - 432 - 435 T - - - 
T13 Cloburn stone pcm. 40 1.42 0.863 367 - - 442 432 3.47 - 0 T2 Clobum stone pcm. 90 1.50 0.879 - 490 480 220 206 2.17 7.31 0 
0 T4 Bardon stone pcm. 40 1.60 0.759 435 - 326 - 1283 1226 3.00 8.58 slight 
hydraulic problems at start of test 
ýO T15 - Bardon stone I Pcm 1 40 1 1.64 1 0.718 1 1 428 1- 333 1- 870 868 2.66 762 ý T9 Bardon stone . Pcm. 90 1.72 0.631 - 723 653 1567 1 50 1.50 tt to tffýd 
T3 Ballast pcm. 40 1.40 1 ()-9()9 I L432 328 329 1.04 1 
*mono. = monotonic load test, Pcm. = post cyclic monotonic joac test 
Table 5.1 - Test details and results for monotonic and post cyclic monotonic load triaxial tests in Series 1 


















Tll Cloburn stone 40 1.64 0.613 0.40 2.4 6.80 2.90 8.80 
T13 Cloburn stone 40 1.57 0.690 1.21 2.46 5.92 4.00 9.39 
T2 Cloburn stone 90 1.50 0.763 - - - - - axial 
lvdt not attached until cycle 23 
T4 Bardon stone 40 1.67 0.685 0.33 2.05 3.43 
ý3.00 3.85 
T15 Bardon stone 40 1.66 0.691 2.50 1.75 3.18 1.60 2.54 
T9 Bardon stone 90 1.71 0.644 0.27 0.28 0.69 .1 -0.16 -0.56 specimen 
drainage valve closed for first 800 cycles 
T3 Ballast 40 1.43 T-- ýO. 8657 1 0.87 2.13 4.32 - 1.30 1.27 
i aDie : 4L - -. t est aetans ana resuits ior cyciie ioaa triaxim tests in beries L 
Dry density (M m3 
Specimen Minimum density Maximum density Average density Range of densities Void ratio 
1998 
20mm Bardon 1.65 1.68 1.67 0.04 
Key ( ) 
50mm Bardon 1.45 1.48 1.47 0.02 - 




20mm Clobum 1.5 1.66 :: 1:: 59 0.16 
0.664 
S i 2 
20mm Bardon 1.66 1.68 1. 1.67 0.02 
0.679 
er es 
50mm Bardon 1.44 1.48 0.06 
0.806 
Table-5.3 - Densities of specimens tested in Series I and Series 2 compared with those tested by Key (1998) 
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- - T19 stone 40 1.67 0.681 320 
311 - 33 13 0.10 2.70 - I T72 stone 1.68 0.668 308 302 314 83 14 0.29 3.20 5.40 very slight leak at base - &VC. 
T22 stone 90 1.67 - 
0.680 577 580 620 193 1 93 0.04 1.86 3.51 
T63 stone --j4O- --T 68 0.674 883 740 807 228 1 96 -0.25 1.00 
2.30 
T27 ballast 40 1.45 - 
0.838 346 - 300 260 284 55 21 0.00 1.70 2.80 
T26 ballast ý-Oj - 1 49 - - 
0.792 
- 
431 - 435 413 470 67 . 
21 -0.46 0.00 0.70 slight leak internal down one side - effVC. 
T40 ballast -ýO - 1-. 4 7 - 
U 12 336 - 525 481 511 5 5_., i_ 45 -0.23 0.33 0.84 
4 T60 ballast T40 -1.4 7 0.817 379 - 573 552 562 81 i 74 -0.28 -0.14 -0.18 En 
T50 single layer 40 1.46 0.825 336 290 270 235 280 36 5 -0.13 1.20 2.30 
cl '0 -------- I T52 -double lay double layer 40 1.52 0.733 385 340 330 310 - 46 27 0.07 1.60 - slight leak to atmosphere - effVC. 
ý2 T53 1: 2 layer 40 1.57 0.736 268 365 , 365 
345 - 72 34 0.40 , 
2.60 - poss. drainage valve pro Aem 








0 -f2- -9 1: 1 layer 40 1.60 0.714 203 - 350 345 350 60 - 
19 0.18 2.50 4.40 
T43 1: 1 layer 40 1.59 0.726 158 - - - - 7ý 8 - - slight 
leak to atmosphere. No volume change unit 
T44 1: 1 layer 40 1.62 0.694 178 330 330 320 320 48 21 0.24 2.70 4.40 slight leak to atmosphere- effVC. 
T30 1: 1 layer 90 1.58 0.731 193 665 600 580 640 85 68 -0.17 1.30 2.50 slight leak to atmosphere- effVC. 
T49 2: 1 layer 40 1.63 0.702 115 340 335 330 335 44 20 0.22 3.00 4.90 
T81 wet ballast 40 1.53 0.747 380 - 260 280 - 86 18 0.20 2.00 - very dense 
T82 wet ballast --ýO- 
-1.47 0.812 - 410 390 390 43 30 -0.39 -0.20 -0.40 
T79 wet ballast 140 1.48 0.809 370 520 470 510 120 I 
93 - - - error with the volume change unit readings 
T58 ballast 90 1.49 0.891 395 - -I - - - - - - control test - no load applied 
T33 stone 40 1.59 0.772 - 400 300 300 - 550 - 1.40 3.70 - 
T54 stone _ 40 1.60 0.753 - 375 - 280 - 634 - 1.50 3.80 - 
T55 stone 40 1.55 0.810 - 390 - 285 - 726 - 1.40 3.60 
Significant leak at bottom - effVC. 
T56 stone 40 1.63 0.728 - 420 - 320 - 750 - 1.40 3.90 
T73 stone 1 40 1.60 0.758 1- 470 - 300 - 934 - 1.50 3.90 
T74 stone 40 1.59 0.769 - 415 275 275 - 678 - 1.50 1,50 3.90 - 
T35 3 5 stone 90 1.69 0.667 - - - 567 585 918 - 0.73 0.73 2.30 4.80 
5 9 T59 stone 140 1.68 0.677 844 809 860 1048 - 0.29 1.40 3.60 
M 6 8 T68 stone 140 1.69 0.660 863 780 868 1387 - 0.34 0.34 1.40 3.50 slight 
leak during pc a- see above, no radial trans. 
0 
0 T76 T76 stone 240 1.71 
0.639 - 1725 - - - test stopped due to too high axial loads 
1ý 
0 T2,4 T24 
h 
ballast 40 1.50 0.805 - 465 330 280 _500 
1'. 20 2.60 4.20 
0 T57 T57 ballast ---4o 1.46 0.830 - 420 330 330 544 1.00 2.60 - 
T2,5 T25 ballast 90 1.47 0.820 - 
- 495 - 425 463 650 0.36 1.10 2.00 slight internal leak - effvc. 
T611 T61 ballast 140 1.48 0.799 - - 571 538 567 490 - 
0.15 0.40 E1.20 big leak n 3cm. - efrvc. 
11 
T61 2 T62 ballast 1.53 0.749 F -- 700 I 
653 715 - 605 0.14 0.50 1 1.50 very slight leak into sample see ahn- 
T39 3 9 single layer ea e si r 40 1.47 0.819 - 440 340 330 330 507 0.80 3.00 4.50 0 P-4 T48 T4 8 sin le layer sin ea er 
I 




u o le la er 40 1.48 0.803 - 460 325 340 350 530 1.00 2.60 4.70 
46 1. ! !a er 40 1.54 0.761 420 370 325 - 815 1.10 2.90 
T31 1: 1 layer 40 1.52 0.801 413 - - - 552 1.30 1- 
T45 1: 1 layer 40 1.60 0.713 455 300 330 - 920 1.40 3.70 
T47 2: 1 layer 40 1.50 0.839 - 345 - 270 - 510 1.30 3.40 -- 
__L32 
1: 1 layer 90 1.63 0.685 - 655 655 590 655 860 0.50 1.70 3.60 
*A nomenclature for the layered specimens in Series 3 is given in i abie : ). h 
pcm. = post cyclic monotonic load test 
**effVC. = could possibly effect the volume change unit reading 
Table 5.4 - Test details and results for monotonic and post cyclic monotonic load triaxial tests in Series 2,4 and 6 
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Test details 
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effVC. possibly effect the volume change unit Teading 
T20 stone 40 1.67 0.683 - test void - 
T33 stone 40 1.66 0.691 - 2.24 1.95 3.35 0.10 -0.45 324 427 625 616 - T54 stone 
1 
1.66 0.688 - 2.50 2.30 4.10- 0.60 0.66 269 355 412 465 - T55 stone 40 1.68 0.678 - - - - - - 281 353 477 520 
data acquisition error & significant leak effvc. 
- T56 stone 40 1.67 0.679 - 0.70 1.40 2.50 0.40 -0.11 320 384 477 503 
T73 stone 40 1.68 0.674 - 0.90 2.00 3.90 0.48 0.17 289 398 462 539 big leak effVC. - T74 stone 40 1.67 0.681 - 1.20 1.90 _ 3.91 0.67 -1.60 296 385 442 530 v. s. leak to sample effyc. - T21 stone 1.66 0.698 - - - i - - - - - s. 
leak to atmosphere cffvc. & data acquisition problem 
- T34 stone 90 1.66 0.698 - - - 
-.. - 
- - - 512 595 671 795 
large leak efIVC. + error after 20,000 cycles 
T35 stone 90 1.67 0.678 - 1.00 0.53 - 
1.00 -0.20 -1.69 502 636 681 723 - T59 stone 140 1.67 0.687 - 0.13 022 
--T- 
. 52 -0.16 
- -1.26 491 544 568 667 v. s. leak to specimen. effVC. - T68 stone 140 1.67 0.682 - 0.30 0.22 0.57 -0.16 -1.31 635 820 906 959 no radial transducers - T76 stone 240 
4 
1.68 0.675 - 0.05 0.13 0.38 -0.12 -1.46 1327 1533 1596 1949 
T23 ballast 40 1.44 0.845 333 - - - - - - - - - tilting top cap - stopped test - T24 ballast _ 40 1.49 0.796 365 - 1.2 3.00 0.16 -0.84 211 259 313 298 1,10,100 ... 100,000 cycles not recorded 
T38 ballast 40 1.48 0.799 366 0.70 0.86 -21-0 -0.04 -0.97 215 252 284 313 - 
T57 ballast 40 1.49 0.790 378 1.70 1.0 -j. 10 0.01 0.40 197 221 272 264 possibly slight leak. effVC. 
T25 ballast 90 1.47 0.820 381 1.15 0.72 -1. -72 -0.30 -1.80 275 317 347 356 v-slight leak into specimen. cffvc. 
T36 ballast 90 1.49 0.791 403 1.30 0.46 1.21 -0.21 -0.85 301 326 354 378 
T37 ballast 90 1.49 0.794 398 0.78 
. 
0.39 1.13 -0.14 - -0.16 
300 326 368 369 v. slight leak - few ml. effVC. 
T61 ballast 140 1.47 0.814 355 0.2 0.18 -T-76 -0.1 4 -0.25 353 379 398 385 slight leak cyclic. effVC., big leak in pcm 
T62 ballast 140 1.50 0.774 386 0.60 0.22 0.69 -1.66 
[ 
360 367 357 386 v. slight leak into specimen. effVC. 
T64 
I J 
ballast 140 1.49 0.790 -ý8-9 1.40 0.17 0.62 -0.15 -1.17 350 386 410 432 
T77 ballast 240 1.49 0.792 360 0.12 - -0.13 -- 
548 601 693 - failed after 20,000 cycles 
T39 single layer 40 1.49 0.790 372 1.50 1.10 2.62 -0.03 -0.82 200 225 292 315 - 
T48 sin le layer 40 1.50 0.782 344 2.20 0.86 2.64 -0.05 -1.30 213 212 242 262 
T41 single layer 90 1.49 0.789 324 0.60 0.47 1.20 -0,37, -0.32 -1.99 282 300 321 345 
T51 double layer An 40 1.48 0.805 353 2.80 . 50 1.50 360 3.60 -0.03 
L 
-0.94 186 236 256 299 
T46 1: 2 layer 40 1.57 0.727 216 0.34 . 10 1.10 2.20 2.20 O2 I -0.56 251 298 305 370 - T31 1: 1 layer 40 1.62 0.695 207 1.26 2.00 3.70 4.80 -0.55 255 298 355 385 - T45 1: 1 layer 40 1.62 0.689 177 1.70 0.80 1.75 0.15 -0.57 305 308 373 366 - T47 2: 1 layer 40 1.63 0.701 121 3.00 2.30 5.00 0.73 
L 
0 0.40 234 297 293 394 - T32 1: 1 layer 90 1.60 0.712 161 1.30 0.35- 0.98 
1 
-0.28 5 -2.25 368 411 466 493 - 
T69 ballast, damping 140 1.46 0.825 344 0.63 0.27 0.94 -0.22 -1.53 213 217 227 259 - 
T70 double layer 
stone, damping 
140 1.48 0.820 350 - - 
.9 
- 
- - 243 255 275 first 4 cycles not recorded - manual error 
T71 stone, damping 140 1.66 0.692 - 0.22 0.31 0.72-J -0.21 -1.15 328 370 391 435 
T80 wet ballast 40 1.49 0.794 370 1.60 1.75 4.90 . 90 
0.20 -1.00 182 212 251 219 
T83 wet ballast 90 1.47 0.815 351 0.43 0.44 
E 
1 1.90 . 90 
q, 
9 0 -0.20 -2.00 230 262 305 - T78 wet ballast 140 1.45 0.837 'IAC 0.42 0.51 2 4 0 -0.35 -2.50 281 268 282 246 
'fable 5.5 - 1'est details and results for cyclic load triaxial tests in Series 2,4,5 &6 
Test details Axial s rain E Volumetric strain Average resilient modulus 
Specimen Specimen Cell Densiti 
ressure Void ratio 
Particles Ist c cle 
100 cycles 100,000 
1 million 
les 100 cycles 
l 100,000 1 million 100 100 0 1 0,000 106,000 500,000 1 ion 1.8 million Comments mill 
No. details p (Mg/m (kP ) in 
y 1 (corrected) cyc es Cyc (corrected) (] cycles cycles cycles cycles cycles cycles cycles cycles cycles a (corrected) (corrected (corrected) (corrected 
T65 ballast 140 1.48 0.807 365 0.30 0.19 -0.17 357 - T66 ballast 140 1.49 0.796 338 0.30 0.24 -0.21 370- 431 T67 ballast 140 1.49 0.790 347 0.34 0.27 -0.24 342 376 391 - - T75 ballast 90 1.49 0.791 367 0.07 0.48 -1.80 1.35 1 -0.20 -1.30 -1.30 318 335 _361 
403 385 316 - 233 T42 ballast 90 1.49 0.798 330 0.95 5-30- 0.98 . 98 
1.20 -0.20 -1.25 -2.00 273 295 -327 373 
385 258 
Table 5.6 - Test details and results for cyclic load triaxial tests in Ser ies 3 
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Angle o shearing resistance 
Cell Specimen Individual angles of 
( ) (P $(0) and interceptc pressure (kPa) numbers shearing resistance 9 0 intercept c' 0 
40kPa TI, T6 50-53 52 9' 51 
, C 0 
90kPa T8, T17, T18 49-52 51 
40kPa T5, T 14 55-56 55 ' 53 q = 50 
C, =0 C, = 19 90kPa T7, T16 52-53 52 
40kPa TI 1, T13 55 = 54 = 35 
0 , ' . C =0 c = 65 
90kPa T2 47 
, 
40kPa T4, T 15 57-58 
T'= 57 9'=48 
rn FI . Cd - C, =0 c' = 39 90kPa T9 53 
Table 5.7 - Shear strength parameters for the initial monotonic and post cyclic 
monotonic load triaxial tests in Series 1 
Angle of shearing resistance Cell 
S i b Individual angles of shearing (P'(0) and in ercept c' pressure pec men num ers resistance (p'(0) ' (kPa) intercept c 0 
40 T19, T72 53 
90 T22 51 V 51 
48 
c'= 16 
140 T63 51 
0 r. 0 40 T27 52 
90 T26, T40 46-48 V 46 
39 
c' 39 
140 T60 42 
40 T33, T54, T55, 56-59 T56, T73, T74 
.E 0 90 T35 so (P'= 
56 V= 44 
0 c'= 49 
0 
140 T59, T68 49 
40 T24, T57 57-59 
(P'= 35 90 T25 46 T'= 46 c'= 84 
140 T61, T62 42-46 
Table 5.8 - Shear strength parameters for the initial monotonic and post cyclic 
monotonic load triaxial tests in Series 2 
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" single layer of stone under the top cap overlying the Single single ballast specimen layer stone 
" double layer of stone under the top cap overlying the Double double ballast specimen 
layer stone 
1-2 layer The top third of the specimen 
is stone, overlying the bottom 1-2 layer 
two thirds of ballast 
1-1 layer The top 
half of the specimen is stone, overlying the bottom 1-1 layer 
half of ballast 
2-1 layer The top two thirds of the specimen 
is stone, overlying the 2-1 layer 
bottom one third of ballast 
Table 5.9 - Nomenclature of tests in Series 4 
Cell Angle of shear resistance (p'(0) and Specimen Specimen 
pressure 
Individual test angle of intercept c' 
number code (kPa) shear resistance (p'(0) intercept c' =01 
T27 ballast only 40 52 (p' = 46 (P 
39 
c =39 
T26, T40 ballast only 90 46-48 
(including the l40kPa 
cell pressure test) (including the 
l40kPa 
cell pressure test) 
T50 single 40 52 
T52 double 40 54 
T53 1-2 layer 40 55 
T281 T29, 1-1 layer 40 53-54 T43, T44 
' 
50 
9 53 ' c 13 
T30 1-1 layer 90 52 
T49 2-1 layer 40 54 
T 19, T72 stone only 40 53 9' 51 
48 
' c 16 
T22 stone only 90 51 
(including the l40kPa 
cell pressure test) 
(including the 1400a 
cell pressure test) 
Table 5.10 - Shear strength parameters for the initial monotonic load triaxial 
tests in Series 4 including the results from Series 2 
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Cell Angle of shear resistance (p'(o) and intercept Specimen number Specimen 
ressure 
Individual test angle of 
code p (kPa) shear resistance (p'(0) ' Intercept c =0 
T24, T57 ballast only 40 57-59 T'=46 
V= 35 
' c = 84 
T25 ballast only 90 46 
(including the l40kPa 
cell pressure test) (including the 140kPa 
cell pressure test) 
T39, T48, single 40 58 
T51 double 40 59 
T46 1-2 layer 40 57 
T3 1, T45 1-1 layer 40 58 
' 50 q = 52 ' 
T32 1-1 layer 90 52 c = 
12 
T47 2-1 layer 40 54 
T33, T54, T55, 
stone only 40 56-59 V 46 
V 35 
T56, T73, T74 c'= 84 
T35 stone only 90 46 
(including the 140kPa 
cell pressure test) (including the 140kPa 
cell 
Table 5.11 - Shear strength parameters for the post cyclic monotonic load triaxial 
tests in Series 4 including the results from Series 2 
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-T1, Cloburn stone, 40kPa 
- T6, Cloburn stone, 40kPa 
-T5, Bardon stone, 40kPa 
T 14, Bardon stone, 40k Pa 
0234567 
Axial strain (%) 
Figure 5.1 - Stress-strain behaviour of Bardon and Cloburn stone specimens in 








T8, Cloburn stone, 90kPa 
T 17, Cloburn stone, 90kPa 
T18, Cloburn stone, 90kPa 
T7, Bardon stone, 90kPa 
-T16, Bardon stone, 90kPa 100 
A 
0234567 
Axial strain (%) 
Figure 5.2 - Stress-strain behaviour of Bardon and Cloburn stone specimens in 
monotonic load triaxial tests at 90kPa cell pressure (Series 1) 
16 
14 
TI, Clobum stone, 4OkPa 
T6, Clobum stone, 4OkPa 
12 T5, Bardon stone, 4OkPa 





-2 ---4-- -5- - 
6-- 7 
Axial Strain (%) 
Figure 5.3 - Volumetric strain vs. axial strain behaviour of Bardon and Cloburn 
stone specimens in monotonic load triaxial tests at 40kPa cell 
pressure (Series 1) 
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14 
12 
- T8, Cloburn stone, 90kPa 
-T 17, C loburn stone, 90kPa 
10 -T18, Cloburn stone, 90kPa 
T7, Bardon stone, 90kPa 
8 T16, Bardon stone, 90kP 
6 
4 .2 
qR 2 -0 
0 -2 6 
Axial strain 
Figure 5.4 - Volumetric strain vs. axial strain behaviour of Bardon and Cloburn 
stone specimens in monotonic load triaxial tests at 90kPa cell 
pressure (Series 1) 
8.0 
T 11, C loburn stone, 40kPa 
7.0 
T 13, C loburn stone, 40kPa 
6.0 T4, Bardon stone, 40kPa Clobum 40kPa 
6- 
- 5.0 T 15, Bardon stone, 40kPa 
4.0 - T9, Bardon stone, 90kPa Bardon 40kPa 
3.0 
2.0 
1.0 Bardon 90kPa 
0.0 L- I-- 
1 10 100 1000 10000 100000 
No. of Cycles 
Figure 5.5 - Axial strain behaviour of Bardon and Cloburn stone specimens in 
cyclic load triaxial tests at 40kPa cell pressure and a Bardon stone 




-2 No. of Cycles 
Figure 5.6 - Volumetric strain behaviour of Bardon and Cloburn stone specimens 
in cyclic load triaxial tests at 40kPa cell pressure and a Bardon stone 
specimen at 90kPa cell pressure (Series 1) 
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CI o' b. um 9,0, kPa. UU 
40 
1.400 T 11, Cloburn stone, 40kPa Ba 
Ir 
40kPa T 13, C loburn stone, 40kPa 0 300 
Clobum 40kPa -T2, Cloburn stone, 90kPa 
200 T4, Bardon stone, 40kPa 
100 T 15, Bardon stone, 40kPa 
0 -T9, 
Bardon stone, 90kPa 
0123456 
Axial strain 
Figure 5.7 - Stress-strain behaviour of all the post cyclic monotonic load triaxial 
tests at 40kPa and 90kPa cell pressure (Series 1) 
800 
Post cyclic mono. T9, 
700 Bardon, 90kPa 
600 ...... 'Monotonic 
T7, Bardon, 90kPa 
)UU 
ost cyclic mono. T4, 
Bardon, 40kPa 400 
0 300 i 
T4, Bardon stone, 40kPa 
200 *\Monotonlic M 
T14, Bardon, 40kPa 
T14, Bardon stone, 40kPa 
100 -T7, Bardon stone, 90kPa 
0 -T9, Bardon stone, 90kPa 
01234567 
Axial strain (%) 
Figure 5.8 - Stress-strain behaviour of monotonic and post cyclic monotonic load 
triaxial tests for Bardon stone at 40kPa and 90kPa cell pressure 
(Series 1) 
800 
700 T 11, Cloburn stone, 40kPa Mon toni 90kPa 
600 Post cyclic 
T13, Cloburn stone, 40kPa 
500 mono. -T2, Cloburn stone, 90kPa 
400 1 -TI, Cloburn stone, 40kPa 
300 -T6, Cloburn stone, 40kPa 
200 
-T17, Cloburn stone, 90kPa Monotonic 40kPa 
100 T 18, Cloburn stone, 90kPa 
0 
01234567 
Axial strain (%) 
Figure 5.9 - Stress-strain behaviour of monotonic and post cyclic monotonic load 
triaxial tests for Cloburn stone at 40kPa and 90kPa cell pressure 
(Series 1) 
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TI 1, Cloburn stone, 40kPa 0 L. . 
'A 6 -- T 13, Cloburn stone, 40kPa -ý2 
-T2, Cloburn stone, 90kPa 
4 
-T 15, Bardon stone, 40kPa 
2 - T4, Bardon stone, 40kPa 
0 -T9, Bardon stone, 90kPa 
-2 
12345 
.--- -- ---- -- ---- -- -4 Axial strain (%) 
Figure 5.10 - Volumetric strain behaviour of all the post cyclic monotonic load 
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0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 
Nomal effective stress (kPa) 
Figure 5.11 - Mohr-Coulomb failure envelopes for Bardon and Cloburn stone in 
monotonic load triaxial tests (Series 1) 
a) Cloburn stone (monotonic), b) Bardon stone (monotonic), and 
c) Bardon stone (post cyclic monotonic) 
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300 T19, Stone, 40kPa 
200 T72, Stone, 40kPa 
100 -T22, Stone, 90kPa 
0 -T63, Stone, 14OkPa 
02468 10 
Axial strain (%) 
Figure 5.12 - Stress-strain behaviour of stone specimens in monotonic load triaxial 







- T27, Ballast, 4OkPa 300 
ý2 200 - T26, Ballast, 9OkPa 




Axi al s trai n (% 
Figure 5.13 - Stress-strain behaviour of ballast specimens in monotonic load 






T 19, Stone, 40kPa 
T72, Stone, 40kPa 
T22, Stone, 90kPa 







Axial strain (%) 
Figure 5.14 - Volumetric strain behaviour of stone specimens monotonic load tests 
at 40kPa, 90kPa and 140kPa cell pressure (Series 2) 
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7 
T27, Ballast, 40kPa 
6 -T26, Ballastl 90kPa 
5 - T40, Ballast, 90kPa 









----8 Axial strain 
Figure 5.15 - Volumetric strain behaviour of ballast specimens in monotonic load 
triaxial tests at 40kPa, 90kPa and 140kPa cell pressure (Series 2) 
4.5 T33, Stone, 40kPa 
4.0 T54, Stone, 40kPa 
3.5 T56, Stone, 40kPa 
3.0 ------ T73, Stone, 40kPa T3 3 








1 10 100 1000 10000 100000 
No. of Cycles 
Figure 5.16 - Axial strain behaviour of stone specimens in cyclic load triaxial tests 











C. --- Afll, D- 
1 10 100 1000 10000 100000 
No. of Cycles 
Figure 5.17 - Axial strain behaviour of stone specimens in cyclic load triaxial tests 
at 40kPa, 90kP, 140kPa and 240kPa cell pressure (Series 2) 
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4.5 
4 Av. Ballast, 40kPa 
3.5 -Av. Ballast, 90kPa 
'2ý 3 - Av. Ballast, l40kPa 




10 100 1000 10000 100000 
No. of Cycles 
Figure 5.18 - Axial strain behaviour of ballast specimens in cyclic load triaxial 
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Figure 5.19 - Volumetric strain behaviour of stone specimens in cyclic load triaxial 
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Figure 5.20 - Volumetric strain behaviour of stone specimens in cyclic load triaxial 
tests at 40kPa, 90kPa, 140kPa and 240kPa cell pressure (Series 2) 
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Figure 5.21 - Volumetric strain behaviour of ballast specimens in cyclic load 
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Figure 5.22 - Stress-strain behaviour of stone specimens in post cyclic monotonic 
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Figure 5.23 - Stress-strain behaviour of stone specimens in monotonic and post 
cyclic monotonic load triaxial tests at 40kPa, 90kPa and 140kPa cell 
pressures (Series 2) 
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Figure 5.24 - Stress-strain behaviour of ballast specimens in monotonic and post 
cyclic monotonic load triaxial tests at 40kPa, 90kPa and 140kPa cell 
pressures (Series 2) 
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Figure 5.25 - Volumetric strain behaviour of stone specimens in post cyclic 
monotonic load triaxial tests at 40kPa, 90kPa and 140kPa cell 
pressure (Series 2) 
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Figure 5.26 - Volumetric strain behaviour of ballast specimens in post cyclic 
monotonic load triaxial tests at 40kPa, 90kPa and l40kPa cell 
pressure (Series 2) 
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Figure 5.27 - Mohr-Coulomb failure envelope for stone specimens in monotonic 






Figure 5.28 - Mohr-Coulomb failure envelope for ballast specimens in monotonic 
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Figure 5.29 - An approximate curved Mohr-Coulomb failure envelope for ballast 
specimens in monotonic load triaxial. tests (Series 2) 
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Figure 5.30 - Axial strain behaviour of ballast specimens in cyclic load triaxial 
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Figure 5.31 - Axial strain behaviour of ballast specimens in cyclic load triaxial 
tests at 90kPa cell pressure (Series 3) 
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Figure 5.32 - Volumetric strain behaviour of ballast specimens in cyclic load 
triaxial tests at 140kPa cell pressure (Series 3) 
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Figure 5.33 - Volumetric strain behaviour of ballast specimens in cyclic load 
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Figure 5.34 - Stress-strain behaviour of 
1-1 layer (Series 4) and stone only and 
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Figure 5.35 - Stress-strain behaviour of a thin layer of stone overlying the ballast 
(Series 4) and stone only and ballast only specimens (Series 2) at 
40kPa and 90kPa cell pressure 
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Figure 5.36 - Stress-strain behaviour for 1-2 layer and 2-1 layer (Series 4) and 
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Figure 5.37 - Volumetric strain behaviour of 1-1 layer specimens in monotonic 
load triaxial tests at 40kPa and 90kPa cell pressure (Series 4) 
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Figure 5.38 - Volumetric strain behaviour of 1-1 layer (Series 4) and stone only 
and ballast only specimens (Series 2) at 40kPa and 90kPa cell 
pressure 
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Figure 5.39 - Volumetric strain behaviour for a thin layer of stone overlying the 
ballast (Series 4) and stone only and ballast only specimens (Series 2) 
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Figure 5.40 - Volumetric strain behaviour of 1-2 layer, 2-1 layer (Series 4) and 
stone only and ballast only specimens (Series 2) at 40kPa cell 
pressure 
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Figure 5.41 - Volumetric strain behaviour for all the layer specimens (Series 4) 
and stone only and ballast only specimens (Series 2) at 40kPa cell 
pressure 
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Figure 5.42 - Axial strain behaviour of 1-1 layer (Series 4) and stone only and 
ballast only specimens (Series 2) specimens in cyclic load triaxial 
tests at 40kPa and 90kPa cell pressure 
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Figure 5.43 - Axial strain behaviour for single layer of stone overlying the ballast 
(Series 4) and stone only and ballast only specimens (Series 2) in 
cyclic load triaxial tests at 40kPa and 90kPa cell pressure 
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Figure 5.44 - Axial strain behaviour for thin layers of stone overlying the ballast 
(Series 4) and stone only and ballast only specimens (Series 2) in 
cyclic load triaxial tests at 40kPa cell pressure 
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Figure 5.45 - Axial strain behaviour of 1-2 layer and 2-1 layer (Series 4) and stone 
only and ballast only specimens (Series 2) in cyclic load triaxial tests 
at 40kPa cell pressure 
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Figure 5.46 - Volumetric strain behaviour of 1-1 layer (Series 4) and stone only 
and ballast only specimens (Series 2) in cyclic load triaxial tests at 
40kPa and 90kPa cell pressure (Series 4) 
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Figure 5.47 - Volumetric strain behaviour for a thin layer of stone overlying the 
ballast (Series 4) and stone only and ballast only specimens (Series 2) 
in cyclic load triaxial tests at 40kPa cell pressure (Series 4) 
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Figure 5.48 - Volumetric strain behaviour of 1-2 layer and 2-1 layer (Series 4) and 
stone only and ballast only specimens (Series 2) at 40kPa cell 
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Figure 5.49 - Stress-strain behaviour of 1-1 layer specimens in monotonic load 
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Figure 5.50 - Stress-strain behaviour for thin layer of stone specimens overlying 
the ballast in monotonic and post cyclic monotonic load triaxial tests 
at 40kPa cell pressure (Series 4) 
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Figure 5.51 - Stress-strain behaviour of 1-1 layer and 2-1 layer specimens in 
monotonic and post cyclic monotonic load triaxial tests at 40kPa cell 
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Figure 5.52 - Volumetric strain behaviour for all the layered (Series 4) and stone 
only and ballast only specimens (Series 2) in post cyclic monotonic 
load triaxial tests at 40kPa cell pressure 
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Figure 5.53 - Axial strain behaviour of damped ballast (Series 5) and stone only 
and ballast only specimens (Series 2) in cyclic load triaxial tests at 
140kPa cell pressure 
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Figure 5.54 - Volumetric strain behaviour of damped ballast (Series 5) and stone 
only and ballast only specimens (Series 2) in cyclic load triaxial tests 
at 140kPa cell pressure 
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Figure 5.55 - Stress-strain behaviour of wet ballast (Series 6) and dry ballast 
specimens (Series 2) in monotonic load triaxial tests at 40kPa, 90kPa 
and l40kPa cell pressure 
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Figure 5.56 - Volumetric strain behaviour of wet ballast (Series 6) and dry ballast 
specimens (Series 2) in monotonic load triaxial tests at 40kPa, 90kPa 
and l40kPa cell pressure 
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Figure 5.57 - Axial strain behaviour of wet ballast (Series 6) and dry ballast 
specimens (Series 2) in cyclic load triaxial tests at 40kPa, 90kPa and 
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Figure 5.58 - Volumetric strain behaviour of wet ballast (Series 6) and dry ballast 
specimens (Series 2) in cyclic load triaxial tests at 40kPa, 90kPa and 
140kPa cell pressure 
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Figure 5.59 - Development of the resilient modulus for stone specimens in cyclic 
load triaxial tests at 40kPa, 90kPa, 140kPa and 240kPa cell pressure 
(Series 2) 
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Figure 5.60 - Development of the resilient modulus for ballast specimens in cyclic 
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Figure 5.61 - Comparing the development of the resilient modulus for the stone 
and ballast specimens in cyclic load triaxial tests (Series 2) at 100, 
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Figure 5.62 - Resilient modulus vs. confining pressure for the stone and ballast 
specimens in cyclic load triaxial tests at 40kPa, 90kPa, 140kPa and 
240kPa cell pressure (Series 2) 
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Figure 5.63 - Normalised resilient modulus with confining pressure for the ballast 
specimen in cyclic load triaxial tests at 40kPa, 90kPa, 140kPa and 
240kPa cell pressure (Series 2) 
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Figure 5.64 - Normalised resilient modulus with bulk stress for stone and ballast 
specimens in cyclic load triaxial tests at 40kPa, 90kPa, 140kPa and 
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Figure 5.65 - Comparing the development of the normalised resilient modulus 
(with bulk stress) for the stone and ballast specimens in cyclic load 
triaxial tests (Series 2) 
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Figure 5.66 - Development of the resilient modulus for stone specimens in cyclic 
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Figure 5.67 - Development of the resilient modulus for stone specimens in cyclic 
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Figure 5.68 - Development of the normalised resilient modulus with bulk stress for 
stone specimens in cyclic load triaxial tests at 140kPa cell pressure 
(Series 3) 
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Figure 5.69 - Development of the resilient modulus for the layered (Series 4) and 
stone only and ballast only specimens (Series 2) in cyclic load triaxial 
tests at 40kPa cell pressure 
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Figure 5.70 - Development of the resilient modulus for the damped (Series 5) and 
stone only and ballast only specimens (Series 2) in cyclic load triaxial 
tests at 140kPa cell pressure 
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Figure 5.71 - Development of the resilient modulus for the wetted (Series 6) and 
dry specimens (Series 2) in cyclic load triaxial tests at 40kPa, 90kPa, 
and l40kPa cell pressure 
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CHAPTER6 
Single-Particle Breakage Tests 
and Breakage in the Triaxial Tests 
6.1 Introduction 
The behaviour of particle breakage has been investigated by many researchers as 
discussed in Section 2.6. This work has been advanced more recently by Nakata et al 
(1999) and McDowell and Bolton (1998) who have started to consider the relationships 
between particle breakage and the behaviour of the material in engineering situations. 
The aim of the single-particle crushing tests was to develop a deeper understanding of 
the breakage characteristics of the material, which in turn would enhance the 
understanding of the breakage behaviour occurring in the triaxial test specimens, and 
furthermore give an insight into the degradation of railway ballast under traffic loading. 
In this section the results of the single-particle crushing tests are presented. This is 
followed by the results and discussion of the particle breakage behaviour in the triaxial 
tests. 
6.2 Single-particle crushing test results and discussion 
As discussed in Section 3.6, McDowell (2001) shows that at least thirty particles must 
be tested to determine the characteristic tensile strength (q,, ) and Weibull's modulus (M) 
within reasonable limits (25% accuracy at 95% confidence). Therefore in this research 
thirty particles of four different sized stones were crushed in the single-particle crushing 
test apparatus (Section 3.6). From each test a load versus displacement graph was 
drawn, two typical plots are shown in Figure 6.1. It was clear from these plots that the 
point of particle failure was not as simple to determine as that seen for Leighton 
Buzzard sand in Figure 2.25. Due to the particle size in these tests the strains were 
much smaller and the stresses much higher. In this research with relatively large 
particle sizes the load-displacement behaviour was often a lot less uniform (cf. test T28 
in Figure 6.1) than that of the Leighton Buzzard sand, with several obvious peaks. The 
determination of the characteristic strength at failure was difficult as there was often no 
obvious peak that could be recognised as causing major splitting, defined as a 
catastrophic failure and a reduction of load to near zero. 
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From the graphs the load and displacement at the breakage of the first asperity and at 
particle fracture were recorded and the tensile stress for the first asperity breakage (q,, ) 
and for particle fracture (af) were calculated: 
u', = 
F, 
& Uf = -ýýf- Equ 6.1 da2 df 
2 
where: F,, = force at first asperity failure, 
Ff force at particle fracture, and 
d,, 2 particle diameter at first asperity failure, and 
df2 particle diameter at particle fracture 
The particle diameter at failure (or fracture) is taken as the distance between the two 
platens at failure (or fracture), as defined by Jaeger (1967). As the point of fracture in 
the tests were not always clear, a technique was necessary for the consistent analysis of 
the graphs and the determination of the force at fracture (Ff). The method used in this 
project to determine Ff was to take the first major peak at which the load was reduced 
by more than 50%. Once this failure had occurred it was assumed that the load was 
being transferred by more than one piece of the original particle. Hence, loading 
thereafter was not a true representation of the particle strength. A limitation of the 
calculated tensile stress of the asperity failure is that only the size of the particle was 
known and not the size of the asperity that was broken off. 
As discussed in Section 2.6.4 the probability of survival P,, (a) for any particular size of 
aggregate can be calculated by: 
P, (d)=exp[- Equ. 6.2 
where: a= Fld (Equ. 6.1), 
a,, = characteristic tensile strength and 
m= Weibull modulus 
where the Weibull modulus (m) reduces with increased variability and the characteristic 
tensile strength (a,, ) for a particle size d is the strength at which 37% of the tested 
particles survived. 
Thirty 20mm stone, thirty 20-28mm ballast, thirty 28-37mm ballast and thirty 37-50mm 
ballast particles were crushed to determine characteristic tensile strength (a,, ) and 
Weibull's modulus (m) for each particle size. The stone particles were as used by the 
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stoneblower and the ballast particles were randomly selected from the Railtrack 
specification ballast (Railway Board, 2000) used in the triaxial test programme. 
The survival probabilities, for each size of particle, were calculated by positioning the 
tensile stresses at failure (a,, and af) in ascending order. The mean survival probability 
was then calculated by dividing the position number by the total number plus one. i. e. 
30/31 (97%) is the survival probability of 29 particles surviving the value of a,, (or af) 
of the particle with the lowest a,, (or af). The probability of survival curves are shown 
in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. It would normally be expected that the larger the particle the 
lower the tensile stress at failure and the lower the value of characteristic tensile 
strength (a., at 37% probability of survival). From Figure 6.2 it can be seen that the 
curves for the asperity breakages for all the different sized stones were similar. This 
implies that the actual force at asperity failure was larger for the larger specimens where 
d is greater (see Equation 6.1). In Figure 6.3 the tensile strength typically decreased 
with particle size. However it was interesting to note that the different sized ballasts 
had characteristic tensile strengths very close to one another when compared with the 
characteristic tensile strength of the 20mm stone. Figure 6.4 compares the probability 
of survival curves for the asperity failure and the complete particle fracture curves. The 
differences in strength can be clearly seen. 
Equation 6.2 can be rewritten as: 
In In =mlna-mlnc,, Equ. 6.3 
from which the graph ln(ln(I/P., )) versus Incr is drawn, showing the Weibull distribution 
of strength. The Weibull modulus is determined by the gradient of the line and the 
characteristic tensile strength a, can be calculated by equating ln(ln(I/P, )) to zero. 
Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the Weibull distribution of strengths for the asperity failure 
and particle fracture for the four nominal stone sizes. The values of m (Table 6.1), 
taken as the gradient of the best-fit lines, were all very low. This shows that there was a 
large variability in the strength of the particles tested. This is particularly surprising for 
the 20mm stone particles at fracture, as one would have expected a slightly higher value 
of m, because the stones were generally more alike in size and shape than the larger 
sized ballasts. It was also noted that there was greater variability in m for the asperity 
fracture than the particle failure tensile strengths. This was presumably because the 
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sizes of the first asperity fracture varied significantly depending on the shape and 
orientation of the original particle in respect to the crushing plates (see Figure 3.10). 
Figure 6.6 also includes the best-fit lines from McDowell et al. (2003). They tested 
thirty particles of 10-14mm Mountsorrel ballast and thirty 37.5-50mm Mountsorrel 
ballast. From these curves the value of m was determined as was the characteristic 
tensile strength for each of the nominal sizes at particle failure. The values of m and 
are compared for each of the curves in Table 6.1. 
From Figure 6.6 (and Table 6.1) one can see that the 20mm. Bardon stone had a slightly 
lower particle fracture characteristic tensile strength than the 10-14mm Mountsorrel 
ballast as would be expected. However the 37.5-50mm Mountsorrel had a significantly 
higher particle fracture characteristic tensile strength than that seen for the 37-50mm 
Bardon ballast. 
The reason for the discrepancies in the observed results when compared with those of 
McDowell was unclear. However, there were three factors which could have had a 
significant influence over the test results. Firstly the apparatus used in the two projects 
was different. McDowell et al. (2003) used a large Zwick testing machine, which was 
assumed to have a much stiffer reaction frame than the converted I OOkN loading frame 
used in this project. Hence with a stiffer reaction frame the loading regime, especially 
as asperities fractured off the particle, would have been slightly different. The effect of 
this difference in apparatus could not be determined. Comparisons of similar stone is 
needed in both machines to check the validity of comparing results between these two, 
and other, machines. Secondly the cup in which the particle was placed in this research 
was not transparent (see Plate 3.5) and therefore the point at which the particle failed 
could not be observed. This led to the problem already mentioned above of not being 
certain of when the particle had failed catastrophically. Although it was considered to 
have had little significance on the overall results this may have caused an increase in the 
variability (i. e. a decrease in m). It would be better to remove the cup wall in future 
testing. This would not reduce the safety of the testing device as the crushing apparatus 
was set up inside the triaxial cell. Thirdly, in the discussion on the probabilistic 
approach to sand particle crushing in the triaxial test McDowell (2001) pointed out that 
when applying Weibull's statistics the particles should have a similar shape and loading 
regime. Although the ballast particles were all passed through the particle size template 
(Plate 3.4) the overall shape varied (within each nominal size), thus the loading regime 
could well have been significantly different. This could be a possible explanation for 
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the lack of clearly observed size effect between the different sized ballast particles. The 
20mm stones were all of relatively similar geometry. 
Furthermore, as McDowell et al. (2003) pointed out, the process by which the particles 
are produced at the quarry could mask the true size effect. The larger particles which 
have been through the grinding processes have already proved themselves to be stronger 
than the total sample of large particles produced up to that point in the process. They 
could therefore be considered statistically strong, hence masking the true size effect on 
the Weibull distribution curves. However from these results it was clear that the size 
effect was still apparent, especially with the 20mm Bardon stone. 
6.3 Particle breakage behaviour in the triaxial tests 
As detailed in Section 3.4 the specimens for the triaxial test were prepared by adding the 
ballast one particle at a time through the particle size template to determine how many 
particles of each specific size went into the specimen. On dismantling the specimen 
each particle was removed one by one, including all its component pieces. The original 
size of the whole particle was assessed and a breakage score (B. ') given. Each piece of 
the original particle was then passed through the particle size template and the 
information recorded in a table. After every particle had been removed and analysed a 
total breakage score (BTBS) was calculated for the whole specimen. 
6.3.1 Particle breakage score 
Each particle was given a breakage score (B. ) between one and ten. This was 
determined by following through the flow diagram (Figure 6.7) and tabulating the 
results as follows. A particle with all its constituent parts was removed from the 
specimen, the largest piece was assigned a breakage rating between I and 5 (Figure 
6.7); this depended primarily on the size of the breakage mass and breakage face in 
comparison to the size of the whole particle. However well defined this was always 
open to subjectivity. Table 6.2 therefore gives the guidelines used to determine the 
breakage ratings with photographs of typical breakage ratings I to 5 shown in Plate 6.1. 
If the largest breakage was rated at I- / 1+ then for a single breakage the maximum 
breakage score (B, ) was 1. If there were a multiple of rating '1' breakages then the 
breakage score (B, ) equalled the square root of the number of breakages, this was 
rounded to the nearest whole number. The I- / 1+ allowed the researcher the flexibility 
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of upgrading the breakage score (B. ) if it was felt appropriate. The maximum breakage 
score (B., ) for a multiple of rating '1' breakages was 3. 
If the largest breakage was rated at '2' then for a single breakage the maximum 
breakage score (B, ) was 2. If there were a multiple of rating '2' breakages then the 
breakage score (B, ) equalled the square root of the number of breakages multiplied by 2 
(that is multiplied by the breakage rating), this was rounded to the nearest whole 
number. The maximum breakage score (B,, ) for a multiple of rating '2' breakages was 
4. Where there was a multiple of rating '2' and '1' breakages then B, equalled the 
square root of the number of rating '2' breakages multiplied by 2 plus the square root of 
the number of rating '1' breakages divided by 2 (that is divided by the breakage rating). 
The maximum breakage score (B,, ) for a multiple of rating '2' and '1' breakages was 5. 
This procedure was also used in each of the cases where the largest breakage was rated 
at '3', W and '5. The equations used to calculate the individual particle breakage 
score (B, ) are all given in the guidance footnotes in Figure 6.7. From footnote 5b it can 
be seen that the influence of the smaller breakages e. g. ratings '2' and 'I' become 
virtually insignificant. After assigning a breakage score, each component part of the 
particle was passed through the particle size template, and the sizes were tallied on a 
separate sheet (for the whole specimen). 
As Nakata et al (2001) pointed out the definition of the different types of breakage 
occurring in their work relied largely on visual observations and required a measure of 
judgment. In this work the breakage score (B., ) was completely dependent on visual 
observations and a measure of judgment was always necessary. Where the breakage 
was only of large parts it was easy to remove all of the constituent parts. However, 
where there was further smaller breakage all the constituent parts could not always be 
found and removed as they would either crumble on removal or would have already 
separated from the main particle and moved elsewhere in the specimen. 
With the extent of data available there were several routes that could have been taken in 
looking at the breakage of the particles. In this analysis the main three ideas that have 
been followed have been those of the change in the gradation curves (by particle size) 
before and after testing, the total breakage score for each specimen and the probability 
of breakage occurring during the tests. These three criteria have been considered for the 
triaxial test Series 2 to 6 in the following sections. 
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6.3.2 Gradation of specimens 
During preparation and dismantling of the specimen the gradation of stone sizes was 
recorded (Section 3.4). This allowed the change in the gradation due to different load 
regimes and specimen preparations to be assessed. 
Figure 6.8 shows the pre-test particle size distribution curves for those tests where the 
whole specimen was prepared with ballast only, taken from Series 2,3,5 and 6. the 
grey shaded area represents the UK railway specification for ballast (British Railway 
Board, 1993). It is clear that there was a scattering in the particle size distribution 
curves before the tests even commenced. This made direct comparison between pre- 
and post-test particle size distribution curves more difficult. However the particle size 
distribution analysis does give a quick overview into the specimen makeup before and 
after testing. 
The particle size distribution curves for each test were plotted and the following trends 
were observed. Control test (T58), a ballast specimen set up and allowed to 
'consolidate' at 90kPa cell pressure, after which it was dismantled without any further 
stress being applied, showed no difference between the pre- and post-test particle size 
distribution curves (Figure 6.9). This was as would have been expected as there was 
very little breakage greater than a 'I' recorded for specimen T58. 
In Series 2 (Table 3.4), two monotonic load tests, where particle breakage was assessed, 
were carried out with confining pressures of 90kPa and 140kPa. It can be seen in 
Figure 6.10 that as the cell pressure increased there was an increase in the difference 
between the pre- and post-test particle size distribution curves and that the post-test 
results were outside the railway standards (shown by the grey shaded area). In the 
cyclic load tests this development of breakage with increased cell pressure did not occur 
(Figure 6.11), with the pre- and post-test particle size distribution curves remaining 
close together. This difference in behaviour was clearly due to the applied vertical 
stress. In the cyclic load tests the deviator stress was limited to 25OkPa yet in the 
monotonic load tests with a cell pressure of 90kPa the deviator stress reached 500kPa 
and at l40kPa cell pressure nearly 600kPa. Therefore it was concluded that an increase 
in deviator stress caused more breakage. 
Figure 6.12 shows that as the number of load cycles increased in the cyclic load tests, in 
Series 3, so did the amount of breakage. However between I million and 2 million load 
cycles there was little further breakage (Figure 6.13). Figures 6.12 and 6.13 could not 
be compared as the cell pressures were different. 
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In Series 4 the general pattern was that as the amount of stone overlying the ballast 
increased the amount of breakage decreased, taking the grading of the specimens further 
outside the railway standards. This is shown in Figure 6.14 for 40kPa cell pressure 
cyclic load tests. This pattern was also observed in the monotonic load tests. 
Figure 6.15 shows the particle size distribution curves before and after the tests in Series 
5. These tests had a rubber mat at the base of the specimen and a wooden disc at the top 
of the specimen (damping). When compared to the ballast only specimen (without 
damping) the breakage was reduced. Adding a double layer of stone between the ballast 
and the wooden disc further reduced the amount of breakage. This would have been 
expected from the results in Series 4. 
Figure 6.16 compares the results from the cyclic load tests of wet and dry specimens at 
140kPa cell pressure in Series 6. It was clear to see that the difference between the pre- 
and post-test particle size distribution curves was significantly greater for the wet 
specimens than the dry specimens. This was also repeated at 40kPa and 90kPa cell 
pressures for the cyclic load tests. This pattern was however not observed in the 
monotonic load tests. Figure 6.17 shows the particle size distribution curves for the 
90kPa cell pressure monotonic load tests. There was no obvious difference in breakage 
behaviour between the wet and dry specimens. 
6.3.3 Probability of breakage 
The amount of breakage occurring in a specimen can be analysed statistically by 
looking at the probability of breakage of a stone within that specimen. McDowell et al. 
(1996) introduced the concept of probability into this field of work. They commented 
that the likelihood of breakage increased with applied stress, but reduced with co- 
ordination number and with reduction in particle size. The co-ordination number is the 
number of contacts the particle has with its neighbouring particles. 
In this research the approach taken was similar to that of Nakata et al. (2001), where the 
probability of any one stone within the specimen surviving a particular degree of 
breakage was calculated. Nakata et al. used a scale of one to five to determine the 
extent of breakage occurring to each particle in their one-dimensional compression tests. 
Type I damage was used to define a particle with no visual damage. Type II was a 
single abrasion or asperity breakage. Type III was defined as more than one abrasion or 
asperity breakage. Type IV damage consisted of a major splitting of the particle. Type 
V damage was where there had been further breakage in the sub particles of a Type IV 
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breakage. The definitions used by Nakata et al. have been tabulated in Table 6.3, 
alongside the equivalent breakage scores (B,, ) as used in this research. 
Table 6.4 shows the probability of breakage of each stone size for the control specimen 
(test T58). From this, one can see that it was highly probable (93% likely) that the 
28mm particles would survive a breakage of B, equal to 2 or more. In other words it 
was 7% likely that a 28mm particle will receive breakage of B, equal to 2 or more. For 
the 37mm particles it was slightly higher at 97% and there was almost no damage of B. 
equal to 2 or more for the 50mm particles (99% of particles were likely to survive a 
breakage score of 2 or more). 
From test T58 it was clear that a significant amount of small breakage was occurring 
during the preparation of the specimen (B,, below 2). Out of the overall 383 particles 
with a breakage score of 0-1 (Table 6.4), 223 particles had a breakage score of 0, i. e. 
only 56% of particles were likely to survive a breakage score of I and 41% of particle 
were likely to undergo breakage of B, = 1. It was therefore decided that the analysis 
would concentrate on particle break of Bs greater than or equal to 2. 
Figure 6.18 shows the overall results of the control test T58 (taken from Table 6.4) 
alongside the results from the monotonic load tests in Series 2. It can be seen that as the 
cell pressure increased the probability of surviving breakage decreased, i. e. the 
likelihood of breakage increased. The amount of breakage occurring in the cyclic load 
tests at different cell pressures, seen in Figure 6.19, was similar for B. greater than or 
equal to 4. The main difference between the tests at different cell pressures was the 
amount of small asperity breakage occurring in the 140kPa cell pressure test due to the 
increase in the bulk stress, although there was no overall increase in deviator stress. 
The probability of particle breakage was greater in the monotonic load tests than in the 
cyclic load tests, with a further increase in the cyclic load followed by post cyclic 
monotonic load tests. 
Figure 6.20 shows the development of breakage in the cyclic load tests in Series 3. As 
previously seen there was little significant breakage (B, of 4 or more) occurring in any 
of these tests. With a score of B, equal to 2 or 3 the probability of surviving decreases 
with an increase in the number of load repetitions. By I million and 2 million load 
cycles, seen in Figure 6.21, the probability of surviving some of the higher breakage 
scores was slightly reduced, with a significant reduction in the probability of surviving a 
breakage score of 2 or 3. The discrepancy of the 2 million load cycle test at the lower 
B, values was thought to be due to some of the smaller breakages not being recorded 
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properly as this was one of the early tests to have been analysed in this way and the 
methodology was still being developed. 
At 40kPa cell pressure, as the amount of stone overlying the ballast increased, so 
generally did the probability of ballast survival, i. e. less breakage as seen in Figure 6.22. 
This was as noted in Series 4 with the particle size distribution analysis (Figures 6.14). 
However as can be seen in Figures 6.23 (monotonic load tests) and 6.24 (post cyclic 
monotonic load test), at 40kPa cell pressure the ballast in the 1-1 layer specimens had a 
higher probability of survival than in the ballast only specimens. This is opposite to that 
seen in the 90kPa cell pressure tests, where the ballast in the 1-1 layer specimens had a 
lower probability of survival than in the ballast only specimens. 
At the start of Series 5 it was postulated that in the specimens with damping (with the 
rubber mat underneath and the wooden disc above) there would be less breakage due to 
a decrease in resilient modulus. This was strengthened further with the particle size 
distribution analysis. However, as can be seen in Figure 6.25, the breakage behaviour 
was not as expected and instead of the probability of survival increasing it actually 
decreased with the damping. This therefore offers an alternative explanation compared 
to that of the particle size distribution analysis. 
Figure 6.26 (for the cyclic load tests) and Figure 6.27 (for the monotonic load tests) 
compare the probability of survival results in Series 6 between the wet and dry 
specimens. The trend which was already identified in the particle size distribution 
analysis was confirmed; in the cyclic load tests there was an increase ip breakage in the 
wet ballast compared to the dry ballast specimens (Figure 6.16), and in the monotonic 
load tests the amounts of breakage in the wet and dry tests were similar (Figure 6.17). 
6.3.4 Total breakage score 
The total breakage score (BTBS) was developed to allow each specimen to be given a 
unique breakage score. BTBS was calculated by adding together the sum of the 






X Equ. 6.4 
i=2 
where: x= percentage of particles with a breakage score (B. ) of L 
The total breakage score, BTBs, did not include breakage of B., =1 for the reasons given 
in Section 6.3.3. Table 6.5 gives the total breakage score (BTBS) for all the tests with 
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50mm ballast. It shows that for Series 2,3 and 6 the total breakage score clarified 
further that which had already been discerned in Sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3 above. This is 
that: 
i) In Series 2 monotonic load tests the amount of breakage increased with an increase 
in G3, yet in the cyclic load tests a3 had no effect on the amount of breakage. 
ii) In Series 3 the amount of breakage increased as the number of load cYcles 
increased, up to a certain point, after which there was little further breakage. 
iii) In Series 6 more breakage occurred in the wet cyclic load tests than the dry cyclic 
load tests of Series 2. Yet in the monotonic load tests there was little difference in 
the breakage behaviour between the wet and dry materials. 
For Series 4, Figure 6.28 reveals the unique relationship between the increase in the 
percentage of stone overlying the ballast and the decrease in total breakage score, BTBS, 
with monotonic loading and a 40kPa cell pressure. For Series 5 the total breakage score 
showed there to be greater breakage in the test specimens with damping, in line with the 
probability of survival analysis rather than the particle size distribution analysis. This is 
not surprising as BTBS was derived from the probability of survival analysis data. 
6.4 Particle breakage behaviour - discussion 
From the discussion in Section 2.6.1, one would expect the amount of breakage to 
increase with an increase in particle size and also with the applied stress, and one would 
expect the amount of breakage to decrease with an increase in the co-ordination number 
(McDowell and Bolton, 1998). In Figure 6.3 it can be seen that the behaviour of the 
ballasts in the single-particle crushing tests were similar, with the 28-37mm ballast 
having a very similar characteristic tensile strength to the 37-50mm ballast and the 20- 
28mm ballast having a slightly higher characteristic tensile strength. This was possible 
due to the selection/grading process of the material at the quarry, as discussed in Section 
6.2. It was postulated, therefore, that during the triaxial tests the 28-37mm and the 37- 
50mm ballast would have a similar occurrence of breakage, and the 20-28mm ballast 
would have slightly less breakage in any one specimen. 
Figure 6.29 shows the probability of each sized aggregate undergoing breakage of 
different severities for monotonic load triaxial tests at 90kPa and l40kPa cell pressures 
(tests T40 and T60 respectively). This shows that for the 90kPa. cell pressure test the 
probability of breakage slightly increased with an increase in the particle size. However 
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there was no such pattern in the l40kPa cell pressure test, where the 20mm-28mm and 
37mm-50mm ballasts had similar probability of breakage. 
It is important to recognise at this stage the effect that one or two particles may have 
had on the probability of breakage data. Typically there are between 350-390 particles 
in a ballast only specimen (Table 5.4,5.5 and 5.6). Therefore three to four particles will 
have an effect on the probability of breakage of 1% on the whole specimen, i. e. to two 
significant figures. So where there is a difference in breakage probability of 0.01 or 
more then there have been three or more breakages extra. However there may only be 
sixty 20-28mm ballast particles in the specimen, therefore one 20-28mm particle will 
have an effect on the probability of breakage of 1.6%, and 6 particles an effect of 10%, 
i. e. to one significant figure. In practice, when taking down the test specimens, six 
particles of a Type II breakage or less would have little overall significance, yet even a 
couple of particles of Type IV breakage or more are significant, as reflected in Equation 
6.4. Therefore the results for the 90kPa and 140kPa cell pressure tests are significant. 
This does not affect the results, as seen from the previous Section 6.3, because the 
analysis in it was undertaken for the whole specimen and not for the specific stone sizes. 
In a post cyclic monotonic load test at 40kPa cell pressure (test T57), as seen in Table 
6.6, it was found that with Type 11 breakage the probability of breakage increased with 
an increase in particle size. However with Type III breakage and greater there was a 
similar probability of breakage across each of the particle sizes. In the 140kPa cell 
pressure tests (tests T61 and T62, in Table 6.7) both tests confirmed that the 20-28mm 
sized particles were least likely to break, as postulated. 
In Series 3 it was typical for smaller breakages, of Type II or 111, to increase with 
particle size, yet breakage of Type IV or more to decrease with particle size. In Series 4 
and 5 the 20-28mm. particle size ballast was less likely to break, although the pattern 
was not so clear. In Series 6, with the wet ballast, the 28-37mm. particles had the 
highest likelihood of survival. 
From the discussion above it was clear that the data did not confirm or refute the 
statement of McDowell and Bolton (1998) that the amount of breakage would increase 
with particle size. However it was clear that there was little overall difference in the 
crushing behaviour of the different sized particles used in this research. This was also 
found with the characteristic tensile strengths of the different sized particles in the 
single-particle crushing test data (Section 6.2). 
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Nakata et al (2001) looked into the force on a single particle embedded in a soil matrix. 
Using a simplified approach they calculated the force acting on a single particle (Fp) in 
a soil matrix and the characteristic particle stress (up), Equations 6.5 and 6.6 below: 
F, 
p a 3ý 




F e: F and aý ,p= ty 3 
+e Equ. 6.6 
SP -2 6 d6 
where: cr = the principal stress, and 
-2 
d= the mean particle diameter squared. 
These equations are in-accordance with Jaeger (1967), Lee (1992), McDowell and 
Bolton (1998) and others as discussed in Section 2.6.4. They suggest the characteristic 
particle stress is dependent on the void ratio and not on the pýrticle size. The 
characteristic particle stresses for different triaxial tests carried out in this project have 
been included in Table 6.8 for the cyclic load tests and Table 6.9 for the monotonic load 
tests. 
From Table 6.8 the calculated characteristic particle stresses (qp) in the cyclic load tests 
varied between 277kPa (40kPa cell pressure - dry) and 376kPa (l40kPa cell pressure - 
dry). This was surprising as the total breakage scores (BTBS) in Table 6.5 for the normal 
ballast cyclic load tests were not too different. However this understanding did not 
appear to take into account wet or dry material as up for like tests of dry and wet 
materials are similar, yet the total breakage scores (BTBS) for the wet ballast cyclic load 
tests were some three times higher than the dry ballast tests. 
In the monotonic load tests, whose results are reported in Table 6.9 it was clear that as 
the cell pressure increased, there was a significant increase in the calculated 
characteristic particle stress; this correlates well with the increase in the total breakage 
scores (BTBS) in Table 6.5 for the monotonic load tests. 
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McDowell et al. (2003) Current work 
Material / size min. cr min. cr 
(mm) 110 (ya Crf (aspertity (particle 
m (MPa) 
M, Mf 
(MPa) (MPa) failure fracture 
MPa) MPa) 
20mm Bardon 1.4 2.3 5.7 32.1 1.11 9.08 
stone 
20-28mm, 1.8 1.6 6.5 14.5 1.29 3.16 
Bardon ballast 
- mm 1.3 2.3 4.5 11 0.416 2.27 
Bardon ballast 
37-50mm 1.5 1.9 6.9 12.7 0.895 3.04 Bardon ballast I 
All Bardon 1.5 1.7 6.0 
I 
17.7 - - ballast 
10-1 mm 
Mountsorrel 2.7 33.4 
stone 
37.5-50mm 
Mountsorrel 3.4 20.7 
I 
ballast I I I I I 
Table 6.1 - Comparing the m and ao values from the current work with those of 
McDowell et al (2003) 
Breakage rating 
Approximate mass of breakage as a pxt 
ere 
L=cntage 
of the original particle 
Approximate surface 
area of the breakage 
1-/ 1+ <5% 3mm2 
2 6-15% l0rmný 
3-/3+ 16-30% 15mm2 
4 31-40% 
5 41-50% 
Table 6.2 - Guidelines for determining the breakage rating for a particle 
Nakata et al 2001 Damage type 
Current work - 
breakage score (B, ) 
Type I no visible damage 0-1 
Type 11 single abrasion or asperity breakage 2-3 
Type III more than one abrasion or asperity breakage 4-6 
Type IV major splitting of grain into two or more particles 7-8 
Type V further breakage of Type IV sub-particles 9-10 
Table 6.3 - Comparing breakage scores descriptions in the current work with 
those used by Nakata et al. (2001a) and Hyde and Nakata (2001) 
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No. of particles 
Breakage score (B. ) 28mm 37mm 50mm Overall 
0 to 1 62 202 117 383 
2 to 3 5 7 1 13 
4 to 6 0 0 0 0 
7 to 8 0 0 0 0 
9 to 10 0 0 0 0 
Total 67 209 118 396 
Probability of surviving Type 11 0.925 0.967 0.992 0.967 
Probability of surviving Type III 1 1 1 1 
Probability of surviving Type IV 1 1 1 1 
Probability of surviving Type V I I I I 
Table 6.4 - Breakage scores (B, ) and the probability of breakage taken from the 
control test T58 
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Test details and cell pressure (kPa) Specimen no. Total breakage score BTBS 
Consolidated 90 T58 7 
only 
40 T27 104 
0 
0 90 T26, T40 (124,112) 118 
0 
140 T60 228 
Cq 01 
40 T38 35 
90 
0 
T36, T37 (27,28)28 
u 
140 T64 44 
. 2.0 40 T24, T57 (117,117) 117 r. 
0 0 90 T25 148 
... r. 00 P., Fi 140 T6 1, T62 (241,254)248 
90,2 million cycles T42 78 
en 
90,1 million cycles T75 80 
0 
.2 140,100 cycles T65 20 
u 140,1000 cycles T66 20 
140,10,000 cycles T67 40 
40, single layer 20mm. T50 75 
40, double layer 20mm T52 75 
0 40,1: 2 layer T53 55 
8 
0 40,1: 1 layer 
T28, T29, (50,40,37,52) 45 T43, T44 
40,2: 1 layer T49 51 
90,1: 1 layer T30 169 
Cyclic 90, single layer 20mm l T41 26 En y on 
40, single layer 20mm, T39, T48 (87,108)97 
40, double layer 20mm T51 129 
40,1: 2 layer T46 118 
40,1: 1 layer T3 1, T45 (57,99)78 
40,2: 1 layer T47 57 
0 
90,1: llaycr T32 206 
tn 140, ballast with damping >1 7; 
T69 67 
0 140, double layer 20mm, u T70 58 
with damping 
40, wet ballast T81 94 
90, wet ballast T82 158 
140, wet ballast T79 196 
En 40, wet ballast T80 
90, wet ballast 0 
T83 87 
u 
140, wet ballast T78 101 
Table 6.5 - Total breakage scores (BTBS) 
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No. of particles 
Breakage score (B, ) 28mm 37mm 50mm Overall 
0 to 1 50 124 81 259 
2 to 3 10 36 31 78 
4 to 6 5 16 10 31 
7 to 8 1 1 4 6 
9 to 10 2 1 3 6 
Total 68 178 129 380 
Probability of surviving Type 11 0.735 0.697 0.628 0.682 
Probability of surviving Type 111 0.882 0.899 0.868 0.887 
Probability of surviving Type IV 0.956 0.989 0.946 0.968 
Probability of surviving Type V 0.971 0.994 0.977 0.984 
Table 6.6 - Breakage scores (B. ) and the probability of breakage taken from test 
T57, a post cyclic monotonic load test at 40kPa cell pressure 
No. of particles test T61 No. of particles test T62 
Breakage score (B, ) 28mm 37mm 50nim Overall 28mm 37nun 50mm Overall 
Oto 1 27 81 54 164 42 82 45 171 
2to3 12 51 34 98 16 54 37 109 
4 to 6 7 32 15 54 14 32 19 66 
7 to 8 2 10 7 19 0 10 5 15 
9 to 10 0 19 6 25 1 16 16 33 
Total 48 193 116 360 73 194 122 394 
Probability of 
surviving Type H 
0.563 0.420 0.466 0.456 
I 
0.575 0.423 0.369 0.434 
- Probability of 
surviving Type III 
0.813 0.684 0.759 0.728 0.795 0.701 0.672 0.711 
Probability of 
surviving Type IV 
0.958 0.850 0.888 0.878 0.986 0.866 0.828 0.878 
Probability of 
surviving Type V 
1.000 
I 






Table 6.7 - Breakage scores (Bj and the probability of breakage taken from 
tests T61 and T62, post cyclic monotonic load tests at 140kPa cell 
pressure 
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force on a single particle 
(Fs,, ) (kN) 
Calculated characteristic 
particle stress on a single 
particle (a,,, ) (kPa) 
T23 ballast 40 0.388 283.40 
T24 ballast 40 0.381 278.36 
T38 ballast 40 0.381 278.67 
T57 ballast 40 0.380 277.74 
T25 ballast 90 0.451 329.25 
T36 ballast 90 0.446 325.74 
T37 ballast 90 0.446 326.11 
T61 ballast 140 0.516 376.84 
T62 ballast 140 0.508 371.28 
T64 ballast 140 0.511 373.51 
T77 ballast 250 0.656 479.21 
T80 wet ballast 40 0.381 278.15 
T83 wet ballast 90 0.450 328.65 
T78 wet ballast 140 0.520 380.02 
T65 ballast 140 0.515 375.87 
T66 ballast 140 0.512 374.34 
T67 ballast 140 0.511 373.51 
T75 ballast 1 90 0.446 
325.74 
T42 
- ballast 1 90 0.447 326.59 
Table 6.8 - The calculated characteristic particle stress on a single particle (a, p) 








force on a single particle 
(F,,, ) (kN) 
Calculated characteristic 
particle stress on a single 
particle (kPa) 
T27 ballast 40 0.453 331.41 
T26 ballast 90 0.734 536.71 
T40 ballast 90 0.812 593.80 
T60 ballast 140 0.944 689.69 
T81 wet ballast 40 0.412 301.53 
T82 wet ballast 90 0.660 482.77 
T79 wet ballast 140 0.871 636.55 
T58* ballast 90 0.122 89.406 
* specimen not loaded axially - consolidated only 
Table 6.9 - The calculated characteristic particle stress on a single particle (CY, p) 
for monotonic load triaxial tests from Series 2 and 6. 
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Figure 6.1 - Typical load vs. displacement graphs from the single-particle 
crushing tests 
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Figure 6.3 - Probability of survival curves for complete particle fracture (cf) 
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Figure 6.4 - Comparing the probability of survival curves for initial asperity 
failure (cr. ) and complete particle fracture (af) 
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Figure 6.6 - Distribution of strength curves for complete particle fracture (af) 
including those of McDowell (2003) 
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Using Plate 6.1 and Table 6.2 and the guidance footnotes (I a through to 5b) at the bottom of the page follow through the flow diagram to obtain a particle breakage score (B, ) 
Particle breakage score (B,, ) 
Any Breaka %- 
Ea 
Take the I Rest breakaRe as this is the most si p-nificant in cal 
-Tf b-renkn of. ý 
ý ýQýinj-, Ie score '1' breakau, Imax -F- --- 
EE4B 
rating=l-/I, Pý1111 
(1b) 3max For multiple score'l' breakages 
Tf breakape For a single score '2' breakage 2max 
rating For multiple score '2' breakages (2a) 4max 
S(2b) For multiple score '2' and '1' breakage 5max 
If breakage : ý1 3max For a single score W breakage 
+(3a ratiniz = 3- / 3 
(3b) For multiple score W breakages - 10max (3c) For multiple score '3', '2' and '1' breakages - 10max 
If breakage For a single score W breakagQ 4max 
ratinR =4 ,, 
(4a) For multiple score W breakage 10max (4b) For rnulfiple score W to 'l ' breakages 10max 
If breakage For a sin gl e score '5' breaka j! e.. 5max 
rating =5 (5a) For multiple score '5' reakages 10max 
S(5b) For multiple score '5' o' v-ýneakage 10max 
(la) 1-/I+ allows the researcher to be flexible in the rounding up/down in lb below 
(lb) If there are multiple breakages of rating '1' then B, = 4-(N-b, ) ý where Nbi is the number of breakages of rating '1'. 
(2a) If there are multiple breakages of rating '2' then B., =2* I(-Nb2) , where Nb2 is the number of breakages of rating '2'. 
(2b) If there are multiple breakages of rating '2' and '1' then B, =2* V(-Nb2) + 4-(N-b, ) /2 - 
(3a) 3413 allows the researcher to be flexible in the rounding up/down in 3b and 3c below, and also in 4a - 5b should they feel it is necessary. 
(3a) If there are multiple breakages of rating '3' then B, =3* 
4(-Nb3) 
. 
(3c) If there are multiple breakages of rating '3', '2' and '1' then B, =3 I(-Nb3) +2* 4(Tb2) 
/3 + V-(Nbl) /3. 
(4a) If there are multiple breakages of rating W then B, =4* 
j(Nb4) 
- 
(4b) If there are multiple breakages of rating W, W, '2' and '1' then B., =4* 
j(Nb4) +3* V(Nb3) /4 +2* V(Nb2) /4 + 4(Nbl) /4- 
(5a) If there are multiple breakages of rating '5' then B, =5* 
[(-Nbs) 
, although this would 
be unusual as a breakage rating of '5' means'that the particle has broken in half 
(5b) If there are multiple breakages of rating W, W, '3', 
15 
'2' and '1' then B., =5* 
V(-Nb5) +4* V-(N-b4) 15 +3* (N-b3) 15 +2 (Nb2) 
15 + (Nbi) 
Figure 6.7 - Particle crushing analysis - guidance on calculating the particle 
breakage score (Bs). 
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Figure 6.8 - The range of particle distribution curves for the prepared specimens 
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Figure 6.9 - Particle size distribution curves from the control test (T58) - before 
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Figure 6.10 -Particle size distribution curves from monotonic load triaxial tests 
T40 and T60 at 90kPa and MOM cell pressure respectively - before 
and after loading (Series 2) 
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Figure 6.11 - Particle size distribution curves from cyclic load triaxial tests T38, 
T36 and T64 at 40kPa, 90kPa and 140kPa cell pressure respectively 












Figure 6.12 - Particle size distribution curves from cyclic load triaxial tests at 
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Figure 6.13 - Particle size distribution curves from cyclic load triaxial tests at 
90kPa cell pressure- before and after loading (Series 3) 
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Figure 6.14 - Particle size distribution curves from cyclic load triaxial tests with 
layered specimens (Series 4) - before and after loading at 40kPa cell 
pressure 
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Figure 6.15 - Particle size distribution curves from cyclic load triaxial tests on 
specimens with damping (Series 5) - before and after loading at 
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Figure 6.16 - Particle size distribution curves for wetted (Series 6) and dry 
specimens (Series 2) in cyclic load triaxial tests - before and after 
loading at 140kPa cell pressure 
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Figure 6.17 - Particle size distribution curves for wetted (Series 6) and dry 
specimens (Series 2) in monotonic load triaxial tests- before and 
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Figure 6.18 - Probability of surviving different amounts of breakage in the control 
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Figure 6.19 - Probability of surviving different amounts of breakage in the cyclic 
load triaxial tests (Series 2) and the control test 
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Figure 6.20 - Probability of surviving different amounts of breakage in the cyclic 
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Figure 6.21 - Probability of surviving different amounts of breakage in the cyclic 
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Figure 6.22 - Probability of surviving different amounts of breakage for layered 
specimens in monotonic load triaxial tests at 40kPa cell pressure 
(Series 4) 
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Figure 6.23 - Probability of surviving different amounts of 
breakage for layered 
specimens in monotonic load triaxial tests at 40kPa and 90kPa cell 
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Figure 6.24 - Probability of surviving 
different amounts of breakage for 1: 1 layer 
specimens in post cyclic monotonic load triaxial tests at 40kPa and 
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Figure 6.25 - Probability of surviving different amounts of breakage for specimens 
with damping under cyclic loading at MOM cell pressure (Series 5) 
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Figure 6.26 - Probability of surviving different amounts of breakage for wetted 
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Figure 6.27 - Probability of surviving different amounts of breakage for wetted 
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Figure 6.28 - The relationship between the amount of stone overlying the ballast 
and the amount of breakage occurring in monotonic load triaxial 
tests at 40kPa cell pressure 
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Figure 6.29 - Particle size effects on the probability of breakage of different 
degrees of breakage in monotonic load triaxial tests at 90kPa and 
140kPa cell pressure (Series 2) 
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CHAPTER 7 
Discussion and Conclusions of 
Laboratory Test Results 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter gathers together the results and trends established from the triaxial, test data 
and single-particle crushing data reported in the previous two chapters. Initially the 
repeatability and reproducibility of the tests will be reviewed followed by the 
discussions and conclusions drawn from the laboratory test results. 
7.2 Repeatability and reproducibility 
7.2.1 Specimen preparation 
In general the densities of the 20mm stone specimens tested in Series 2 (Tables 5.4 and 
5.5) were much more repeatable than they were in Series 1; the densities of the ballast 
specimens were also as repeatable as those found by Key (1998). This shows that 
specimen production was a repeatable process, which developed with practice. In 
Series 6 (Section 5.7.1) the densities of the wet ballast specimens were slightly less 
consistent than those of Series 2. This may be attributed to the wetness having had an 
influence on the compaction of the ballast during the specimen preparation. 
The overall densities of the ballast specimens were slightly lower than most densities of 
similar material tested by others, except for that of Janardhanarn and Desai (1983), as 
shown in Table 2.5. It was noted from Table 2.5 that their densities were typically 
around 1.56Mg/m 3, some O. lMg/m3 higher than in either the present work or Key's 
(1998). It is probable that the range of densities reported is a reflection of the different 
mineralogies, gradings and sizes of stone used in the specimens from the different 
investigations. 
The effects of density on monotonic load tests is well documented with an increased 
density giving a higher stiffness and strength. In this research, although the specimens 
were prepared in a similar manner, there was still a small variation in the densities due 
to the natural material variability. There was no clear pattern shown in either the 
stiffness or the strength of the specimens when considering their densities, suggesting 
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that the small variations in specimen density did not have measurable influence on the 
test results. 
7.2.2 Triaxial test repeatability 
The 20mm Bardon stone, cyclic load triaxial test with a cell pressure of 40kPa (Figure 
5.16 and 5.19) was used to check repeatability of the laboratory work throughout the 
test programme. However, during the test programme several other tests were also 
repeated. 
In the cyclic load tests in Series 2 it was clear that there was a large variation in terms of 
axial strain between similarly prepared stone specimens tested at 40kPa (Figure 5.16). 
However, when comparing the 40kPa cell pressure tests to those at 90kPa and 140kPa 
in Figure 5.17, it was clear that the variation was not so significant to bring into doubt 
the findings from the tests, as the error bars did not overlap. A similar test is 95% likely 
to fall between the error bars. Therefore although there was natural variation between 
the 40kPa tests their behaviour was still clearly different to the tests with different cell 
pressures. The differences were therefore interpreted as natural specimen variability. 
This pattern was also observed with the ballast tests. It can be seen from Figure 5.17 
and 5.18 that the variation in the axial strains was much less at the higher pressures. 
Yamamuro and Lade (1993) carried out tests on sands and also found that the 
consistency in the test results increased at higher cell pressures. This was thought to be 
because at the lower cell pressures the individual particles were a lot freer to move and 
rotate within the specimen than at higher cell pressures. 
The axial strains in the ballast at 40kPa cell pressure were lower than those in the stone 
only tests, yet at 90kPa and 140kPa cell pressures the two materials exhibited similar 
strains. This would appear to be a reflection of the stone specimens' behaviour at 40kPa 
cell pressure where the axial strains were significantly higher than the specimens tested 
at 90kPa cell pressure. Further research is therefore necessary to investigate the 
influence of the cell pressures between 40kPa and 90kPa on the axial strain behaviour of 
the stone specimens in cyclic load tests. 
Variations in the stone specimens' behaviour was also seen with the volumetric strain 
curves at 40kPa cell pressure (Figures 5.19 and 5.20). In the higher cell pressure tests 
(90kPa and l40kPa cell pressure) the variation was greatest towards the end of the tests. 
This may have been a limitation of the new volume change unit, as discussed in Section 
3.3.4. 
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Good repeatability of the Bardon stone monotonic load tests at 40kPa and 90kPa cell 
pressure, as seen in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, further added to the confidence in the 
repeatability of the tests. 
Although it was not understood why test T26 in Figure 5.13 behaved so differently over 
the first 2% axial strain, it clearly showed that the specimens were open to a large 
amount of variability due to the natural variation in size and shape of the particles 
making up the specimen. 
In summary, within the constraints of the natural material/specimen variability, the 
monotonic load tests had good repeatability in both the stress-strain and volumetric 
strain behaviour. In the cyclic load tests the axial strains were repeatable and although 
the volumetric strains showed repeatable trends the absolute values at large numbers of 
load cycles were not consistent. The issues identified here need to be addressed and 
resolved in future work. 
7.2.3 Comparison with Key's work 
Tests in Series 1 may be compared with Key's (1998) in that both used the calculated 
volume change instead of the measured volume change. However, Figure 7.1 shows 
significant differences between the stone tests at 40kPa cell pressure. The average peak 
deviator stresses in the monotonic load tests in this project were significantly higher 
than those calculated by Key although the calculated volumetric strains were similar. In 
the ballast tests the difference in behaviour was not so marked as in the stone tests. 
As would be expected from the above discussions, and as reported in Table 7.1, the 
angles of shearing resistance calculated for the tests in this project were considerably 
higher than those of Key (1998). The angle of shearing resistance for the stone 
specimens in this project at 40kPa and 90kPa cell pressure were on average 2*-3' higher 
than Key's, likewise for the ballast specimens. 
In the cyclic load tests with 40kPa cell pressure the axial strains in the current work 
were higher than Key's (Figure 7.2), although lower in the 90kPa cell pressure tests, 
with comparable volumetric strains at both cell pressures. 
No reasons for the differences were apparent, as the specimens were prepared in the 
same way using the same material with similar densities. Furthermore the test 
procedure in the current work followed a similar routine to that of Key. Due to the 
differences in the test results the two pieces of research could not be combined with any 
confidence. 
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7.3 Laboratory test results discussion 
Initially the measure of particle breakage is briefly discussed in Section 7.3.1, followed 
by each of the series thereafter. After Series 6 has been discussed finther general 
patterns trends and observations from the tests are highlighted, a new model of volume 
change behaviour is proposed, and the theory of Shakedown discussed. 
7.3.1 Measures of particle breakage 
Several ways of measuring particle breakage have been discussed in the literature 
review (Section 2.6.3), the majority of which are based on the change in the particle size 
distribution curve based on mass. The difficulty with many of the early measures is that 
they do not represent the breakage across the full particle size distribution curve and are 
limited to the change in mass at one or two grain sizes. Hardin (1985) took a slightly 
different approach by looking at the relative breakage, which was the ratio of total 
breakage to the potential for breakage (Figure 2.23). 
Figure 7.3 compares the relative breakage values (B, ) as determined by Hardin with 
those of the total breakage scores used in this work (BTBS) (Section 6.3.4). It can be 
seen that there was a good correlation between the two forms of breakage analysis with 
an Rý value of 0.95 and a small y intercept of -0.87 for the tests in Series 2 to 5. The 
small y intercept value shows the results correlate well as zero BTBS should equal zero 
B,. This shows that the BTBS value, as with Hardin's B, reflects the breakage across the 
full particle size distribution curve. 
The second line on the graph shows the correlation for five out of six tests in Series 6 
(tests T79-T83). From this a different correlation was observed also with a very high 
level of correlation (Rý = 0.90) and again with a low y intercept value of 0. '90. The first 
test in Series 6 was test T78. This was dismantled by both the author and a second 
operator together (see Section 5.7). The results from this test (T78) were in good 
agreement with the results from Series 2 to 5, Figure 7.3. Subsequently the second 
operator carried out a further five tests (T79-T83) (Lau, 2003). It is clear from this that 
the determination of BTBS was very much dependent on the interpretation of the 
operator. The method used to calculate BTBS therefore needs to refined so that it will 
not be so reliant on the judgment of the operator. 
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7.3.2 Series 1- comparing the Bardon and Cloburn 20mm stone 
The aims of Series 1 were to establish the degree of repeatability and reproducibility in 
the tests and to compare the Cloburn and Bardon 20mm stones. Details of the tests are 
given in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. 
In the monotonic load tests at 40kPa cell pressure the Bardon specimens showed 
slightly greater compressive strength than the Cloburn specimens (Figure 5.3), although 
at 90kPa cell pressure the compressive strengths of the different stones were similar 
(Figure 5.4). In both the 40kPa and the 90kPa cell pressure tests the Cloburn had an 
initial stiffness (Et) slightly greater than the Bardon stone (Table 5.1). This would 
suggest that the Cloburn stone initially had a higher angle of inter-particle friction, 
although once this was mobilised then the specimen became weaker. 
The typical stress-strain behaviour of the specimens seen in Series I (Figures 5.1 and 
5.2) was that of a loose to medium dense granular material and one would have 
expected the specimen to be close to critical state. The volumetric strain behaviour of 
the specimens could however be interpreted as a dense granular material, with the 
specimens far from critical state due to their high rate of dilation. Likewise, Bishop 
(1966) found that with sands at high pressures the stress-strain behaviour of a dense 
specimen approached that of a loose material. From this he concluded that the dilatancy 
was suppressed due to particle crushing, where the peak occurred at a lower peak 
principal stress and at a larger axial strain. Bishop also demonstrated that axial strains 
of up to 25% were reached before the peak stress could be recorded (Figure 2.13), and 
Hall and Gordon (1963) quoted strains of between 15%-20% were required before 
failure was reached. 
With the cyclic load tests the behaviour of the two materials was significantly different, 
with the Clobum stone undergoing twice as much axial strain as the Bardon stone. This 
was confirmed by the good repeatability between the like tests as shown in Figures 5.5 
and 5.6. During cyclic loading, the specimens underwent a large amount of dilation; 
this would imply that the specimens were dense. However, as was shown in Series 2 
(Figures 5.14 and 5.15), the amount of dilation deduced was significantly reduced with 
the introduction of the new volume change unit. 
In the 40kPa cell pressure tests there was an apparent stability reached at 10,000 - 
20,000 load cycles with the Bardon stone specimens, both in terms of axial and 
volurnetric strain. However this was not observed with the Clobum stone specimens at 
100,000 load cycles with a 40kPa cell pressure. Possibly the initial angle of internal 
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friction in the Clobum stone, as discussed earlier in this section, was reduced to a 
mobilised angle of friction within the early stages of the test. With the lower mobilised 
angle of friction the specimens were less able to resist the repeated application of the 
deviator stress. 
In the initial monotonic load tests the stiffness (Et) was greater for the Cloburn stone 
specimens, this was not the case in the post cyclic monotonic load tests. At both 40kPa 
and 90kPa cell pressure the stiffiless of the Bardon stone specimens was significantly 
greater. The average peak deviator stresses at 40kPa and 90kPa cell pressures were also 
higher with the Bardon stone specimens. This would again support the understanding 
of a reduced mobilised angle of friction in the Cloburn specimens. 
At 40kPa cell pressure a clear peak was formed on the post cyclic monotonic load test's 
stress-strain graph (Figure 5.7) - relating to a very dense granular material. This was 
particularly surprising as the density of the specimen (using the calculated volume 
changes) reduced during the cyclic load tests. With the volumetric strain behaviour in 
the post cyclic monotonic load tests there was virtually no compression of the 
specimens before they started to dilate, again suggesting a very dense material. In the 
90kPa cell pressure tests a clear peak was not formed and the deviator stress continued 
to increase up to the end of the test. The initial stiffness (Et) of all the post cyclic 
monotonic load specimens were significantly higher than the initial stiffnesses (Et) in 
the initial monotonic load tests as shown in Table 5.1. 
Critical state soil mechanics theory states that two specimens of the same material will 
have similar ultimate deviator stresses irrespective of the initial density. This behaviour 
can be seen with the monotonic and post cyclic monotonic load tests in Figures 5.8 and 
5.9. 
A decision was made, based on the monotonic load tests alone, to use only the Bardon 
20mm stone in further testing (Series 2 to 6). This was before the cyclic load test results 
were analysed. In the monotonic load tests the difference in behaviour between the two 
materials was not considered to be significant in relation to this work and little further 
knowledge would be gained by testing the two materials along side each other in the 
following test series. Furthermore, to keep the tests as comparable to Key's (1998) as 
possible it was decided to keep the number of variables to a minimum. However, it was 
clear from the cyclic load tests (Figures 5.5 and 5.6) that there was a significant 
difference in behaviour between the two materials under cyclic load conditions. 
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7.3.3 Series 2- stone and ballast specimens 
Tests in Series 2 were carried out to deepen the basic understanding of the general 
material characteristics. Innovation in this series included the use of the new volume 
change unit and the assessment of breakage of the 50mm ballast particles, which added 
a further depth of understanding to the research. No assessment was made of the 
breakage occurring in the 20mm. stone as there was only very limited breakage observed 
and therefore the effects of the breakage were considered to be insignificant. 
In Series 2a similar pattern emerged to that already seen in Series 1. In summary, the 
stress-strain behaviour of the specimens in the monotonic load tests in both the stone 
(20mm Bardon stone) and the ballast showed behaviour typical of loose granular 
material (Figures 5.12 and 5.13), yet the volumetric strains showed typical dense 
material behaviour (Figures 5.14 and 5.15). In light of other research (Bishop, 1966 and 
Indraratna et al., 1998) it was assumed that the specimens were behaving as dense 
materials and that a peak stress may have developed with further axial straining. 
Typically the initial stiffness of the specimens (Et) increased as the cell pressure 
increased, as did the average peak deviator stress. With each increase in cell pressure 
the amount of initial compression increased and the amount of overall dilation at failure 
decreased. Both trends were as would be expected. 
From the monotonic load tests on the stone specimens it would- appear that with each 
increase in cell pressure the increase in average peak deviator stress was reduced 
(Figure 5.12). This was even more defined in the ballast specimens, where there was 
only a small increase in the average peak deviator stress seen between the 90kPa and the 
140kPa cell pressure tests (Figure 5.13). This therefore implied a curved Mohr- 
Coulomb failure envelope or a curved failure surface in q-p' stress space as plotted in 
Figure 7.4. 
The curvature of the Mohr-Coulomb failure envelope is well covered in literature 
(Section 2.6.1.9). Bishop (1966) comments that curvature of the failure envelope is 
most marked for soils where: 
i) the specimens were initially dense or heavily compacted, 
ii) the particle grading was uniform, and 
iii) for heavily over consolidated undisturbed specimens. 
He further commented that the curvature of the failure envelope in specimens of 
granular material was linked with the crushing of particles, which meant a reduction in 
the rate of volumetric dilation and a reduction of (p' at failure. 
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This ties in well with the breakage analysis for the ballast in the current work. There 
was a slight increase in breakage seen between the 40kPa and 90kPa cell pressure tests, 
yet a significantly larger increase in the amount of breakage seen between the 90kPa 
and l40kPa cell pressure tests (Figure 6.19 and Table 6.5). From this it was concluded 
that a significant yield point in the strength of the ballast particles was reached 
somewhere between the 90kPa and 140kPa cell pressure tests. That was with an 
average peak deviator stress of between 500kPa and 600kPa. From the single-particle 
crushing tests it was found that asperities started to break at stresses of approximately 
480kPa and as discussed in Section 6.4 it would be expected that this value would be 
lower in a matrix due to the different inter-particle stress paths and loading when 
compared to the flat horizontal plates between which the individual particles were 
crushed. 
The difference between the behaviour of the stone and ballast specimens is apparent in 
Figures 5.12 and 5.13, with the stress-strain curve of the ballast being much rougher 
than the stone. This behaviour could be interpreted as stick/slip phenomena, where 
particles that were interlocked were suddenly released, and/or particle breakage 
occurred. It would appear from Figure 5.13 that the 90kPa and 14OkPa cell pressure 
stress-strain curves were rougher than the 40kPa cell pressure curve, especially at the 
lower strains, possibly due to extra breakage occumng in these tests. It would appear 
that this exaggerated roughness started to occur at a deviator stress of around 300kPa 
and above. 
It was interesting to note that the stone and ballast specimens at 40kPa cell pressure had 
similar initial tangent stiffnesses (Et), yet at 90kPa and 140kPa cell pressure Et for the 
ballast specimens was significantly lower than the stone specimens (Table 5.4). In the 
ballast specimens only a slight increase in Et was seen with each increase in cell 
pressure, which was thought to have been due to asperity breakage. 
From the cyclic load tests on stone at 40kPa cell pressure, it was clear that the 
volumetric strains were initially dilative, Figure 5.19, although after 1000 load cycles 
the specimen often began to compress ending with little overall volumetric strain. This 
pattern of volumetric strain behaviour suggested that initially the sample was relatively 
dense and after a slight volumetric expansion, with cyclic loading, particle 
rearrangement occurred and the specimen compacted. With the ballast specimens at 
40kPa cell pressure there was only a slight dilation of the specimens before they started 
to compact (Figure 5.21). This was suspected to have been due to the extra particle 
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breakage occurring in the ballast compared with the stone specimens. This explanation 
however did not hold true at 90kPa, 140kPa or 240kPa. cell pressures where the 
volumetric strains in the ballast are similar in both the stone and ballast specimens. 
The resilient modulus calculated throughout the cyclic load tests showed that typically 
the modulus of the specimen increased at a decreasing rate with the number of load 
cycles (Figures 5.59 and 5.60), again suggesting that the specimens had reached a form 
of stability. An exception was the 240kPa cell pressure tests for both the stone and 
ballast specimens. From the axial strain (Figure 5.17 and 5.18) and the volumetric 
strain graphs (Figure 5.20 and 5.21) there was nothing to explain this difference in 
behaviour. 
In the cyclic load tests the resilient modulus of the stone specimens was some 3 times 
greater than the ballast specimens; although there was no evidence of extra stiffness in 
the monotonic load tests between the stone and the ballast specimens, especially in the 
40kPa cell pressure tests. One would have expected that specimens with a higher 
modulus would give lower axial strains; however as seen in the 240kPa cell pressure 
tests in Figures 5.17 and 5.18 the observed strains were only slightly less than in the 
140kPa cell pressure tests even though the moduli of the specimens at 240kPa cell 
pressure were significantly higher. 
The resilient modulus of the specimen at 40kPa, 90kPa and 140kPa cell pressure 
increased at a decreasing rate with the number of load cycles. This is in line with the 
findings of Shenton (1975). In other research Hicks and Monismith (1971) and 
Kalcheff and Hicks (1973) found that the specimens stabilised after 100 load cycles, 
Tutumluer et al. (1998) after 1000 load cycles and Brown (1974) reported stabilisation 
after 10,000 load cycles, albeit in different materials. Key (1998) suggested that the 
resilient modulus had stabilised after 40,000 load cycles. 
With the volumetric strains it was interesting to observe, for both the stone and ballast 
specimens, excluding the 40kPa cell pressure tests, that the amount of compression was 
less with each increase in cell pressure (Figures 5.20 and 5.21). This would therefore tie 
into the resilient modulus data where a stiffer specimen would undergo less volumetric 
strain. 
As already discussed in Section 6.3.2 there was little discemable difference in the 
breakage characteristics of the cyclic load tests at different cell pressures in Series 2. 
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In terms of shear strength (Table 5.7) the stone specimens showed a good correlation 
between each of the cell pressures, with an angle of shearing resistance of 5 1'. With the 
ballast specimens y' reduced by 10* with an increase in the cell pressure from 40kPa to 
140kPa. This was thought to be due to particle breakage occurring in the ballast 
specimens and the associated reduction in dilation. With the increased breakage and the 
reduced dilation the peak stresses and the angle of shearing resistance were reduced. 
Thompson and Smith (1990) reported that the shear strength of an 'unconditioned' 
material was not representative of the strength of an in-service compacted material, 
where conditioning is taken as the cycling of moving vehicles (or the cyclic load triaxial 
test before the post cyclic monotonic load test). They found increases in strength of 34- 
217% between a monotonic load test which was 'unconditioned' and a monotonic load 
test which had been 'conditioned' (e. g. a post cyclic monotonic load test). This effect 
was also seen in the current work with cell pressures of 40kPa where the shear strengths 
increase by approximately 80% between the initial monotonic and the post cyclic 
monotonic load tests. However in the higher cell pressure tests (90kPa and l40kPa) 
there was no peak in deviator stress. It is thought that this may be a consequence of 
particle breakage and will be further addressed as part of the volumetric strain model 
developed in Section 7.5. 
From testing in Series 2 the basic understanding has been advanced in five different 
ways: 
i) During cyclic loading the specimens were generally compressing and not dilating 
as was observed using the calculated volumetric strains seen in Series I (Figures 
5.6 and 5.20) and in Key's (1998) work. 
ii) There was no correlation observed between the resilient modulus and the amount of 
axial strain. 
iii) The characteristic strength of the particles determined by the single particle- 
crushing test (Section 6.4) was considered too high, possibly due to the differences 
in particle orientation in relation to the applied load in a matrix and the single- 
particle crushing tests. 
iv) With higher confidence in the volume change measurements it was seen that the 
typical loose / dense behaviour of the materials tested did not altogether conform to 
critical state soil mechanics. 
v) The reason for the non-compliance to critical state behaviour was deemed to be 
principally due to particle breakage. However, that leaves a question over the 
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20mm stone specimens where similar behaviour was also observed but the amount 
of breakage was significantly less. 
7.3.4 Series 3- effects of the number of load cycles 
The cyclic load tests in Series 3 were terminated after different numbers of load 
applications to assess the amounts of breakage occurring at different stages of the test. 
The axial strain and volumetric strain behaviour was as expected from the results of 
Series 2 at both 90kPa and 140kPa cell pressure. Although there was only a limited 
amount of breakage in the cyclic load tests it can be seen from Figures 6.20 and 6.21 
and Table 6.5 that as the number of load cycles increased so did the amount of 
breakage. This increase in breakage may only have occurred up to a certain point, after 
which it was postulated that the amount of breakage would be minimal as the specimen 
had reached a point where the load being transferred though the specimen and that 
carried by each individual particle was less than the tensile strength of the particles - 
hence no further breakage would occur. 
The resilient modulus in the 90kPa cell pressure tests, as seen in Figure 5.66, increased 
rapidly during the first few load cycles and continued to rise up to at least 10,000 load 
cycles with the ballast specimens. However it was clear from Figure 5.66 that there 
may have been a threshold number of load cycles, at approximately 500,000 load 
cycles, after which the resilient modulus reduced. It would appear that this loss in 
stifffiess was related to an increase in the amount of breakage (Figure 6.21). This is 
apparent in Table 6.5, where the total breakage score for the I million and 2 million 
load cycle tests were clearly higher than the tests with fewer load cycles. It can 
therefore be deduced that individual ballast particles could possibly have failed due to 
fatigue. Festag and Katzenbach (2001) reported that under continued cyclic loading a 
material that appears to have reached steady state, or shakedown, could become 
unstable. They concluded that local failure, i. e. abrasion and breakage occur due to 
fatigue. 
It would therefore appear that the main conclusion from Series 3 is that breakage 
continued to slowly occur with the application of load cycles, and after a period of 
loading an increase in breakage occurred due to fatigue failure of the ballast particles 
resulting in an increase in strain and a reduction in stiffness. 
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7.3.5 Series 4- layered specimens 
Key (1998) carried out tests on three types of layered specimens, i) where the stone and 
ballast were of equal thickness at 40kPa, 60kPa and 90kPa cell pressure; ii) where 
approximately three quarters of the specimen was of stone overlying the ballast at 
40kPa cell pressure; and iii) where approximately one quarter of the specimen was of 
stone overlying the ballast at 40kPa cell pressure. In this project there were similarly 
prepared specimens to Key's and further thin-layered specimens with a single layer and 
a double layer of stone overlying the ballast. Building on Key's work this research had 
the added benefit of the volume change unit, the breakage behaviour analysis and the 
more detailed analysis of the stifftiess behaviour of the specimens. 
The general characteristics described for Series 2 were again seen in the tests results for 
the layered specimens. In the monotonic load tests at 40kPa (Figures 5.34 to 5.36) this 
was that the stress-strain graph showed the behaviour of a typical loose specimen and 
the volumetric strain graphs the behaviour of a dense specimen. Typically the average 
peak deviator stress was alike for all the layered specimens between 290kPa and 365kPa 
similar to the average peak deviator stress for the stone only and ballast only specimens 
in Series 2. There was no correlation observed between the average peak deviator stress 
and the amount of stone overlying the ballast. Although the values of the average peak 
deviator stress for the layered specimens were similar, it was clear that the layered 
specimens were a lot more prone to variation than the stone only and ballast only 
specimens. 
The stiffnesses of all the layered specimens were within the range of stiffnesses seen for 
the stone only specimens in Series 2, and there was no observed correlation between the 
specimen stiffness and the percentage of stone overlying the ballast. 
An increase in dilation and a decrease in breakage were recorded with an increase in the 
amount of stone overlying the ballast in the monotonic load tests (Figures 5.41 and 
6.28). This again supports the theory that breakage reduced the amount of dilation 
occurring in the specimen. 
In the cyclic load tests the layered specimens showed similar axial strain behaviour to 
that of the stone only and ballast only specimens, again with a greater variability seen in 
the layered specimens (Figures 5.42 to 5.46). The volumetric strain behaviour in the 
layered specimens showed, although not so clearly, that there was an increase in the 
amount of dilation with an increase in the amount of stone overlying the ballast. Due to 
a lack of data, no trend in the cyclic load tests between the amount of particle breakage 
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and the amount of stone overlying the ballast could be identified, as for the monotonic 
load tests. However it is possible, as long as there is enough lateral restraint from the 
surrounding ballast (Key, 1998), that an increased depth of stone may be beneficial to 
railway track maintenance. 
Limited migration of the 20mm stone into the ballast was observed in the layered 
specimens, confirming earlier research (e. g. Chrismer, 1991 and Key, 1998) dispelling 
the fears that the smaller stone would block the voids. This also complies with the 
theory proposed by Cedegren (1989, Section 2.2.4.2), where for a small stone to pass 
through the larger stones it has to be 1/6.5 the size of the larger stones. This was far 
from the case with the 20mm stone and the 50mm. ballast. 
7.3.6 Series 5- cyclic load tests on specimens with dampers 
In Series 5a damper was added to the specimens in the form of a rubber base mat and a 
disk of wood between the material and the top cap. It was clear from Figure 5.53 that 
damping of the specimens increased the amount of axial strain occurring over 100,000 
load cycles compared to those specimens without the damping (Series 2). The resilient 
modulus for the damped specimens was significantly lower than for the specimens 
without the damping (Figure 5.70). A tenuous link was observed between the reduction 
of stiffness in the specimen and the increase in the amount of axial strain occurring. 
It was apparent that alongside the decrease in stiffiless there was also an increase in the 
amount of breakage occurring in the damped specimens (Figure 6.25). This was 
contradictory to the expected behaviour proposed in Section 5.6. possibly due to the 
rearrangement of particles throughout the test allowing particular particle weaknesses to 
be exploited. In these tests the dampers were inserted at the top and bottom of the 
specimen to simulate the railway environment to a slightly better degree. The results 
suggested that using large scale triaxial equipment without simulating the boundary 
parameters at the top and bottom of the specimen may give artificially low permanent 
strain measurements and also a reduced amount of breakages. 
7.3.7 Series 6- wetted specimens 
With the wetted specimens in the monotonic load tests the stress-strain behaviour was 
very similar to that of the dry specimens in Series 2 (Figure 5.55), possibly even with 
slightly higher initial stiffnesses (Et) (Table 5.4). Although it was difficult to be 
confident due to the limited number of tests it would seem that the volumetric strain 
behaviour of the wet and dry specimens was similar. The amount of breakage occurring 
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in the wetted specimens was also similar to that of the dry specimens (Figure 6.27 and 
Table 6.5). 
In a fairly conclusive piece of work by Oldecop and Alonso (2001) described in Section 
2.5 it was clear that the behaviour of rockfill material, under oedometer test conditions, 
was very much dependent on the water content. They presented a clear argument that 
the collapse behaviour in rockfill could be due to the reduction of strength in the rock 
upon wetting. This confirmed what Hardin (1985) concluded, that water greatly 
increased the crushability, or possibly decreased the particle hardness of the material. 
Oldecop and Alonso proposed that there were three boundary conditions where the 
moisture content did not effect the behaviour of the specimen i) where the stress level 
was below the clastic yield stress; ii) at very dry states where the moisture content was 
less than some value defined by the material; and iii) where the water content was 
greater than the full saturation of the rock pores. The rock pores are the voids within the 
individual particles. 
In the tests carried out as part of Series 6, where the ballast was soaked for 24 hours and 
allowed to drip dry for 5 minutes before specimen preparation, the moisture content was 
approximately 1.7% to 1.8%. The maximum deviator stress at 40kPa cell pressure for 
the dry specimens (Series 2) and the wet specimens was 300kPa and 280kPa 
respectively. The maximum deviator stress at 90kPa cell pressure for the dry and the 
wet specimens was 525kPa and 4lOkPa respectively. The maximum deviator stress at 
140kPa cell pressure for the dry and the wet specimens was 573kPa and 520kPa 
respectively. Although there was possibly a slight reduction in the shear strength of the 
ballast between the dry and wet tests it was possible that these differences were only 
reflecting test variability (see Figure 5.55) and not representing the effect of moisture 
content. It is possible that there was no effect of moisture content on the behaviour of 
the ballast as the stresses may have been below the critical stress (elastic yield stress) as 
discussed above. The elastic yield strength as determined by McDowell and Bolton 
(1998) is the value of the macroscopic stress which causes the maximum rate of grain 
fracture under increasing stress, for particles loaded in this configuration. 
At these relatively low stresses, in tests with cell pressures up to 14OkPa, the moisture 
content would therefore appear to have had limited effect on the stress-strain behaviour 
for the wet or dry material. 
However, in the cyclic load tests the axial strains of the wet ballast specimens were 
some 100 to 200% higher than the dry specimens (Figure 5.57). In terms of volumetric 
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strain the pattern was not so clear, with the wet specimen at 40kPa cell pressure 
showing an increase in the amount of dilation compared to the dry specimen; and the 
wet specimens at the higher cell pressures showing an increase in the amount of 
compression compared to the dry specimens (Figure 5.58). With ballast soaked in water 
for 2 hours before testing, Key (1998) found an increase in plastic strain of 
approximately 70% when compared with the dry tests. Thom and Brown (1988) also 
reported an increase in the plastic strains with an increase in the moisture content with 
granular materials with high void ratios. 
The increase in axial strains in the wet specimens was accompanied by a decrease in the 
resilient modulus, as seen in Figure 5.71, and an increase in the amount of breakage 
(Figure 6.26 and Table 6.5). A decrease in the resilient modulus with wetted materials 
was also noted by Thom and Brown (1988), Hicks and Monismith (1971) Dawson 
Gomes Correia (1996), Ping and Yang (1998), and Khogali and Zeghal (2000). Key 
(1998), Pappin et al. (1992) and Kolisoja (1997), however, found the resilient modulus 
was not affected by the presence of water. It may be that some of these fall into the 
three boundary regions where the moisture content did not influence the specimen 
behaviour as suggested by Oldecop and Alonso (2001) and described in Section 2.5. 
It would appear that there were two mechanisms at work here. Firstly, as seen in the 
monotonic load tests, there was limited effect of the increased moisture content on the 
material behaviour. Secondly, in the cyclic load tests, the increase in moisture content 
had a definite effect on the material behaviour. It was therefore deduced that under the 
repeated stresses the moisture in the rock pores might possibly have caused pulsing pore 
pressures within the particles themselves as the micro-cracks flexed under loading. The 
particles were therefore broken up under this high impact pore pressure, which led to a 
decrease in the resilient modulus and an increase in the plastic strains. A third effect of 
moisture content on the increased plastic strain and decrease in resilient modulus may 
have been the effect of lubrication between the particles caused by the moisture as 
suggested by Thom and Brown (1988). 
7.4 Further discussion on specimen behaviour 
7.4.1 Effect of specimen end restraint in triaxial tests 
Stress non-uniformities in the specimen, commonly known as dead zones, which are 
caused by the frictional resistance of the end platens and the membrane at the top and 
bottom extremities of the specimen, are know to hinder the lateral spreading of the 
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specimen as stated by Dawson and Gillett (1998). The effect of this on particle 
breakage is unclear, however there could be two opposing effects. i) With the restricted 
movement there will be less breakage occurring as the stiffer specimen appears to have 
less breakage (comparing Series 2 with Series 5), or, ii) with the restrictive movement 
there is more breakage occurring due to the load being applied, either repeatedly in the 
cyclic load test or with increasing stress in the monotonic load test, through the same 
column of particles. It is more likely that the former is true as it is widely recognised 
that the dead zones limit the amount of strain. If there was more breakage occurring as 
with the latter explanation, then one would expect more straining to have occurred. It is 
possible however, that the dampers used in Series 5 reduced the effect of the dead zones 
thus allowing the amount of strain to increase. In Series 5 the specimens with damping 
also had a greater amount of breakage, again supporting the former arguments where 
with the restricted movement (no dampers) there was less breakage. 
7.4.2 Effects of particle size and distribution 
During the dismantling of the tests it was clear that there had been virtually no particle 
breakage occurring with the 20mm stone, yet significant breakage occurred in the 
ballast specimens. This could be as a combined effect from several of the different 
parameters that influence the behaviour of the specimen, including particle size, 
grading, and shape. With the smaller stone the stress was assumed to pass through 
many more particles, decreasing the stress on individual particles. 
Hardin (1985) states that the potential for a particle to break increases with the particle 
size. This is supported by the literature based on triaxial and oedometer testing (Section 
2.6.1.2). However it would appear not to be that simple as found by Sammis et al. 
(1987) and McDowell and Bolton (1998). They found that there were two opposing 
effects of particle survival; these were the particle size versus the co-ordination number. 
Nakata et al. (2001a) found that with well graded sands, smaller particles underwent 
more severe damage than the larger ones. This was understood to be due to a lower co- 
ordination number for the smaller particles in a well graded material. Therefore 
although individually the smaller particles were stronger than the larger particles, in a 
matrix their probability for survival was lower. 
Figure 6.29 shows for uniform specimens a slight trend where the probability of particle 
breakage increased with particle size, with monotonic load tests at 90kPa cell pressure. 
Yet at l40kPa no trend was identifiable in the data. The lack of identifiable trends was 
also noted in the breakage behaviour of the post cyclic monotonic load tests at 40kPa 
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cell pressure. In those tests, the number of abrasions and asperity breakages (Type II) 
(see Table 6.3), increased with particle size. Yet for more severe breakage (Type III or 
higher) a similar probability of breakage was observed across each of the particle sizes 
at 40kPa cell pressure. Whereas at l40kPa cell pressure the smaller sized particles were 
least likely to break. 
It is possible that with the uniform material the smaller particles may not be included in 
the load path, but are 'at rest' in the voids between the larger particles. As the specimen 
becomes gradually more well graded throughout the test, for example in Figure 6.10, the 
effects described by Sammis et al. (1987) and McDowell and Bolton (1998) may be 
experienced. That is that with a more well graded specimen the smaller stones will be 
included in the load path and with a lower co-ordination number undergo greater 
particle breakage. 
7.4.3 Effect of the rate of loading 
Gaskin et al (1978) and Sato (1995) both suggested that the peak acceleration in the 
load cycle was a dominant factor in ballast settlement (i. e. the load waveform). it is 
postulated from the current work that this may actually be an effect due to increased 
particle breakage under the increased acceleration of loading. The load waveforin used 
in the cyclic load tests would return very high accelerations of load onto the specimens. 
Possibly where the accelerations are less, say with a sinusoidal waveform (more akin to 
the railway environment) the breakage may also be less and hence the plastic 
deformation will be less and the resilient modulus higher. This effect may be more 
critical in the wet tests where any pore pressures within the particles would not be able 
to dissipate. This however would appear to be opposite to the findings of Yamamuro 
and Lade (1993) who found that fracturing and rearranging of soil particles required 
time and that with an increased strain rate the time factor was reduced. They found that 
increased strain rates in the specimen resulted in less compression and increased 
strength. 
7.5 Volumetric strain behaviour model 
It was clear from previous research (e. g. Key, 1998; Indraratna, 1993; and Indraratna, 
2001) that with large granular materials (nominal 37mm-50mm railway ballast) what is 
considered to be normal critical state behavioýr was not observed. This is where a loose 
specimen will compress and a dense specimen after initial compression will dilate. 
Furthermore in a dense material a peak stress will be reached and occur at the same 
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axial strain as the maximum rate of dilation (Atkinson, 1993). It would appear that the 
peak stresses in the above mentioned research (Key's and Indraratna's) did not coincide 
with the maximum rate of dilation. Similar patterns have been identified in the current 
work (Figures 5.12 to 5.15). In Section 7.3.3 it was taken that the behaviour of the 
ballast in the current work was behaving as a dense granular material as seen with the 
volumetric strain behaviour, where dilation was observed (Figure 5.15), and not as a 
loose granular material as was initially interpreted from the stress-strain graphs, where 
no clear peak was observed (Figures 5.12 and 5.13). It was therefore assumed that the 
stress would reduce with further straining, and peak stresses would be identifiable. It 
was also thought that the peak stresses might have actually been reached in the majority 
of the tests. 
7.5.1 Premise behind the proposed volume strain behaviour model 
There are thought to be two opposing actions that are occurring in the volurnetric strain 
behaviour seen in these tests; that is the volumetric strain due to particle rearrangement 
during the shearing process (AVrý, r) and the volurnetric strain due to particle breakage 
We, b). The total or observed volurnetric strain behaviour (AV,;, t. tal) can therefore be 
expressed as: 
A Vc, lotal =A Ve's +A Ve, b Equ 7.1 
The volumetric strain due to particle breakage is contractive, taken as negative. 
At present there is no method of directly quantifying or measuring either of the two 
components of the total volumetric strain. However the following observations have 
been made. A dense granular material, under shearing, is expected to undergo a slight 
initial contraction before dilation occurs, with the amount of dilation decreasing with 
increased confining pressure (e. g. Bishop, 1966). The behaviour of three monotonic 
load tests at 40kPa, 90kPa and l40kPa cell pressure are sketched in Figure 7.5(a). 
These are based on the ballast behaviour in the present work (Figure 5.13). The total 
observed volumetric strain behaviour (AVr, t,, wj) is shown diagrammatically in Figure 
7.5(b). The breakage volumetric strain behaviour (AV, , b) could 
be similar to that 
proposed in Figure 7.5(c). This shows a slow initial increase in the amount of breakage, 
the rate of which increases with increased cell pressure (stage 1). Towards the end of 
the test the volumetric strain due to breakage levels off to an asymptotic strain with no 
further breakage occurring (stage 3). Although stage 3 is shown to occur at the same 
strain for each of the different cell pressures, this may not actually be the case. The 
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point at which critical state was reached was when the volumetric strain due to the 
change in particle arrangement (dilation, AV,,,, ) and the volumetric strain due to 
breakage (compression, AV,;, b) both reached equilibrium, as was also described by 
Chandler (198 5). 
With higher cell pressures higher stresses are reached, the effect of this on the 
volumetric strain curve for breakage is seen in the central part of the volumetric strain 
curve (stage 2, Figure 7.5(c)), where there is a sudden increase in the volumetric strain 
behaviour associated with an increase in the amount of particle breakage. The point at 
which this occurs will be called the 'threshold of breakage' as defined on the stress- 
strain curves in Figure 7.5(a) and is presumed to be a lower stress limit for the onset of 
particle breakage occurs. At lower pressures this 'threshold of breakage' stress is not 
reached and only slight breakage occurs, hence the specimen does not exhibit stage 2 
behaviour. 
Possible curves for the volumetric strain behaviour due to shearing alone (AV,,,, ) may 
look akin to those drawn Figure 7.5(d). 
The shearing volumetric strain behaviour (AV., ,, s) 
is not known. However using some 
simple assumptions an approximate volumetric strain due to breakage (AV&, b) can be 
calculated as described in the following sections. 
7.5.2 Approximation of the volume change due to breakage 
A large amount of data for each test specimen was collected from the triaxial tests. The 
details and methods of which are described in Chapters 3 and 4. In summary this data 
included the number and size of particles included in the original specimen, the number 
and size of complete particles taken out of the specimen (which should be equal to the 
number and size of particles in the original specimen), a breakage score (B. ) for each 
particle, and the number and size of all the individual broken pieces of particles. From 
this data, tables were created similar to those in Tables 6.6 and 6.7, which summarise 
the amount and severity of breakage for each nominal size of particle. 
Using this data an approximate calculation was made of the volume change due to 
breakage. The assumptions used in the calculations are given below. 
i) All pieces of ballast that break off from the mother particle, no matter what size, 
move into the surrounding void spaces. This is based on the argument presented by 
McDowell and Daniell (2001). They stated that where there were large particles 
with a low coordination number, there are large void spaces surrounding that 
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particle, and when there was a low coordination number the particle was more 
susceptible to breakage. 
ii) The approximate volume of a ballast particle can be represented by a simple 
angular solid. 
A summary of the calculations are given below: 
0 For each specimen the number of particles in the original specimen (ni), the void 
ratio (e), the original volume of the specimen (Vi), and the total volumetric strain 
(AVc, total) at the end of the test were recorded. 
0 The volume of the solids (V, ) was calculated (V, = Vi / (I+e)) from which the 
average single particle volume was also calculated (Vp = Vr, / ni). 
0 The solid used for the modelling was a right square pyramid (rsp). Where the 
height (h,, ) of the pyramid is the same as the length of the sides of the square base 
then the volume of the pyramid, Vrýp = 1/3 (h ())3. 
0 In test T40 the average height of a single particle calculated using the square based 
pyramid described above was 44.8mm. This may have been slightly high when 
considering the size of the particles in the specimen, possibly due to the very 
approximate choice of shape. 
From test T40 data was recorded as in Table 7.2. A Type ILI (Til) breakage of the 
aforesaid right square pyramid was approximated to I/loth of the height of the 
pyramid, as shown in Figure 7.6. A Type III (TI, j) breakage was approximated to 
115 th the height. A Type IV (Tiv) breakage was approximated to 1/3d the height. A 
Type V (Tv) breakage was approximately equivalent to 1/2 of the height of the 
pyramid. The breakage height taken off the pyramid is given in Table 7.3. 
0 The total volume of breakage could then be calculated as the sum of the volumes of 
all of the breakages (the first three terms of which are given in Equation 7.2), where 
3 
each breakage volume (AVbj) is calculated as 1/3nbi x hbi . 
=- 





X nb5OT,, x 
(hb50TII )3 
X Equ 7.2 A Vb I 
j=1 
13331 
Where all the terms are as defined in Table 7.2 and 7.3. 
For test T40 the total volume of breakage was calculated as 23580mm 3, this is 
approximately 11% of the observed total volume change of 221200mm3. Therefore 
the volumetric change due to shearing was 244780mm3 according to Equation 7.1. 
0 In Equation 7.2 the calculation of the volume change due to breakage (AVb) is 
dominated by the breakage of the larger (50mm) particles. One or two significant 
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breakages (Type IV or V) would have a large impact on the calculation of the 
volume change due to breakage (AVb). 
7.5.3 Volumetric strain model 
The stress-strain and volumetric strain curves from test T40 are shown in Figure 7.7(a 
and b). The solid line in Figure 7.7(b) shows the total observed volumetric strain and 
the dashed line shows the proposed volumetric strain due to shearing alone where no 
breakage occurs (AV,,, = AV,,, t. t., - AVr,, b). The dotted lines show the expected total 
volumetric strain and the shearing volumetric strain behaviour past the end of the test. 
The volumetric strain due to breakage (AV, -, b) was calculated as 
0.13% at the end of the 
test. The total observed volumetric strain (AV,,, totaj) recorded at the end of the tests was 
1.21%. Using Equation 7.1 the volumetric strain due to shearing alone (AV,,,., ) was 
calculated as 1.34%. From this proposed model there are four main points that 
emerged. 
i) The breakage behaviour had little influence on the total volumetric strain behaviour 
at small strains (stage 1). 
ii) The breakage of the particles caused the total volumetric strain curve to become 
flattened in the middle (stage 2), as postulated by Yamamuro and Lade (1993) 
(Figure 2.18). 
iii) This flattening of the volumetric strain curve disguised the true volumetric strain 
behaviour due to shearing alone, and although from the total volumetric strain 
graphs it would appear that the specimen was far from approaching critical state it 
can be seen that it could in fact be very close to critical state (stage 3). It should be 
noted that on similar testing material Indraratna (1998) reported high rates of 
dilation were still occurring at 20% axial strain. 
iv) The breakage behaviour was also considered to have flattened any possible peak in 
the stress-strain graph. The solid line in Figure 7.7(a) shows the stress-strain graph 
as observed from test T40. The dashed line shows a possible alternative should no 
breakage occur. 
These calculations were carried out for all of the triaxial tests where the necessary data 
was available. The values for the observed total volumetric strain (AVrý, totaj), the 
calculated volumetric strain due to breakage (AVrý, b) and the calculated volumetric strain 
due to shearing at the end of the test (AV,,, ) are presented in Table 7.4, which for the 
monotonic load tests in Series 2 shows that the volumetric shear strain (AV,,,, ) at 140kPa 
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was very close to that at 90kPa cell pressure. In Series 6 the volumetric shear strain 
(AVr 
.,, 
) at l40kPa cell pressure was greater than it was at 90kPa cell pressure. This 
would therefore suggest that the calculated volumetric strains due to breakage may have 
been slightly too high. This may have been partly due to the upper sieve size being used 
as the nominal particle size thus assuming bigger sized particles. Taking the average 
size between the sieve sizes may be more appropriate and give more realistic results. 
As the stress-strain and volumetric strain behaviour of the wet and dry specimens in the 
monotonic load tests were similar (Figures 5.55 and 5.56), and the total breakage scores 
(BTBS) were also similar one would also expect the volumetric strains due to breakage 
Wc, b) to be similar. From Table 7.4 it can be seen that the volumetric strain due to 
breakage (AVc, b) for the wet and dry specimens are comparable, which shows the 
consistency of the model between specimens with like behaviour. 
The model has been formulated based on some simple assumptions and a simple 
angular solid to represent the ballast particle. These may have caused an over- 
calculation of the volumetric strains due to breakage (AV,:, b). However it is proposed 
that the model itself is not at fault and could be developed further, possibly with the use 
of computer modelling and with more detailed information on the size and shape of the 
ballast particles before and after testing. 
7.5.4 Relating the model to other tests 
The model outlined above was based on the observations, trends and data recorded from 
the monotonic load tests on nominal 50mm ballast specimens. In the following sections 
the behaviour of the monotonic load tests on stone specimens, the behaviour of the 
cyclic load tests and the behaviour of the post cyclic monotonic load tests will be briefly 
discussed in the light of the proposed model. 
7.5.4.1 Stone specimens 
As described previously no breakage analysis was carried out on the 20mm stone, as 
there appeared to be minimal breakage. It can be seen in Figures 5.12 and 5.14 that 
similar stress-strain and volumetric strain behaviours were apparent in the stone 
specimens as with the ballast specimen (Figures 5.13 and 5.15). In light of the above 
proposed volumetric -strain model this would suggest that breakage was occurring in the 
stone also, reducing the peak stress and flattening the volumetric strain curve. It is 
possible that minor breakage did occur in the stone and although the specimens could 
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not be analysed using the particle breakage scores as with the ballast particles some 
form of sieve analysis may have proved that a recordable amount of breakage was 
occurring. Unfortunately it was too late in the test programme to investigate this 
further. 
Although Bishop (1966) agreed with the effect of particle breakage reducing the amount 
of dilation (at high cell pressures), he also found in tests using steel shot that there was 
still, to a lesser extent, a decrease in the amount of dilation even though there was no 
breakage or squashing of the particles. It is possible even at the low pressures used 
during this research that this was apparent in the 20mm. stone specimen tests (Figures 
5.12 and 5.14). 
7.5.4.2 Post cyclic monotonic load tests 
In the post cyclic monotonic load tests the stress-strain and volumetric strain behaviours 
were fairly similar to that in the monotonic load tests as described in Section 5.3.4. The 
main differences were that: 
i) The initial stiffnesses in the post cyclic monotonic tests were significantly higher 
than in the initial monotonic load tests (Table 5.4). This caused a definitive peak to 
be formed in the lower cell pressure tests (400a and 90kPa - see Figure 5.24). 
ii) There was virtually no initial compaction in the post cyclic monotonic load tests 
and the rate of dilation was significantly higher (Figure 5.26). 
The curves from Figure 5.24 and 5.26 have been sketched in Figure 7.8(a) and 7.8(b). 
Figure 7.8(b) shows the observed total volumetric strain behaviour (AVrýj,, Wj) 
represented by the solid lines. The dashed lines show the proposed volumetric strain 
due to shearing alone (AVrý, s) for the 40kPa and 90kPa cell pressure tests as expressed by 
the model. From this two very clear trends were identified. 
i) On the stress-strain curve Figure 7.8(a) the point at which the curve breaks away 
from the initial straight line (tangent at zero strain) in the post cyclic monotonic 
load tests was significantly higher than in the monotonic load tests. Some authors 
may refer to this point as the yield point. For the purposes of this work it was 
identified as the 'break point'. The higher 'break point' in the post cyclic 
monotonic load tests compared to the monotonic load tests suggests that many of 
the weaker particles/asperities had already fractured during the cyclic load tests. 
Hence there was only limited breakage occurring up to the break point and no 
associated reduction in the peak stress. The 'break point' stresses (approximately 
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between 480kPa and 600kPa) were much closer to the characteristic strengths 
(416kPa and greater) observed in the single particle crushing tests (Section 6.2). 
ii) On the volumetric strain curve Figure 7.8(b) (also seen in Figure 5.26) it was noted 
that within the first 1% axial strain a peak rate of dilation occurred, after which 
there rate of dilation slightly dropped. As can be seen from the volumetric strain 
curve due to shearing alone (AV,,,, ) it was proposed that this be attributed to the 
particle breakage behaviour. It is possible that the start of this behaviour was 
actually closely related to the 'break point' identified with the stress-strain 
behaviour in the previous paragraph. 
7.5.4.3 Cyclic load tests 
The model for the cyclic load tests needs to be slightly different, as the threshold stress 
value was never approached with the maximum deviator stress being some 50% less 
than the supposed 'threshold stress' defined in Figure 7.5(a) (250kPa compared to 
500kPa respectively). As can be seen from Table 6.5 the amount of breakage recorded 
in each of the cyclic load tests was significantly lower than the breakage in the 
monotonic load tests with equivalent cell pressures. The proposed volumetric strain 
behaviour model described above would give a slightly different curve of volumetric 
strain due to shearing alone (AV,,,, ) than that from the curve of the observed volumetric 
strain (AVrýptaj) (see Figure 5.21), showing slightly less shearing. It was assumed that 
during the first few load cycles a significant proportion of the breakage occurred, which 
then continued slowly with the application of load cycles (see Series 3 results in Table 
6.5). The breakage of particles was assumed to occur due to fatigue failure rather than a 
pure tensile fracture as was tested in the single particle crushing tests. The breakage 
behaviour (and also the strain behaviour) in Series 3 (Table 6.5) showed there to be a 
threshold in the number of load cycles after which an increase in particle breakage 
occurred due to the repetitive weakening of the particles. 
In Table 7.5 the development of the volumetric strain behaviour due to breakage Wc, b) 
in the cyclic tests can be seen (as calculated according to the model). Also in Table 7.5 
the observed total volumetric strains (AVr, total) are reported and the volumetric strains 
due to shearing (AV,,, r, ) have been calculated using Equation 7.1. It can be seen that the 
volumetric shear strain (AV,,,, ) continues to increase gradually with the application of 
load cycles. 
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7.5.5 The performance of layered and damped specimens in the model 
There were no particular anomalies noticed in the monotonic load tests on layered 
specimens (Table 7.4). In the post cyclic monotonic load tests the amount of volumetric 
strain due to breakage (, AVe, b) was noted to drop with an increase in the amount of stone 
overlying the ballast. This was as expected as there would have been less ballast 
particles available to break. There was only one layered specimen cyclic load test (test 
T41) that did not have a post cyclic monotonic load test; there was nothing unusual 
about the results calculated. 
Similarly no anomalies were noted with the damped specimens from Series 5. The two 
tests with ballast in Series 5 had relatively low levels of particle breakage, giving only 
slight differences between the total observed (AV,,, t,, wj) and shearing (AV,,,, ) volumetric 
strains. The volumetric strain due to breakage Wr, b) was slightly higher for the 
damped ballast specimens in Series 5 than the ballast only specimens in Series 2. This 
was as would be expected, as the total breakage score (BTBS) was higher in the damped 
ballast specimens than the ballast only specimens 
7.5.6 Summary of volumetric strain model 
In the light of what has been discussed above, this could explain the reasons for the 
original shakedown model (Figure 2.27) not being totally applicable to granular 
materials as discussed by Werkmeister et al. (2001) and seen in Figure 2.29. They 
showed that for an angular sand there was no elastic shakedown apparent in the initial 
stages of the test, i. e. cyclic loading with no permanent strain and that the zone of 
plastic shakedown was entered straight away. This was believed to be because during 
the first few load cycles there would have been a slight rounding/fmcture of many of the 
asperities allowing plastic strains to occur. However the stresses induced in the cyclic 
load tests in the current work were a lot lower than the stresses needed to cause even 
initial fracture in the single-particle crushing tests. The reason for this may be quite 
simple. The breakage occurring at relatively low stresses is thought to be due to the 
arrangement of particles and the transfer of stress through the specimen as discussed by 
McDowell and Bolton (1998). The type of breakage most common in the triaxial tests 
(Type 11 asperity breakage) is unlikely to have been tested during the single-particle 
crushing tests. It is possible that the initial crushing values determined in the single- 
particle crushing tests were actually for larger breakages of Type III or higher. 
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The model has provided more insight into the behaviour of granular materials showing 
that the volumetric strain due to breakage (AVr,, b) can play a significant part in the total 
observed strain behaviour (AV,,, total). It also offers an explanation into why such 
materials may not conform to typical critical state soil mechanics predictions. 
It is apparent from the above discussion that the model needs improving. However it 
has shown that the amount of volurnetric shear strain may be approximately calculated. 
Further testing is required, especially in the monotonic load test with the tests being 
taken up to different amounts of strain and the breakage calculated. Greater detail about 
the size and shape of the individual particles in the tests may also be required to enhance 
the performance of the model. 
7.6 Discussion of the current work in relation to shakedown theory 
The shakedown model was described in detail in Section 2.7. Figure 5.5 shows possibly 
all three types of behaviour as described by Werkmeister et al. (2001) and discussed 
below. Range A, is that of plastic shakedown, where the rate of strain decreases to 
almost nothing (test T9, Bardon stone - 90kPa cell pressure). Range C, is that of 
incremental collapse or ratcheting (tests T11 and T13, Cloburn stone - 40kPa cell 
pressure). Werkmeister et al. observed that the closer the stress level was to the 
(assumed) monotonic load failure stress then the decrease in the strain rate was reduced. 
In Range C, they assumed particle abrasion and crushing occurred. 
In the current work the average peak deviator stress of the Clobum stone specimens at 
40kPa cell pressure under monotonic loading (TI and T6) was recorded as between 
260kPa and 31 OkPa (Table 5.1), although the failure load could be as low as 125kPa - 
175kPa (Figure 5.1). This average peak deviator stress was close to the controlled 
maximum cyclic load of 250kPa, although impact loads at the point of loading the 
specimen reached as high as 300kPa - 350kPa in some cases. Range B (after 
Werkmeister et al. ), was termed intermediate response - plastic creep. The initially 
high strain rate rapidly reduced to a relatively low rate, which may have been 
approaching a constant strain rate. When plotted in terms of rate of strain versus 
accumulated strain the differences in behaviour were a lot more apparent as seen in 
Figure 7.9. From this it can be seen that all of the tests may actually only be in Ranges 
A and B. 
The load regimes of the cyclic load tests have been plotted onto the model proposed by 
Werkmeister et al. (Figure 2.30), in Figure 7.10. The differences in the models are 
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verified in Figures 7.11 for the stone and ballast specimens. In the majority of cases the 
data fitted well within the model even though the model was designed for sandy gravel 
material with 4% moisture content. For the stone specimens it was seen that the cyclic 
load tests all head towards an asymptotic final axial strain value similar to that described 
by Range A. With the ballast specimens the tests at 90kPa, l40kPa and 240kPa cell 
pressure could also be described as Range A. The 40kPa cell pressure test however was 
more akin to Range B, where the specimen may have been heading for constant rate of 
axial strain. 
With the wetted specimens in Series 6, as seen in Figure 7.12, the tests at 90kPa and 
MOM cell pressure could be described as Range A, however at 40kPa the specimen 
was definitely in Range B. A third axis could possibly be included onto the 
Werkmeister et al. (2001) model to include the effect of the moisture content. By 
carrying out a programme of cyclic load tests with a range of different deviator stresses 
and moisture contents this 3-D model could be developed. 
7.7 Laboratory test conclusions 
The results from triaxial tests on eighty three specimens and from one hundred and 
twenty single-particle crushing tests have been discussed. From the results and 
discussions on these laboratory tests the following conclusions have been made. 
1) Although the observed patterns and trends in the triaxial test results were similar to 
those reported in other research the absolute values were not. It is possible that the 
differences were due to four main factors. i) The materials used were of differing 
strengths, shapes and sizes; ii) The grading of the specimens in the different test 
programmes varied; iii) The loading regimes were not comparable; iv) The majority 
of the specimens tested in other work were saturated or partially saturated; few 
authors reported tests on dry materials. 
2) Assuming the specimens remained a right-angled cylinder when calculating the 
volume change with large sized granular material requiring higher axial strains was 
inappropriate due to significant barrelling of the specimen. In the monotonic load 
tests the new volume change unit proved that the measured volumetric strains were 
some three times lower (in dilation) than the calculated volumetric strains (Section 
3.3.4). 
3) Breakage of the ballast particles appeared to reduce the amount of dilation in the 
monotonic load tests even at a low cell pressure (400a). At higher cell pressures 
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(90kPa and l40kPa) increased breakage reduced the amount of dilatancy further. 
This reduction in dilation was thought to cause a flattening of the peak in the 
deviator stress-strain graphs (Section 7.5.3). 
4) In the post cyclic monotonic load tests there were clear peaks in the stress-strain 
behaviour at 40kPa cell pressure. It was postulated that this was due to breakage 
having already occurred in the cyclic load tests and hence limited breakage 
occurring during the early stages of the post cyclic monotonic load tests (Section 
7.5.4.2). 
5) Particle breakage occurred at lower stress levels in the triaxial tests than in the 
single-particle crushing tests. This was due to the single-particle crushing test 
using two flat platens to crush the particles, which did not fully replicate the 
loading regime applied to the particles in a soil matrix (Section 7.3.3). 
6) In the layered specimens at low cell pressures (4006) the amount of stone 
overlying the ballast did not affect the overall compressive strength in the 
monotonic load tests (Section 7.3.5). However the amount of dilation occurring did 
increase with the amount of stone overlying the ballast. These patterns were also 
observed in the cyclic load tests. Only a limited amount of migration of the 
overlying 20mm stone into the ballast layer was observed. 
7) There was a clear relationship between the increase in the amount of stone 
overlying the ballast and the decrease in the amount of ballast breakage occurring 
in the specimens (Section 6.3.4). 
8) The lower resilient modulus of the damped specimens using a rubber base mat and 
a wooden disc between the top cap and the material led to an increase in the amount 
of plastic strain under cyclic loading, which was associated with an increase in the 
amount of breakage. This behaviour was contrary to that proposed before the test 
series commenced (Section 7.3.6). 
9) In the monotonic load tests with wetted specimens the compressive strengths and 
the amounts of particle breakage were similar to those observed with the dry 
specimens. However a significant increase in the amount of plastic strain and 
breakage was observed in the cyclic load test on the wetted specimens compared 
with the dry specimens (Section 7.3.7). 
10) A model was developed to consider the mechanisms causing volumetric straining 
of the specimen (Section 7.5). An approximate volume change due to breakage 
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was calculated which gave insight into the reduction in the amount of dilation 
caused by the particle breakage. A similar pattern of total volumetric strain 
behaviour was also seen with the stone specimens, albeit to a lesser extent. Slight 
breakage was observed in the stone during the test programme and with an 
appropriate testing technique the amount of breakage occurring in the stone 
specimens may also be calculated. 
11) The behaviour of the Bardon 20mm stone was significantly different to the Clobum 
20mm stone under cyclic loading (Section 7.3.2). There was no apparent difference 
in behaviour with monotonic loading. 
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Specimen Key y' Current work 9' 
Ballast 40kPa, 49* 53' 
Equal layers 40kPa, 48' 53'-54* 
Stone 40kPa, 500 52' 
Table 7.1 - Comparing the value of angle of shearing resistance (TI) with Key's 
(1998) 
Severity of breakage 
for a 28mm particle for a 37mm particle for a 50mm particle 
(nb28) (nb37) (nb5O) 
Type II breakage 6 22 20 (Til) 
Type III breakage 2 20 18 (Till) 
Type IV breakage 3 3 (Tiv) 
Type V breakage 
Table 7.2 - Summary table of the number of broken particles (nb) in Test T40 
for a 28mm for a 37mm for a 50mm 
Severity of breakage particle (hi, 28) particle 
(hb37) particle (hbSO) 
(ho = 28mm) (ho = 37mm) (h. = 50mm) 
Type 11 breakage 1/10 3mm (h,, 1/10 4mm (ho * Vto =) 5mm (Tit) 
Type III breakage (h. * 1/5 6mm (ho 115 7mm (ho * 115 1 Omm 
(Till) 
Type IV breakage (h,, * 1/3 9mm (h. 1/3 12mm (ho * 1/3 l7mm 
(Tjv) 
Type V breakage (h. * 1/2 14mm (h. 1/2 18mm (h,, * 1/2 25mm 
(TV) 
Table 7.3 - Approximated height of breakage (hb) from the pyramid 
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Test details and cell Specimen 
pressure (kPa) no. 
0 (Avsb) (/0) (AV, total) CIO) (AVs, s) C/6) 
00 V. . Fj 
90 T40 0.13 1.21 1.34 
0 0 140 T60 0.52 0.80 1.32 
40 T38 0.02 -0.80 -0.78 
140 T64 0.01 -1.27 -1.26 
40 T57 0.18 5.71 5.89 
" -F3 r. 0 CL. >1 0 
140 T61 0.54 4.75 5.29 
T62 0.78 2.15 2.93 
90,2Million cycles T42 - - - 
90, lMillion cycles T75 0.03 -1.44 -1.41 M 
7; 140,100 cycles T65 0.00 -0.22 -0.22 
140,1000 cycles T66 0.01 -0.44 -0.43 
140,10,000 cycles T67 0.03 -0.72 -0.69 
40, single layer 20mm T50 0.10 2.64 2.74 
40, double layer 20mm T52 0.08 2.52 2.60 
0 
0 40,1: 21ayered T53 0.04 3.45 3.49 r. 0 
40,1: 11ayered T44 0.02 4.92 4.94 
40,2: 1 layered T49 0.02 5.39 5.41 
cyclic 90, single layer 20mm T41 0.02 -2.15 -2.13 
40, single layer 20mm T48 0.32 4.12 4.44 
40, double layer 20mm T51 0.19 6.90 7.09 
0 
0 40,1: 21ayered T46 0.11 6.77 6.88 
00 40,1: 1 layered T45 0.06 7.70 7.76 
40,2: 1 layered T47 0.02 6.19 6.21 
tn 
140, ballast with T69 0.03 -1 67 -1.64 M 4) -5 
damping . 
. rý - 140, double layer T70 0.02 -1.52 -1.50 20mm, with damping 
40, wet material T81 0.14 2.46 2.60 
0 
0 90, wet material T82 0.24 0.92 1.16 r. 0 
W 140, wet material T79 0.47 0.80 1.27 0 
40, wet material T80 0.15 -0.68 -0.53 
90, wet material T83 0.11 -1.84 -1.73 
140, wet material T78 0.16 -2.64 -2.48 I ---I 
Table 7.4 - Summary of the volume change characteristics for the ballast 
specimens in Series 2, and Series 4-6 
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Test No. No. of Cycles AV., total 
AVP,, b AV.,, 
T65 100 -40,670 904 -39,766 
T66 1000 -81,130 1387 -79,743 
T67 10,000 -133,820 4782 -129,038 
T64 100,000 -237,210 2485 -237,210 
Table 7.5 - Summary of the volume change characteristics for the specimens in 
Series 3 
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Figure 7.1 - Repeatability of stress-strain behaviour of monotonic tests in the 
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Figure 7.2 - Repeatability of axial strain behaviour of cyclic load tests 
in the 
current research and those of Key (1998) 
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Figure 7.3 - Correlation between Hardin's (1985) relative breakage factor (B,, ) 
and the total breakage score (BTBS) 
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900 T 19, Stone, 40kPa 
T22, Stone, 90kPa 
800 T63, Stone, l40kPa 
700 T27, Ballast, 40kPa 
T40, Ballast, 90kPa 
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Figure 7.4 - Stress paths and failure envelopes for the ballast and stone 
specimens (Series 2) 
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Figure 7.5(b) - Sketch of the observed volumetric strain curves (AV, totý, j) 








Figure 7.5(d) - Sketch of the proposed volurnetric strain curves due to shearing (AV,,, ) 
Figure 7.5 - Stress-strain and volumetric strain behaviour as proposed by the 
volumetric strain behaviour model 
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Figure 7.7(a) - Observed stress-strain and proposed stress-strain curves for test T40 
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Figure 7.7(b) - Observed volurnetric strain and proposed volurnetric strain curves for test T40 
Figure 7.7 - Observed and proposed specimen behaviour for a 90kPa cell 
pressure monotonic load test (T40) 
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Figure 7.8(b) - Sketch of the observed volumetric strain and the volumetric strain due to shearing 
curves 
Figure 7.8 - Stress-strain and volumetric strain behaviour for post cyclic 
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Figure 7.9 - Rate of axial strain development during cyclic load tests in Series I 
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Figure 7.10 - Revised shakedown model proposed by Werkmeister et al. (2001) 
including the data points from Series 2 
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CHAPTER 8 
Stoneblower and Track Quality 
Data Analysis 
8.1 Introduction 
With 13 machines at present maintaining track across the UK there has been a lot of 
data collected by both the stoneblower during maintenance and the High Speed Track 
Recording Car (HSTRC) as it periodically measures the track quality throughout the 
country. The data from the HSTRC has been analysed by many people throughout 
Railtrack and the Infrastructure Maintenance Companies (IMC's) who use the 
stoneblower. This has led to much speculation over the effectiveness of the 
stoneblower, yet the IMC's and crews that use it are generally happy with the 
performance. However the data from the stoneblower fleet is not readily available or 
easily accessible. 
McMichael (2001) suspected that the machine was not performing to its full potential 
and wanted to analyse the data in greater depth. Comprehensive data analysis was 
therefore undertaken in addition to the fundamental experimental studies of the two- 
layer ballast system (Series 4 of the laboratory test programme). 
It is important to keep the track operating at the required speed and with a reasonable 
level of passenger comfort. To do this the track has to be maintained to a certain 
standard of quality both in the vertical profile (top) and in the lateral profile (alignment). 
The quality of the track is usually measured by the filtered standard deviation (SD) over 
an eighth mile of track, and is simply a measure of the track roughness. The higher the 
SD value, the rougher the track. The effectiveness of maintenance needs to be 
measured by both the quality of the track soon after maintenance and by the durability 
of the track long term. 
8.2 Stoneblower data and track quality data 
In Section 2.2.5.1 the analysis of the HSTRC data taken from sites where the 
stoneblower was used to maintain the track showed that the track in general improved 
(Baulk, 1999), although there was a large amount of scatter. The analysis also showed 
that there were many sites that did not appear to be responding to the maintenance. It is 
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for these two reasons that further analysis was required. To carry out this further 
analysis it was necessary to be aware of any parameters that might cause different 
sections of track to respond differently under this maintenance technique. Therefore a 
list of possible parameters that might affect the post-maintenance performance of the 
track has been included (Section 8.2.1). Secondly it was important to be certain that 
each piece of track that was included in the analysis had actually been maintained 
(Section 8.2.2). 
8.2.1 Parameters of special stoneblowing interest 
Below is a list of parameters that could potentially have an effect on the post 
maintenance performance of the stoneblower. 
" Line speed, high / slow, 
" Axle loads, 
" Impact loading especially onjointed track, 
" Sleeper / rail type, 
" Traffic frequency / axle spacing, i. e. rate of loading, 
" Height of lifts, i. e. the amount of stone being blown under individual sleeper ends, 
" Mixed stoneblowing and tamping, 
" The effect of ramping in and out during maintenance, e. g. end eighths, 
" Climate conditions, i. e. temperature and moisture content, 
" Subgrade type / modulus, 
Good / fouled ballast, 
Acceleration / braking, e. g. track on either side of a station or speed restriction, 
Transitions / curves / straight, 
Cant deficiency, 
Wavelengths of particular faults; there are discrete wavelengths that certain types of 
measurement systems do not pick up, 
Operating crews may have an affect on the machine's overall performance, 
Individual machine performance. 
8.2.2 Sorting the track recording car data 
Between January 1999 and December 2000 approximately 18,500 eighths were 
recorded as having been maintained using the stoneblowing technique. In total around 
35,000 eighths had been maintained by stoneblowing by the end of 2001. Although the 
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overall results showed an improvement in track quality there were many eighths that did 
not appear to improve and some that appeared to have deteriorated. 
From the original 18,500 eighths only 1441 eighths were actually analysed. Initially 
many eighths could not be used due to eighths with badly recorded mileage, i. e. where 
the mileage recorded during the measurement run by the machine was not within 80 
metres of the distance between the start mileage and finish mileage recorded by the 
crew. Also where incorrect ELR's (Engineers Line Reference) and Track ID's had been 
recorded, i. e. when either the ELR was not recognised or something other than Fast or 
Slow and Up or Down was recorded in the appropriate box. Other sites were not used 
because only four ELR's selected from the main UK lines were analysed. Although 
1441 eighths was only 8% of the original data it still represented a significant amount of 
track maintenance across a range of routes around the country. 
8.3 Stoneblower data analysis 
The analysis of the performance of the stoneblower as a track maintenance tool was not 
easy, as there were many difficulties in getting accurate, reliable data. Firstly, the 
stoneblower did not use the same techniques and calculations as the HSTRC for 
measuring the track quality. Secondly, the difficulty of knowing exactly where the 
machine was on the track within the UK made it difficult to compare data from the 
stoneblower with that of the HSTRC. When checks were carried out, the position of the 
stoneblower recorded by the crew in terms of ELR's and Track ID's often did not match 
up with the databank used in TrackMaster. Thirdly the stoneblower does not use the 
same techniques and calculations for maintaining the horizontal profile of the track as 
an Automated Lining System tamper (ALC) or an Automatic Track Top Alignment 
tamper (ATTA). 
8.3.1 Primary Analysis - SUDA 
The primary stoneblower data analysis was carried out by SUDA (Stoneblower User 
interface Data Analysis Macro), a piece of software programmed in Visual Basic for 
Applications - Excel (Fair, 2002, included in Appendix D on CD I) 
In Fair (2002) the details of the SUDA macro were explained, including details of the 
files used and the calculations made. 
Each file produced by SUDA contained, apart from the sheets containing the data; 
oa maintenance summary sheet, 
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9 two vertical profile charts, 
"a vertical top 35m wavelength running standard deviation chart and a vertical top 
70m wavelength running standard deviation chart, 
" two versine charts, 
"a lateral alignment 35m wavelength running standard deviation chart and a lateral 
alignment 70m wavelength running standard deviation chart, 
"a twist check chart, 
"a cant and curvature chart, 
"a raw performance chart. 
Further details from TrackMaster were then inserted manually into the file. 
8.3.1.1 Maintenance summary 
Table 8.1 shows a typical maintenance summary sheet. The title bar shows the ELR 
(SPC9 - one particular section on the Midland Main Line, St Pancras to Chesterfield), 
the track ID (Down Fast- also known as 2100), the mileage measured by the machine 
during the measurement run (145miles 5chains to 146miles 6chains). Due to the 
longstanding use of the nomenclature it would be inappropriate to convert mileage and 
chains into kilometres. The title then gives the date of the maintenance and finally the 
machine number (80206). 
Under the title Design Infonnation there were 12 categories set out. 
1) The site file was a hexadecimal number, which with the date and the machine 
number gave a unique number to each separate site maintained. 
2) The design category, which was input by the crew, was specified in terms of A*, A, 
B, C, or D. A* was recognised as the design for best quality of track and D for the 
worst quality. The design category determined the values for each parameter used 
in the design, including the following three categories. 
3) The measured standard deviation (SD) cut off. If the value of the vertical top SD 
was worse than the measured standard deviation cut off then it would have been 
maintained. 
4) The measured cord offset cut off. If the value of the lateral alignment SD was 
worse than the measured cord offset cut off then it would have been maintained. 
5) The target SD was the SD that the machine was trying to achieve. 
6) The sixth category gave details about the stoneblowing tubes; whether they were 
inserted on sections of track where no stone was blown - in the analysis no sites 
showed positive to this category. 
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7) The seventh category showed the sleeper type at the beginning of the maintenance. 
8) The eighth category showed if there was a change in the sleeper type during the 
maintenance. 
9) Likewise category nine showed the rail type at the start of the maintenance. 
10) Category ten showed if there was a change in the rail type during the maintenance. 
11) Category eleven showed the month in which the site was maintained. This was 
used in determining the weather (see Section 8.4.7). 
12) Finally category twelve shows the operator. At present this information is not 
recorded. 
The second part of the maintenance summary sheet (Table 8.2) gives the following 
details for each eighth. 
1) The pre-maintenance SD, the design SD and the calculated post-maintenance SD, 
both vertical top and lateral alignment, for the 35m. wavelength and the 70m 
wavelength parameters. 
2) Details about any restrictions in an eighth were recorded. These details included 
maximum lifts (level) and slews (alignment) and also whether either system had 
been completely turned off during the maintenance (these are system overrides and 
are input by the crew during the measurement run). 
3) The amount of stone blown in each eighth and whether the track was straight and 
flat, had a transition or cant. Where there was a cant on the track the amount of the 
cant was also recorded. 
8.3.1.2 Vertical profile charts (x2) 
There were two vertical profile charts produced by SUDA (Figure 8.1 and Figure 8.2). 
The charts show distance in miles along the x-axis, and profile in meters up the y-axis. 
This can cause the chart to look very busy and cramped - and therefore the track to look 
in poor condition especially when a significant length of track was maintained (i. e. over 
lkm). The vertical grid lines represent eighth miles of track. The first vertical profile 
chart (Figure 8.1) shows the level of both rails with the pre-maintenance measurement 
run, the design and the calculated post-maintenance profile. A section of track where 
the design profile was with the pre-maintenance profile indicates points where the 
machine was not trying to improve the track. With all the charts plotted by SUDA, start 
and finish markers were included for the range where the sleepers were lifted and for 
the range where stone was blown. Figure 8.2 shows the second of the two vertical 
profile charts. On this chart the data for one of the rails and the calculated post- 
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maintenance profile were removed so that it is clearer to see the details. Details about 
the rails and sleepers through the site were also plotted on this graph. 
8.3.1.3 Vertical top 35m and 70m wavelength standard deviation charts 
The vertical top 35m and 70m wavelength standard deviation charts (Figure 8.3 and 
Figure 8.4) show the distance in miles along the x-axis and the vertical top standard 
deviation in mm up the y-axis. Again the vertical grid lines represented one eighth of a 
mile. On these charts the track categories for 125mph track from the Group Standards 
were also displayed. 
8.3.1.4 Versine (lateral alignment) charts (x2) 
These charts were similar to the vertical profile charts with the distance in miles on the 
x-axis and the versines in mm. up the y-axis and the vertical gridlines representing each 
eighth. The first versine chart (Figure 8.5) plotted the pre-maintenance versines, the 
design and the calculated post-maintenance versines, also the ranges of sleepers lifted 
and stone blown were shown, and the amount of stone blown. The second versine chart 
(Figure 8.6) had the post-maintenance plot deleted for clarity and also showed the 
quantity of stone blow throughout the site. The dashed line shows where the lining 
system had been active / turned off. 
8.3.1.5 Lateral alignment 35m and 70m wavelength standard deviation charts 
The lateral alignment 35m and 70m wavelength standard deviation charts (Figure 8.7 
and Figure 8.8) were very similar to the vertical top standard deviation charts and 
showed up very clearly areas where the system as a whole was being ineffective. (i. e. 
where there was little difference between the pre-maintenance profile and the design 
profile. ) 
8.3.1.6 Cant and curvature chart 
The cant and curvature chart (Figure 8.9) shows the distance in miles on the x-axis, with 
the cant in mm on the primary y-axis and the curvature represented as I/radius (1/mm) 
on the secondary y-axis. Plotting these two graphs allowed a simple check to be made 
with the TrackMaster plots (see Section 8.3.1.7 below). 
8.3.1.7 TrackMaster - cant, curvature and structures charts (x2) 
After the SUDA macro had finished, two charts containing HSTRC information on the 
cant and curvature were then copied from TrackMaster into the file. The first chart 
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(Figure 8.10) allowed checks to be made with the cant and curvature information 
recorded by the stoneblower by assessing the accuracy of the longitudinal positioning 
between the two machines (the stoneblower and the HSTRC). The second of the two 
charts (Figure 8.11) allowed the user to see if there were any structures that may have 
had an effect on the performance of the stoneblower or the track in general. 
8.3.1.8 Twist check chart 
The twist check fault chart (Figure 8.12) shows the distance in miles along the x-axis 
and the twist check calculation on the primary y-axis. The secondary y-axis shows if 
there were any twist fault occurrences and the level of the fault during the maintenance. 
A fault was indicated by a marker over 250 on the secondary y-axis scale (seen here at 
about 180metrcs). Due to complications in the macro the twist check chart was not 
formatted in the same way as the other charts. 
8.3.1.9 Raw performance chart 
The raw performance chart (Figure 8.13) shows the distance along the x-axis and the 
clapsed time from the start of the measurement run to the finish of the maintenance run 
on the y-axis. It quickly highlights if there were any difficulties during the maintenance 
that might have had an affect on the performance of the machine (e. g. losing positioning 
or machine difficulties such as an auger jam etc). 
8.4 Secondary analysis - patterns and trends 
The HSTRC data was sorted to allow the option to compare the four track quality 
parameters (both vertical top and lateral alignment at 35m. and 70m wavelengths) using 
the following data: 
The twelve month average HSTRC standard deviation (SD) pre-maintenance. 
The twelve month average HSTRC SD post-maintenance. 
The last recorded HSTRC SD pre-maintenance. 
The first recorded HSTRC SD post-maintenance. 
The best HSTRC record SD post-maintenance by three and six months. 
All the stoneblower data from the maintenance summary sheets produced by SUDA 
were stored in a central file. Each stoneblown eighth was then matched with the 
corresponding HSTRC data and the secondary analysis was carried out. 
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Although all the data for the four track quality parameters mentioned above were 
available for analysis, only the vertical top 35m wavelength parameter was analysed in 
depth as this was considered as the most critical track quality parameter. 
On all of the scatter graphs (Figure 8.14 - Figure 8.2 1), apart from where stated, the last 
HSTRC recorded SD pre-maintenance was on the x-axis and the best HSTRC recorded 
SD in the 6 month post-maintenance was on the y-axis for each eighth of track. On the 
scatter graphs a best fit regression line was drawn through the data. The shallower the 
gradient and the lower the intercept the better the maintenance. These graphs also 
showed the line of equality (line of no effect), therefore data points that appeared above 
this line either showed that the stoneblower had caused the track quality to deteriorate or 
that the track quality had continued to deteriorate as if it had not been maintained; the 
latter was the most probable. It was also important to note on the scatter graphs that one 
marker may represent many data points on the graph, especially those with reasonably 
low pre-maintenance SD's (1-2mm). The outliers, both good and poor, often only 
represented the performance of one eighth of track. 
The cumulative frequency graphs (e. g. Figure 8.23) also used the last pre-maintenance 
and the best 6 month post-maintenance HSTRC SD's for each eighth of track. These 
graphs also show the track quality group standards for 125mph track (200km/h), where 
the markers (X) were used for further clarification. Note, not all sections of track 
analysed were required to be of this standard. These graphs show in a fairly unique way 
the performance of the maintenance, and with an increasing amount of data (and 
quality), they will be a very useftil tool in ftiture analysis. Further explanation of the 
cumulative frequency graphs will be covered in Section 8.4.3. 
Initially the overall performance was considered (Section 8.4.1 - Section 8.4.4), then in 
Section 8.4.5 - Section 8.4.9 different parameters that may have had an influence on the 
post-maintenance performance have been addressed. 
8.4.1 Scatter Plots - four parameters 
Initially each route was analysed separately (ECML, WCML, BML, GWML and MML) 
and scatter graphs were drawn for the four parameters (vertical top and lateral 
alignment, for 35m and 70m wavelengths). With each parameter there was little 
difference between the routes as is shown by the 35m wavelength parameter in Figure 
8.14, except that maintenance by the stoneblower on the ECML appears to have been 
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marginally better than average. From this a regression line was then drawn through all 
the data as seen in Figure 8.15. 
With all the data together, i. e. 1441 eighth, the four parameters were plotted in Figure 
8.16 to Figure 8.19. In Figure 8.16 the vertical top 35m wavelength showed significant 
track quality improvement, although the improvement was limited at lower pre- 
maintenance SD (less than 1.3mm, i. e. where the regression line crosses the line of 
equality). The gradient of the regression line was 0.396 and the intercept was 0.8 
(where a lower intercept value and a lower gradient value represent better performance). 
The vertical top 70m wavelength (Figure 8.17) did not perform quite so well with a 
lower limit pre SD for improvement of around 1.9mm. The gradient of the regression 
line was 0.577 and the intercept was 0.8. 
For the lateral alignment 35m and 70m wavelengths (Figures 8.18 and 8.19) the results 
were very encouraging with gradients of 0.443 and 0.453 and intercepts values of 0.40 
and 0.54 respectively. The graphs show the 35m and 70m alignments with a lower limit 
pre-maintenance SD for improvement of around 0.7mm and about Imm respectively. 
To give a broader view of the data a vertical top 35m. wavelength graph showing the 12 
month average pre-maintenance standard deviation vs. the 12 month average post- 
maintenance standard deviation is shown in Figure 8.20. Once again this shows that the 
overall quality of the track improved over this two year period. 
Figures 8.16 to Figures 8.19 show that the stoneblower was in general performing well 
in all four parameters, especially with the vertical top 35m. wavelength; the lateral 
alignment 35m wavelength and the lateral alignment 70m wavelength all showing 
significant track quality improvements. 
8.4.2 Scatter in the data 
Figure 8.21 shows all of the data that AEA Technology (Rail) analysed (Baulk, 1999). 
When this data was compared with the data in the current work, Figure 8.15, it was 
clear that there was a reduction in the amount of scatter in this further analysis. The 
work by AEA Technology (Rail) recorded a correlation coefficient (R) value equal to 
0.3306, which improved to 0.4444 in this work. This reduction in scatter has been 
explained in Section 8.2.2. 
There were a larger number of data points in Baulk's previous analysis but not all of the 
points could be trusted as accurate records. With the reduced number of data points 
presented here one can be almost certain that each and every site has been maintained as 
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it was recorded. Although this reduction in the number of sites significantly reduced the 
number of poor performance eighths there were a few of the good performance eighths 
removed from the analysis also. In other words this reduction in the number of data 
points was systematic and logical, and did not just remove the poor sites. 
There maybe several reasons for the scatter on the 'reduced' graphs (e. g. Figure 8.16). 
One fairly significant reason that became clear throughout the analysis was the accuracy 
of positioning of both machines (the stoneblower and the HSTRC). The significance of 
positioning errors can be seen in a typical vertical top 35m. wavelength running standard 
deviation plot in Figure 8.22, which shows the running standard deviation throughout 
the site as measured by the stoneblower. However the HSTRC only gave a value for the 
centre of each eighth. When considering the eighth 145.125 - 145.25miles, if the 
HSTRC was only 50m. out on consecutive runs it could, in this case, have read a value 
of 1.25min at the centre of the eighth on the first run and up to 2.6mm at the centre of 
the eighth on the next. This was equivalent to two track quality bands on 125mph track, 
which in commercial terms was very significant. The jump in SD seen in this eighth 
was not unusual. Another possible reason for the scatter could still rest with the quality 
of the data and weaknesses in both measurement systems (McMichael, 2001). 
8.4.3 Cumulative frequency graphs - 35m vertical wavelength 
BR Research used cumulative frequency charts as a way to look at the distribution of 
track quality in the 1980's and 1990's. The method was then developed further for use 
in this analysis by the author. The standard deviation (SD) (mm) was plotted along the 
x-axis of the graph, with the percentage of the number of sites better than any particular 
SD value on the y-axis. Also included on these graphs were the track quality group 
standards for 125mph track. These were marked (X) for further clarification. 
For example, in Figure 8.23 the SD for the last HSTRC recording pre-maintenance and 
the SD for the first HSTRC recording post-maintenance have been plotted. The 
percentage of pre-maintenance sites better than the 90% standard was only 70% (i. e. 
20% below the standard). After maintenance this had increased to 93% (3% better than 
the standards). 
Figure 8.24 shows additional plots for the best HSTRC recorded SD in the 3 months 
post-maintenance and 6 months post-maintenance. It could be seen that by 3 months up 
to 59% of the best post-maintenance SD recording was better than the 50% group 
standard and that one could still see improvements up to 6 months after stoneblower 
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maintenance. Caution needed to be exercised with the best 6 month post-maintenance 
HSTRC recording as it was unclear whether any further maintenance had been carried 
out within those 6 months. However, for the purposes of this report it was assumed that 
no further maintenance was carried out within the 6 months following the maintenance 
as it was considered that only a few sites maybe in this category. 
8.4.4 Stoneblower vs. HSTRC track quality data 
Figure 8.25 shows a scatter graph comparing the pre-maintenance standard deviations 
recorded by the HSTRC and the stoneblower for the vertical top 35m, wavelength for 
each eighth analysed. The stoneblower pre-maintenance SD (mm) is on the x-axis and 
the HSTRC last recorded pre-maintenance SD (mm. ) is up the y-axis. The line of 
equality represents the line on which data points would lie should the stoneblower and 
the HSTRC have recorded the same track quality SD for a specific eighth of track. 
Therefore each point should ideally lie on the line of equality. However there was a lot 
of scatter, which was possibly due to slight differences in the positioning of the two 
machines (see Section 8.4.2) and the slight differences in the measurement systems and 
calculations used on the two machines. The best fit regression line is also shown on the 
graph. In Figure 8.26 the scatter has been removed and the vertical top 70m wavelength 
regression line has been included. It was clear from this graph that the overall 
comparison between the stoneblower measurement run and the HSTRC run for the 35m 
was fairly good (the regression line almost coinciding with the line of equality) but the 
70m was not quite so good. It was interesting to note that for the ECML the vertical top 
70m wavelength regression line lay parallel and slightly offset to the line of equality 
(Figure 8.27), suggesting that in general the stoneblower was recording a SD value of 
about 0.2mm below that of the HSTRC. With the lateral alignment for 35m and 70m 
wavelengths (Figure 8.28), there was a similar pattern, although the data was slightly 
less comparable than with the vertical wavelengths. 
8.4.5 Effects of stone quantity on the post-maintenance performance 
One of the main areas of interest that became apparent was the effect of the amount of 
stone blown under each sleeper end. Figure 8.29 shows the last HSTRC recording pre- 
maintenance on the x-axis and the best 6 month post-maintenance recording up the y- 
axis. The data was split down into 6 stone quantity categories by averaging the amount 
of stone blown in each eighth, from 0 up to 2 tonnes/km, 2 to 4,4 to 6,6 to 8,8 to 10 
and 10+ t/km. Apart from the 8-10 t/km category all the others showed a clear trend. 
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Through the different categories (0-2t/km up to 10+t/km) the gradient of the regression 
line became shallower indicating better post-maintenance performance. The intercept 
however, slightly increased, which suggested post-maintenance performance on sections 
of track with a low (good) pre-maintenance SD was not so good. This was especially 
clear on the 10+t/krn category where the projected regression line crosses the line of 
equality at a pre-maintenance SD of about 1.4mm. However on reasonable quality of 
track such as one with an SD of 1.4mm. then there would be no need to blow large 
quantities of stone. 
Looking at the same data on a cumulative frequency graph, several extra insights were 
available. On each of the separate graphs (Figures 8.30 - 8.33) the 'CF 35v Pre' line 
shows the last HSTRC pre-maintenance recorded SD, the 'CF 35v 6 month Post' line 
shows the best 6 month HSTRC post-maintenance recorded SD (for the vertical top 
35m wavelength) and the 'CF 35v Design' line shows the design SD of the stoneblower. 
Figure 8.30 (0 - 2t/krn) shows that the majority (64%) of track that had only a little 
amount of stone blown was already in the good track quality band, which says that 50% 
should be better than 1.7mm SD. Therefore when the stoneblower measured these 
sections of track it would not be trying to improve the track very much as it was already 
better than the standards. This was clear when looking at the difference between the 
pre-maintenance and the post-maintenance SD values. Furthermore, up to 30% of the 
track experienced no improvement in standard. Therefore one could'argue that with 
small amounts of stone there was a limited effect on the post-maintenance performance, 
especially at low (good) pre-maintenance SD values. In Figure 8.31 and Figure 8.32 the 
improvement seen between the pre and post-maintenance SD's (horizontal displacement 
on the graph between the pre and post-maintenance curves) was clearly better than that 
with lower stone usage. For example, in Figure 8.32 less than 20% of the track pre- 
maintenance was in the good track quality band for 125mph track (better than 1.7mm 
SD), yet the best HSTRC SD value up to 6 months after showed that up to 55% of track 
reached the good quality track band (<97% the satisfactory band and nearly 100% the 
poor). Furthermore, improvements were seen in pre-maintenance track quality with SD 
values as low as I mm and even 0.8mm in Figure 8.3 1, which was a very encouraging 
result. 
With 6 to 8t/km (Figure 8.33) the pre-maintenance track quality was very poor, where 
not even 50% of track was inside the poor track quality band (125mph track) and 
although significant improvements were made to the track quality, the group standards 
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were not quite meet. Similar patterns were seen with categories 8-lOt/km and 10+t/km, 
although there was not really enough data to accurately draw a cumulative frequency 
graph. This track was most likely not 125mph quality track and therefore would not 
have been expected to meet such stringent standards. 
It was worth noting that all of the graphs (Figures 8.30 - 8.33) show that the post- 
maintenance track quality curve fell short of the design curve (higher SD's). Part of the 
reason for this would be explained by considering the difference between the HSTRC 
prc-maintenance value and the stoneblower pre-maintenance value (Figure 8.34). This 
graph shows that the stoneblower read the vertical top 35m wavelength track quality at a 
slightly lower value than the HSTRC (about 0.2mm) and therefore the design was 
calculated on better track quality values. This difference was not picked up on the 
scatter graphs and the reason for this has not yet been established. Following the 
argument through, one could reduce the design SD value by 0.2mm so that the HSTRC 
pre and post-maintenance track quality values could be compared with the design values 
from the stoneblower. However this would still leave a shortfall between the design 
quality and the post-maintenance track quality. This was not perceived to have been 
due to the stoneblower but a natural drop off due to the complicated and unknown 
characteristics of the materials and stress regimes that were under consideration and 
could possibly be corrected within the algorithm. 
8.4.6 Effects of design category on the post-maintenance performance 
As the values of the design parameters were set by the design category selected on the 
night of maintenance, the performances of the different design categories was analysed 
(Note: the crew entered the design category into the machine) depending on the track 
being maintaining. Four different design categories were considered, A* being the 
highest category then A, B, and C. No data was analysed that used category D. Figure 
8.35 shows the performance of each category on a scatter graph (vertical top 35m 
wavelength, with the last pre-maintenance SD (mm) on the x-axis and best 6 month 
post-maintenance SD (mm) on the y-axis. ) The data points show the scatter from the 
A* category. Category C data was not included in Figure 8.35 as only a limited number 
of category C sites were analysed. From this graph it can be seen that as one moved 
through the design categories from B up to A* there was not much difference in the 
overall gradient of the graphs, but the intercept value had significantly decreased (better 
performance). 
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Using the cumulative frequency graph format the pattern became even more obvious 
(Figures 8.36 - 8.39). The differences were not so marked as with the different stone 
quantity categories (Figure 8.30 - 8.33), although the starting point for each graph was 
not the same (that is the CF 35v pre curve - pre-maintenance SD). There was also a 
significant improvement in SD with all of the different design categories. 
When comparing Figure 8.36, category A* and Figure 8.30, stone quantity category 0- 
2t/km, the pre-maintenance data (CF 35v pre) were very similar, with the A* category 
showing slightly worse pre SD values. However the design curve (CF 35v design) for 
the A* category was much tighter (steeper gradient), with the horizontal distance 
between the pre-maintenance and the design being greater than with the 0-2t/km 
category; the A* category was therefore attempting to do a lot more to the track. One 
can see that this was achieved, with the post-maintenance curve (CF 35v 6 month post) 
for the A* category also being tighter. Therefore the A* category yielded better results. 
Furthermore when comparing the A* and A design categories, Figure 8.39, showed that 
the improvement for both categories were similar (e. g. about 0.6mm improvement in 
SD on the 60% line). Where track had a low pre-maintenance SD (about 1.5mm or less 
i. e. better track) category A* showed a significantly greater improvement than that of A. 
A* gave improvements to the track up to a pre-maintenance SD of about 0.8mm, 
whereas with category A improvement was limited up to a pre-maintenance SD of about 
1.2mm. This was similar to that of the 0-2t/km category in the stone quantity graphs 
(Figure 8.30). 
With the A* category there was a range of different stone quantity categories used 
(Figure 8.40), suggesting that the design category may be a more appropriate way of 
assessing the performance of the machine than purely by stone quantity. This was 
because the machine was blowing the amount of stone most appropriate to each sleeper 
end. 
8.4.7 Effects of weather on the post-maintenance performance 
Laboratory research suggested that wet materials may perform worse than dry materials 
under loading. The weather conditions (wet ballast) may therefore have an adverse 
effect on the post-maintenance performance of stoneblown track (see Sections 2.5 and 
5.7). As the weather was not recorded during the maintenance run or in the days 
thereafter a 'broad brush' approach was developed to allow an initial investigation. To 
do this the month of maintenance was recorded, the year was then split into quarters, 
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winter (December, January and February), spring (March, April and May), summer 
(June, July and August) and autumn (September, October and November). Using this 
method of weather analysis, Figure 8.41 shows that there was no noticeable difference 
in the post-maintenance performance of stoneblown track due to the seasons. However 
there were several important factors to consider in relation to this. Firstly, the weather 
in Britain is very unpredictable, where any one month could within reason receive a lot 
more rain than any other month of the year. There is also a variation throughout the 
country in weather conditions, generally the south is considered dryer than the north, 
and the west wetter than the cast. Secondly, as yet it is not totally clear which are the 
important factors to consider, the weather before, during or after maintenance or 
possibly a combination of each. Further work on this data may allow examination of 
the weather conditions to be refined in such a way that the results can be better 
interpreted. 
8.4.8 Effects of different machines on the post-maintenance performance 
Within the railway maintenance industry there has been speculation that different 
machines perform better than others. Using a scatter plot, Figure 8.42 shows that there 
was very little difference between the different machines. However it was interesting to 
note that the best two performing machines, 80210 and 80206, mainly operated on the 
ECML where a significant amount of track was maintained using the A* design 
category (Section 8.4.6). Caution was necessary with machine 80205, as there was only 
a limited amount of data available. 
8.4.9 Effects of restricted lifts and slews on the post-maintenance performance 
It became apparent during the analysis that the performance of the machine was 
severely limited in eighths where restricted lifts and or slews had been imposed. Figure 
8.43 shows two sets of data. The solid regression line shows the performance of all 
eighths using the vertical top 35m wavelength parameter and the dashed regression line 
shows the performance of just those eighths were the performance of the machine had 
been restricted. The difference between the two lines was clear as the gradient of the 
restricted lifts line was steeper i. e. worse than the general data. The same pattern would 
be seen, and was even more pronounced in Figure 8.44, which looked at the lateral 
alignment 35m wavelength parameter and the eighths with restricted slews. 
This data set (Figures 8.43 and 8.44) clearly showed how important it was to carry out 
site inspections before the maintenance run to measure and check distances so that the 
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minimum amount of restriction was applied during the maintenance, or better still the 
restriction may be removed completely. There were 38 eighths that had restricted lifts 
and 54 eighths that had restricted slews, many of which had both. 
8.5 Data analysis conclusions and best practice 
8.5.1 Conclusions 
From the data analysed the following conclusions have been drawn. 
1) The chosen design category had a significant effect on the post-maintenance 
performance of the machine. 
2) The post-maintenance performance was not solely related to the amount of stone 
being blown, although the stone quantity was closely linked with the design 
category. 
3) The analysis suggested that the route had no effect on the post-maintenance 
perfonTiance of the track. 
4) By splitting the months of the year up into seasons, and assuming that winter was 
wetter than summer, the results impled that the weather had no adverse effect on 
the post-maintenance performance of the track. 
5) There was no significant effect on the post-maintenance performance of the track 
treated by different machines. 
However it is important to remember there were limitations within the analysis, where 
some end eighths were excluded from the analysis others were not. Also the linear 
regression line was used as the best fit line in all the scatter graphs; this assumption was 
made in previous analysis and was again used here. The use of the best 6 month data 
recorded by the HSTRC after maintenance in the analysis may have allowed possible 
errors to creep in where further maintenance had been carried out within six months of 
the site being analysed. 
8.5.2 Best Practice 
From the analysis presented here it was possible to provide guidelines on best practice. 
1. It is important that the machines can be fixed to a datum for accurate and repeatable 
positioning. This applies to the stoneblower, the HSTRC and any other track quality 
recording device. 
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2. It is extremely important that the ELR, the Track ID and the start and finish 
mileages are recorded accurately, so that proper planning and analysis can be carried 
out. 
3. The number and amount of any fixed lifts or slews needs to be reduced to allow 
more eighths to be effectively targeted by the stoneblower. 
4. At the end of the measurement run the crew need to check the proposed design. 
Where there is little or no stone blown then the design category should be revised 
and if appropriate the new design carried out. 
5. Better planning is necessary. The data showed that some planning was particularly 
poor with certain sections of track being maintained within months if not days of 
previous maintenance. 
6. An onboard shut down procedure needs to be implemented to make sure that files 
are not getting corrupted. 
7. This work suggests that a practical way of recording the weather needs to be devised 
so that conclusions may be drawn on this question. 
8. In the interest of best practice, the operator/crew needs to be recorded so that in the 
instance where one operator is doing better, then this knowledge may be 
disseminated to the rest of the fleet. Having said that the author is aware that there 
are commercial difficulties and possible implications of data being used to adverse 
effects. 
It is important to conclude that the machine will only do as it is 'told' to do. )"ere the 
machine was trying to maintain good track using an inappropriate category (for instance 
A instead of A*) then the maintenance was ineffective. In other words if the machine is 
being asked to do nothing then it will do nothing. 
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SPC9 - DOWN FAST - 145m5ch to 146tn6ch 
Stoneblown on 17101100 by machine No: 80206 
Design Information 
Table 8.1 - 
Mileage 
Design Categoiy 
meastifed SD Clit Off 
me. -Ismed Cold Offset cm Off 
Taiget SD 
Tiobes Inseoted wheie iio stoiie lblown 
Steepei Type Wai" 
Sleepei Type changes 
Rail Type Wait) 
Rail Type changes 
w0athel 
OP01.1101 
Maintenance summary sheet (part 1) 









SPC9 - DOWN FAST - Mm5ch to 146m6ch 
Stoneblown on 17101)'00 by machine No: 80206 
Standard Deviations 
Vealral Alignment Ldleial Alignmem 
Pre SO Design SO Post SO restr Pre SO Design SO Post SO 
im 70rn 35m 70m 35m 70m 1c 35m 70m 35m 70m 35m 70m 
Quan. 
cf Tiack type 
. 
jstons 31raig 
(r/k m ht (s) 
Iric ) Transi Cani 6 
145 145 125 1 
ý%6 . -25 lA6 125 14525 2 17 201 092 1 13 263 2,94 0-64 1,13 005 014 045 0.62 2,476 
14625 145.375 1.38 1.68 1.02 1.38 2.32 2.88 0.41 0.74 0.05 0.17 0.34 0.42 1.22 
145375 1455 298 397 128 285 298 3,23 0.68 1 19 0,05 0.17 053 067 5.392 
1455 145625 229 264 1 OB 1,88 244 2,81 0.74 116 005 0.11 037 0-52 5.463 
146 625 14575 218 306 1 16 224 247 2,91 1.18 221 10,87 1.52 107 1-BB LO, IOA9 TST, T, -26. -45 
lA5 75 1458 159 " 99 146 218 2,65 0-58 069 006 025 035 0-48 OM TST, A5 
145.875 146 2.12 2.44 1. U5 1.47 2.17 2.6U 0.73 1.16 10-05 0.24 0.54 0.76 2.761 TEND., 0 
146 1 46 125 LO, 1 ý012 10 
Table 8.2 - Maintenance summary sheet (part 2) 
% better than Last pre First post Group standards 
50 2.1 1.7 1.6 
90 3.2 2.4 2.2 
100 6.0 3.0 3.7 
Table 8.3 - Comparing pre and post-maintenance SDIs with the group standards 
for 125mph track 
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Vertical Profile 
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Figure 8.1 - Vertical profile as recorded by the stoneblower (Chart 1) 
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Figure 8.2 - Vertical profile as recorded by the stoneblower (Chart 2) 
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Vertical 200m Running Standard Deviation 
35 Point Triangular Filter - 35m Butterworth Equivalent 
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Figure 8.3 - Vertical top 35m wavelength standard deviation chart 
Vertical 200m Runnning Standard Deviation 
69 Point Triangular Filter - 70m Butterworth Equivalent 
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Figure 8.4 - Vertical top 70m wavelength standard deviation chart 
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Lateral Versines 
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Figure 8.5 - Versine as recorded by the stoneblower (Chart 1) 
Lateral Versines 
SPC9 - DOWN FAST - 145m5ch-146m6ch - 17101100 - 80206 
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Figure 8.6 - Versine as recorded by the stoneblower (Chart 2) 
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Lateral 200m Runnning Standard Deviation 
35 Point Triangular Filter - 35m Butterworth Equivalent 
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Figure 8.7 - Lateral alignment 35m wavelength standard deviation chart 
Lateral 200m Runnning Standard Deviation 
69 Point Triangular Filter -70m Butterworth Equivalent 
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Figure 8.8 - Lateral alignment 70m wavelength standard deviation charl 
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Cant and Curvature as recorded by the Stoneblower 
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Figure 8.10 - TrackMaster Chart 1, track quality with cant and curvature 
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Figure 8.11 - TrackMaster Chart 2, track quality with curvature and structures 
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Figure 8.12 - Twist check chart as calculated by the stoneblower 
Raw Performance 
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Figure 8.13 - Raw performance of the stoneblower during the maintenance 
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Vertical Top 35m Wavelength Standard Deviations 
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Vertical Top 35m Wavelength Standard Deviations 
Pro vs. Post-maintenance - HSTRC 
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Figure 8.16 - Track quality improvement - vertical top 35m wavelength 
Vertical Top 70m Wavelength Standard Deviations 
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Figure 8.17 - Track quality improvement - vertical top 70m wavelength 
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Figure 8.19 - Track quality improvement - lateral alignment 70m wavelength 
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Lateral Alignment 35m Wavelength Standard Deviations 
Pre vs. Post-maintenance - HSTRC 
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Figure 8.20 - Track quality improvement - 12 month average pre- and post- 
maintenance (vertical top 35m wavelength) 








Figure 8.21 - Track quality improvement before reduction (Baulk, 1999) 
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Vertical 200m Running Standard Deviation 
35 Point Triangular Filter - 35m Butterworth Equivalent 
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Figure 8.23 - Cumulative frequency plot showing track quality improvement - 
vertical top 35m wavelength 
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Cumulative Frequency -Vertical T*p 35m Wavelength 
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Figure 8.26 - Comparing stoneblower and HSTRC data regression lines - vertical 
top 35m and 70m wavelengths 
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Figure 8.27 - Comparing stoneblower and HSTRC data regression lines - ECML 
vertical top 35m and 70m wavelengths 
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Figure 8.28 - Comparing stoneblower and HSTRC data regression lines - lateral 
alignment 35m and 70m wavelengths 
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Figure 8.29 - Track quality improvement - stone quantities 
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Figure 8.30 - Track quality improvement - stone quantity (0-2t/km) 
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Figure 8.31 - Track quality improvement - stone quantity (2-4t/km) 
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Figure 8.32 - Track quality improvement - stone quantity (4-6t/km) 
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Figure 8.34 - Comparing pre-maintenance standard deviations (HSTRC & 
stoneblower) 
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Vertical Top 35m Wavelength 
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Figure 8.35 - Track quality improvement - design categories 
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Figure 8.36 - Track quality improvement - A* design category 
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Figure 8.37 - Track quality improvement -A design category 
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Figure 8.39 - Comparing track quality improvement for A* and A design 
categories 
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Figure 8.40 - Range of stone quantities used in the A* maintenance 
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Figure 8.41 - Track quality improvement - weather analysis 
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Figure 8.42 - Track quality improvement - performance of different stoneblowers 
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Comparing Sites with Restricted Lifts 
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Figure 8.43 - Track quality improvement - effect of restricted lifts 
Comparing Sites with Restricted Slews 
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Figure 8.44 - Track quality improvement - effect of restricted slews 
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There have been two distinct yet closely related research studies described and 
discussed in the thesis. The first was that of specimen and particle testing in the 
laboratory, the second, relating directly to the railway maintenance industry, was the 
analysis of the track quality data and the data downloaded from the stoneblower track 
maintenance machines. In the early stages of the project it was assumed that the 
specimen testing would focus on gaining a deeper understanding of the interaction of 
the two-layer foundation typical of that found in the railway environment directly 
linking in with the data analysis. However, as described in Sections 5 and 7, it was 
reallsed that a knowledge of the breakage behaviour of the particles was fundamental to 
a deeper understanding of the overall behaviour and in particular the volume change and 
displacement of the material. A modification of the original programme of tests was 
therefore made, so as to concentrate on developing the understanding of the importance 
of particle breakage occurring, rather than the behaviour of the two-layer foundation 
system as left after stoneblowing. 
This chapter brings together the discussions that have taken place in the previous 
chapters, from which the final conclusions and recommendations of the research project 
as a whole are highlighted and presented in Chapter 10. 
9.2 Closing discussion 
The main factor of track degradation reported in the literature has been related to the 
densification of specimens and the breakage of the individual particles. From the 
monotonic load tests one can see that with a static load (squashing of the specimen) 
there was significant breakage occurring in the specimen, which appeared to directly 
reduce the amount of dilation occurring (i. e. increase the amount of compression) 
(Section 7.3.3). A simplistic representation of the stresses applied to the ballast during 
track maintenance with a tamper may be modelled by a triaxial specimen rotated 
through 90' and loaded monotonically, as seen in Figure 9.1. The specimen would then 
be loaded in the horizontal plane rather than the vertical plane. Significant particle 
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breakage would occur, similar to that in the monotonic load tests in the current work. 
This would lead to a build up of fines and eventually to poor perfon-nance where the 
ballast bed would need renewing. 
From the tests by Chrismer (1990) a Hardin breakage factor (B, ) (Hardin, 1985) for the 
amount of breakage occurring after 10 tamp cycles on granite ballast was calculated as 
B, = 12. Using the correlation (Series 2-5) in Figure 7.3 the equivalent total breakage 
score (BTBS) was deten-nined as equal to approximately 87. Compared to the BTBS 
values in Table 6.5 it can be seen that the breakage as measured in the above 10 tamp 
cycles (BTBS = 87) was slightly lower than that seen in a single monotonic load test at 
40kPa cell pressure (BTBS = 104), and slightly more than the breakage seen in aI 
million load cycle test (BTBS = 80). It can be assumed therefore from this that the actual 
strains and loads applied to the specimen in the monotonic load tests were significantly 
higher than those used by the tamper during track maintenance. 
When comparing the amount of breakage occurring in the cyclic load tests to that of the 
monotonic load tests it was clear that the 100,000 load cycle tests at 40kPa cell pressure 
only induced a limited amount of breakage (BTBS = 35), whereas in the monotonic load 
tests a significant amount of breakage occurred (BTBS = 104) also under monotonic 
loading at 40kPa cell pressure. Furthermore, where stone was introduced between the 
ballast and the top cap, as with the two-layer foundations introduced by the 
stoneblower, there was a decrease in the amount of breakage seen in the underlying 
ballast. 
Evans (1992) (Table 2.1) reports that passing traffic only produced 1/20th of the amount 
of breakage of that of a single tamp maintenance. In the current work three times the 
amount of breakage occurred in the monotonic load test than in the cyclic load test at 
40kPa cell pressure, where the maximum deviator stress was approximately 300kPa. At 
14OkPa cell pressure, where the maximum deviator stress reached approximately 
58OkPa, the amount of breakage in the monotonic load tests was 5.2 times higher than 
the amount of breakage occurring in similar cyclic load tests. From these results it 
would therefore appear that there was some disparity between the breakage behaviour 
occurring in the laboratory and that occurring in-situ. 
From the limited number of damped specimens tested in Series 5 (Section 7.3.6), where 
a rubber mat was laid under the specimen to crudely simulate the subgrade and a 
wooden disc was inserted between the top cap and the material to represent the railway 
sleeper, it would appear that the action of reducing the resilient modulus caused an 
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increase in the amount of breakage and further plastic strains to occur. This would 
imply that a stiffer subgrade modulus would therefore decrease the amount of breakage 
and plastic strains occurring in the ballast bed. On the other hand a stiffer subgrade 
would cause increased wear to elements of the superstructure (Evans, 1992). 
The breakage analysis in this current work has focused solely on the 50mm ballast 
particles and not on the 20mm stone particles. It remains to be seen whether the stone 
particles would also be more susceptible to breakage when wet than when dry. It is 
postulated that with the smaller particles there would be fewer cracks into which the 
pore fluid could enter, hence there would be little difference in the amount of breakage 
between the wet and dry 20mm stone with the pressure range considered here. 
However, at higher pressures the differences in behaviour may become more apparent. 
In Chapter 8, describing the track quality and stoneblower maintenance data analysis, it 
was suggested that the weather had no obvious effect on the post-maintenance 
performance of the track (Section 8.4.7). However, it was clear from the laboratory 
work that under cyclic loading wet ballast particles appeared to be much weaker than 
dry particles and hence greater plastic strains and more breakage were observed 
(Section 7.3.7). The majority of the extra plastic straining above that of the dry 
specimens would appear to occur within the first 2,000 load cycles. 
A possible explanation is that when new ballast is originally laid it requires maintenance 
one or two times in quick succession to re-level the track as the new material beds 
down. During this period any rain would increase the moisture content of the ballast 
bed. The ballast particles will be weakened due to the increase in moisture content and 
an increase in breakage will occur as the next train passes over the site. After this 
breakage has occurred then those ballast particles that have broken will not break 
further unless the stresses are significantly increased. 
With tamping new ballast may be brought under the sleeper. These 'new particles' when 
wetted may also undergo degradation with loading. However with stoneblowing there 
is no new ballast in the load path and hence no further breakage will occur. 
The necessity for completely reliable data to be recorded from the stoneblower, tamper 
and track recording car (HSTRC) in terms of the exact positioning of the machine and 
maintenance became apparent during the stoneblower data analysis (Chapter 8). 
Furthen-nore it is crucial that all details about all types of maintenance be recorded and 
passed on to the central database. From this good, reliable analysis of track 
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maintenance for both the stoneblower and the tamper can be made, from which good 
practice and long term management decisions may be made. 
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monotonic + rotated approximates to 
load specimen though 90' tamping maintenance 
Figure 9.1 - Comparison between the loading applied in monotonic load triaxial 
tests and tamping maintenance 
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CHAPTER 10 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
10.1 Final conclusions 
Conclusions from the laboratory studies and stoneblower data analysis have been 
presented in Sections 7.7 and 8.5 respectively. The following are the main conclusions 
drawn from the project as a whole: 
1) Breakage behaviour has an important role to play in the performance of a granular 
material such as ballast, even at relatively low pressures. 
2) Breakage led to a decrease in the rate of dilation (increased compression) under 
monotonic loading and increased permanent strain under cyclic loading. 
3) A volumetric strain behaviour model has been proposed. This allowed the 
separation of the volumetric strain due to particle breakage and the volumetric 
strain due to shearing (particle rearrangement). 
4) In the cyclic load tests a layer of smaller stone overlying the ballast decreased the 
amount of breakage occurring in the underlying ballast. The addition of a layer of 
stone also served to increase the resilient modulus, although any effect on the 
accumulation of plastic strain was not apparent. 
5) In the monotonic load tests an increase in the thickness of stone gave a decrease in 
the amount of breakage occurring in the underlying ballast. 
6) With a damped system (a rubber mat at the bottom of the specimen and a wooden 
disc at the top) there was an increase in the amount of breakage, an increase in the 
permanent strain and a decrease in the resilient modulus. 
7) The addition of moisture to the material in the laboratory caused a significant 
increase in the permanent deformation under cyclic loading and an increase in the 
amount of breakage recorded, although in the monotonic tests there was little noted 
difference in stress-strain behaviour or in breakage behaviour. It is thought that 
under cyclic loading there may be a build up of internal pore water pressure, which 
is not quickly dissipated under rapid loading, causing a propagation in crack growth 
and weakening of the particles. 
8) From the track quality data analysis it was clear that the design category was the 
single most important factor that controlled the quality and durability of the post 
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maintenance track. An enhanced A** algorithm should be installed on the 
stoneblower including lower measurement target values and tighter design target 
levels. Alongside this the lower design categories should also be upgraded in a 
similar manner to raise the performance of the machine. 
9) Typically the post-maintenance performance was not influenced by either the route 
from which the data was analysed or the individual machine. 
10) The appeared to be no effect due to the weather conditions, which was based on the 
month in the year. 
11) Restricted pieces of track where maintenance could not be carried out had a 
significant effect reducing the post-maintenance performance. 
10.2 Recommendations for future work 
From the laboratory testing and the stoneblower and track quality data analysis carried 
out, several gaps have been identified in the understanding and knowledge regarding the 
geotechnical behaviour of ballast materials for railway track maintenance. The main 
areas that were considered to be most usefully investigated in the future are listed 
below. 
1) Further specimen testing is required in the following four areas; 
i) To verify the volumetric strain model testing needs to be carried out over a 
greater range of cell pressures and by stopping the tests at different axial strains in 
the monotonic load tests. The amount of breakage may then be recorded and the 
volumetric strain due to breakage calculated. 
ii) To investigate the effects of moisture in the monotonic load tests, testing at 
higher cell pressures is required. Testing using different moisture contents is also 
necessary to gain a deeper understanding of the effect of moisture on the breakage 
and strains in the ballast. Furthennore, the behaviour of wetted 20mm stone needs to 
be investigated to see if it, like ballast, deforms more (and has greater breakage) than 
the dry specimens. 
iii) To clarify the effect of the rate of loading on the axial strains and breakage of 
the ballast further testing is needed with different load waveforms. 
iv) Further investigation is needed to establish the effect of 'damping' on the 
specimens. 
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2) The Werkmeister et al. (2001) revised shakedown model shows potential, but the 
model needs to be slightly adapted for ballast materials and to include the effects of 
moisture content before verification with a ftirther testing programme. 
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